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Date: Wednesday, September 1, 2021 at 11:24 AM
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Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED EXPANDS CITYBUILD TO SUPPORT
SAN FRANCISCO’S LOCAL WORKFORCE AND ECONOMIC RECOVERY
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Wednesday, September 1, 2021
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
MAYOR LONDON BREED EXPANDS CITYBUILD TO

SUPPORT SAN FRANCISCO’S LOCAL WORKFORCE AND
ECONOMIC RECOVERY

CityBuild’s expansion will train and provide construction jobs to 600 San Franciscans,
doubling the program’s capacity over the next two years

 
San Francisco, CA — Mayor London N. Breed and the Office of Economic and Workforce
Development (OEWD) today announced the expansion of CityBuild, a nationally recognized
construction training program that provides career pathways for historically underserved San
Francisco residents into the building and construction trades, to now serve 600 local residents
over the next two years. The expansion, which doubles the number of participants, will
provide more opportunities for workers to learn in-demand skills, receive wraparound services
and job placement assistance in the City’s growing construction industry.
 
“As we look to our economic recovery and focus on getting people back to work, it is critical
that we invest in providing our local workforce with the skills necessary to succeed. That is
why we are doubling the number of CityBuild participants and creating more well-paying jobs
for local San Franciscans,” said Mayor Breed. “Training our city’s workforce and placing
them in meaningful careers will support those that were most impacted by the pandemic and
help drive equitable employment opportunities for our city’s residents.”
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Wednesday, September 1, 2021 
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*** PRESS RELEASE *** 


MAYOR LONDON BREED EXPANDS CITYBUILD TO 


SUPPORT SAN FRANCISCO’S LOCAL WORKFORCE AND 


ECONOMIC RECOVERY  
CityBuild’s expansion will train and provide construction jobs to 600 San Franciscans, doubling 


the program’s capacity over the next two years  


 


San Francisco, CA — Mayor London N. Breed and the Office of Economic and Workforce 


Development (OEWD) today announced the expansion of CityBuild, a nationally recognized 


construction training program that provides career pathways for historically underserved  


San Francisco residents into the building and construction trades, to now serve 600 local 


residents over the next two years. The expansion, which doubles the number of participants, will 


provide more opportunities for workers to learn in-demand skills, receive wraparound services 


and job placement assistance in the City’s growing construction industry. 


  


“As we look to our economic recovery and focus on getting people back to work, it is critical 


that we invest in providing our local workforce with the skills necessary to succeed. That is why 


we are doubling the number of CityBuild participants and creating more well-paying jobs for 


local San Franciscans,” said Mayor Breed. “Training our city’s workforce and placing them in 


meaningful careers will support those that were most impacted by the pandemic and help drive 


equitable employment opportunities for our city’s residents.” 


 


The expansion will double CityBuild’s capacity to train 600 participants through CityBuild 


Academy, Special Trainings, and CityBuild-Building Trade Partnerships, including funding 


through Mayor Breed’s Women & Families First Initiative. The construction industry anticipates 


significant growth due to the local hiring requirement that is part of President Biden’s 


infrastructure package. In August, the U.S. Senate approved President Biden’s $1.2 trillion 


proposal to invest in the nation’s roads, bridges, public transit, broadband, and essential 


infrastructure, creating hundreds of thousands of jobs nationwide, including goals for local 


community hiring. 


  


“Local Hire has led to more job opportunities for historically underserved communities. The 


expansion of CityBuild capitalizes on those opportunities to ensure that local residents have 


access to livable wages and long-lasting careers in a growing industry,” said Kate Sofis, Director 


of the Office of Economic and Workforce Development. “CityBuild is vital to San Francisco’s 


equitable economic recovery—serving as an example of how we can meet the moment, 


strengthen our local workforce, and get San Franciscans back to work” 
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San Francisco’s Local Hire Ordinance requires 30% of all project hours on City-funded 


construction to be performed by local residents. CityBuild assists in providing a pipeline of 


qualified workers to meet the requirements of the Ordinance and the demands of the industry. In 


years since the Local Hire Ordinance’s adoption, local residents have performed 33% of a total 


of 8.2 million work hours on covered projects, with 48% of apprentice hours worked by local 


apprentices. President Biden’s Infrastructure deal builds on the success of local hiring policies to 


create economic opportunity for disadvantaged residents by implementing a resident hiring 


requirement in Federal infrastructure construction projects for the first time, creating a 


significant demand for San Francisco residents in the construction industry. Congress will 


resume consideration of the proposal upon returning from recess on September 20.   


 


“CityBuild was the Office of Economic and Workforce Development's first training program, 


providing the foundation for future workforce initiatives in healthcare, tech, hospitality, and 


emerging industries,” said Joshua Arce, Director of Workforce at the Office of Economic and 


Workforce Development. “CityBuild's many years of success in providing underserved 


communities access to opportunities to raise a family, buy a home, and have a successful career 


is intertwined with our partnership with the Building Trades, who offer graduates the chance to 


become a Union apprentice and turn out as journey-level construction workers, perhaps 


eventually becoming superintendents or apprenticeship coordinators. This unique collaboration 


between labor, contractor, educational, and community-based organizations has made CityBuild 


a national model to advance equity.” 


 


CityBuild began in 2006, under then-Mayor Gavin Newsom, as an effort to coordinate citywide 


construction training and employment programs and is administered by OEWD in partnership 


with City College of San Francisco and the San Francisco Building & Construction Trades 


Council, community non-profit organizations including Mission Hiring Hall, industry employers, 


and City agencies. CityBuild trainees represent neighborhoods from across the City, including 


Bayview Hunters Point, Visitacion Valley, the Mission, the Excelsior, Ingleside, Bernal Heights, 


and the Western Addition.  


 


“Today we celebrate 15 years of CityBuild providing opportunities for SF residents right here in 


the Southeast Sector of San Francisco. I want to acknowledge all of the individuals who have 


completed the program and gone on to become leaders in the field of construction. The 


partnerships that have developed through this training program have made it possible to employ 


hundreds of community members,” said San Francisco Board of Supervisors President Shamann 


Walton, who represents District 10. “I want to thank San Francisco City College, OEWD, and all 


of the community based organizations that make the connections for our residents. Looking 


forward to many more years of making opportunities real!” 


   


Over the past 15 years, CityBuild’s Training Academy has graduated 1,350 participants, 


including 146 through partnerships with projects such as the Chase Center, Gleneagles, and 


Alice Griffith. Graduates of the program represent the diversity of San Francisco’s 


disadvantaged job seekers with 30% Black, 19% Latino, and 36% Asian- Pacific Islander. In an 
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industry that is nationally comprised of less than 1% women, CityBuild graduates are comprised 


of 12% women.  


 


“At the core of CityBuild’s success are our partnerships,” said CityBuild Director Ken Nim. 


“Thanks to the support from labor organizations, construction contractor community, inter-


agency and government collaboration, and community-based organizations providing services on 


the ground, we developed a strong foundation to deliver a program for all San Franciscans to 


prosper. These four pillars continue to be the strength of helping the City recover and build 


stronger.” 


 


“The San Francisco Building and Construction Trades Council and all our affiliates are proud of 


our partnership with CityBuild since its inception. Thanks to CityBuild’s services to the 


community, the program had prepared San Francisco residents with core skills to be successful 


in the industry,” said Rudy Gonzales, the Secretary-Treasurer of the San Francisco Building & 


Construction Trades Council. “Graduates of the program are more equipped for the rigors of 


construction and become strong apprentices. Our employers and apprenticeship coordinators all 


believe that the pathway CityBuild has provided for graduates is the model for what a pre-


apprenticeship program has to offer.” 


   


CityBuild has evolved into a network of training programs, employment services, and policy 


administration. With its dual-service approach to training and job placement, CityBuild has taken 


advantage of the growing pipeline of workers to become a valuable resource for contractors and 


employers while continuing to monitor local hiring compliance on all major construction projects 


within the City. For more information, please visit www.oewd.org/citybuild. 


 


“Wraparound services are critical to the successful outcomes of a workforce training participant. 


These services will help us identify and address the personal and social needs of participants that 


may impact their transition to gainful employment,” said Michelle Leonard-Bell, Executive 


Director of Mission Hiring Hall and CityBuild program coordinator. “The human touch of 


empathy and compassion demonstrates our commitment to focus on each person’s unique 


circumstances. These coordinated services will lead to greater success as participants begin 


careers in the construction industry.” 


 


“Swinerton is proud to be a partner of CityBuild since its inception 15 years ago. The quality of 


graduates and the success of the apprentices coming out of the program has helped our company 


retain great employees,” said Lori Dunn-Guion, Vice President – Division Manager, Swinerton. 


“Part of the mission of our company is to ensure that we have a long and lasting impact on the 


communities in which we live, serve, and belong. We recognize jobs and career opportunities 


promote sustainable economies. Our partnership with CityBuild has helped us achieve that goal.” 


 


### 
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The expansion will double CityBuild’s capacity to train 600 participants through CityBuild
Academy, Special Trainings, and CityBuild-Building Trade Partnerships, including funding
through Mayor Breed’s Women & Families First Initiative. The construction industry
anticipates significant growth due to the local hiring requirement that is part of President
Biden’s infrastructure package. In August, the U.S. Senate approved President Biden’s $1.2
trillion proposal to invest in the nation’s roads, bridges, public transit, broadband, and
essential infrastructure, creating hundreds of thousands of jobs nationwide, including goals for
local community hiring.
 
“Local Hire has led to more job opportunities for historically underserved communities. The
expansion of CityBuild capitalizes on those opportunities to ensure that local residents have
access to livable wages and long-lasting careers in a growing industry,” said Kate Sofis,
Director of the Office of Economic and Workforce Development. “CityBuild is vital to San
Francisco’s equitable economic recovery—serving as an example of how we can meet the
moment, strengthen our local workforce, and get San Franciscans back to work”
 
San Francisco’s Local Hire Ordinance requires 30% of all project hours on City-funded
construction to be performed by local residents. CityBuild assists in providing a pipeline of
qualified workers to meet the requirements of the Ordinance and the demands of the industry.
In years since the Local Hire Ordinance’s adoption, local residents have performed 33% of a
total of 8.2 million work hours on covered projects, with 48% of apprentice hours worked by
local apprentices. President Biden’s Infrastructure deal builds on the success of local hiring
policies to create economic opportunity for disadvantaged residents by implementing a
resident hiring requirement in Federal infrastructure construction projects for the first time,
creating a significant demand for San Francisco residents in the construction industry.
Congress will resume consideration of the proposal upon returning from recess on September
20. 
 
“CityBuild was the Office of Economic and Workforce Development's first training program,
providing the foundation for future workforce initiatives in healthcare, tech, hospitality, and
emerging industries,” said Joshua Arce, Director of Workforce at the Office of Economic and
Workforce Development. “CityBuild's many years of success in providing underserved
communities access to opportunities to raise a family, buy a home, and have a successful
career is intertwined with our partnership with the Building Trades, who offer graduates the
chance to become a Union apprentice and turn out as journey-level construction workers,
perhaps eventually becoming superintendents or apprenticeship coordinators. This unique
collaboration between labor, contractor, educational, and community-based organizations has
made CityBuild a national model to advance equity.”

CityBuild began in 2006, under then-Mayor Gavin Newsom, as an effort to coordinate
citywide construction training and employment programs and is administered by OEWD in
partnership with City College of San Francisco and the San Francisco Building &
Construction Trades Council, community non-profit organizations including Mission Hiring
Hall, industry employers, and City agencies. CityBuild trainees represent neighborhoods from
across the City, including Bayview Hunters Point, Visitacion Valley, the Mission, the
Excelsior, Ingleside, Bernal Heights, and the Western Addition.
 
“Today we celebrate 15 years of CityBuild providing opportunities for SF residents right here
in the Southeast Sector of San Francisco. I want to acknowledge all of the individuals who
have completed the program and gone on to become leaders in the field of construction. The



partnerships that have developed through this training program have made it possible to
employ hundreds of community members,” said San Francisco Board of Supervisors President
Shamann Walton, who represents District 10. “I want to thank San Francisco City College,
OEWD, and all of the community based organizations that make the connections for our
residents. Looking forward to many more years of making opportunities real!”
 
Over the past 15 years, CityBuild’s Training Academy has graduated 1,350 participants,
including 146 through partnerships with projects such as the Chase Center, Gleneagles, and
Alice Griffith. Graduates of the program represent the diversity of San Francisco’s
disadvantaged job seekers with 30% Black, 19% Latino, and 36% Asian- Pacific Islander. In
an industry that is nationally comprised of less than 1% women, CityBuild graduates are
comprised of 12% women.
 
“At the core of CityBuild’s success are our partnerships,” said CityBuild Director Ken Nim.
“Thanks to the support from labor organizations, construction contractor community, inter-
agency and government collaboration, and community-based organizations providing services
on the ground, we developed a strong foundation to deliver a program for all San Franciscans
to prosper. These four pillars continue to be the strength of helping the City recover and build
stronger.”
 
“The San Francisco Building and Construction Trades Council and all our affiliates are proud
of our partnership with CityBuild since its inception. Thanks to CityBuild’s services to the
community, the program had prepared San Francisco residents with core skills to be successful
in the industry,” said Rudy Gonzales, the Secretary-Treasurer of the San Francisco Building &
Construction Trades Council. “Graduates of the program are more equipped for the rigors of
construction and become strong apprentices. Our employers and apprenticeship coordinators
all believe that the pathway CityBuild has provided for graduates is the model for what a pre-
apprenticeship program has to offer.”
 
CityBuild has evolved into a network of training programs, employment services, and policy
administration. With its dual-service approach to training and job placement, CityBuild has
taken advantage of the growing pipeline of workers to become a valuable resource for
contractors and employers while continuing to monitor local hiring compliance on all major
construction projects within the City. For more information, please visit
www.oewd.org/citybuild.
 
“Wraparound services are critical to the successful outcomes of a workforce training
participant. These services will help us identify and address the personal and social needs of
participants that may impact their transition to gainful employment,” said Michelle Leonard-
Bell, Executive Director of Mission Hiring Hall and CityBuild program coordinator. “The
human touch of empathy and compassion demonstrates our commitment to focus on each
person’s unique circumstances. These coordinated services will lead to greater success as
participants begin careers in the construction industry.”
 
“Swinerton is proud to be a partner of CityBuild since its inception 15 years ago. The quality
of graduates and the success of the apprentices coming out of the program has helped our
company retain great employees,” said Lori Dunn-Guion, Vice President – Division Manager,
Swinerton. “Part of the mission of our company is to ensure that we have a long and lasting
impact on the communities in which we live, serve, and belong. We recognize jobs and career
opportunities promote sustainable economies. Our partnership with CityBuild has helped us

http://www.oewd.org/citybuild


achieve that goal.”
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From: "Press Office, Mayor (MYR)" <mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org>
Date: Thursday, August 26, 2021 at 10:37 AM
To: "Press Office, Mayor (MYR)" <mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org>
Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED CELEBRATES GROUNDBREAKING OF
18-STORY AFFORDABLE HOUSING DEVELOPMENT IN SOMA
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Thursday, August 26, 2021
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
MAYOR LONDON BREED CELEBRATES

GROUNDBREAKING OF 18-STORY AFFORDABLE HOUSING
DEVELOPMENT IN SOMA

Once complete, 921 Howard Street will provide 100% affordable housing to 201 San
Francisco families

 
San Francisco, CA — Mayor London N. Breed today celebrated the groundbreaking of a new
18-story 100% affordable housing complex in the South of Market (SOMA) neighborhood.
The development at 921 Howard Street will be one of the largest affordable housing projects
seen in San Francisco in the last decade, with 40% of the units set aside for current SOMA
residents or residents who reside within a half-mile of the project per the City’s Neighborhood
Resident Housing Preference.
 
The development advances the City’s strategy for economic recovery, which is centered
around new job creation and investing in infrastructure that ensures San Francisco’s post-
COVID-19 economy emerges more equitable and resilient than before. The construction of the
project is expected to create 1,000 union jobs, building on the City’s economic recovery plan.
 
“As we recover from this pandemic, we must continue building affordable housing projects
like this one to keep San Franciscans in the city they call home,” said Mayor Breed. “This
project will not only provide 18 stories of much-needed housing for our city’s families, but it
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Thursday, August 26, 2021 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org 


 


*** PRESS RELEASE *** 


MAYOR LONDON BREED CELEBRATES 


GROUNDBREAKING OF 18-STORY AFFORDABLE HOUSING 


DEVELOPMENT IN SOMA 
Once complete, 921 Howard Street will provide 100% affordable housing to 201 San Francisco 


families 


 


San Francisco, CA — Mayor London N. Breed today celebrated the groundbreaking of a new 


18-story 100% affordable housing complex in the South of Market (SOMA) neighborhood. The 


development at 921 Howard Street will be one of the largest affordable housing projects seen in 


San Francisco in the last decade, with 40% of the units set aside for current SOMA residents or 


residents who reside within a half-mile of the project per the City’s Neighborhood Resident 


Housing Preference. 


 


The development advances the City’s strategy for economic recovery, which is centered around 


new job creation and investing in infrastructure that ensures San Francisco’s post-COVID-19 


economy emerges more equitable and resilient than before. The construction of the project is 


expected to create 1,000 union jobs, building on the City’s economic recovery plan.  


 


“As we recover from this pandemic, we must continue building affordable housing projects like 


this one to keep San Franciscans in the city they call home,” said Mayor Breed. “This project 


will not only provide 18 stories of much-needed housing for our city’s families, but it will create 


1,000 new union jobs at a time when putting people to work is crucial. We know we need more 


housing across our entire City, and I’m thankful for everyone who persevered to move this 


project forward.”    


 


The project at 921 Howard dates back to December 2007, which at the time, was a joint venture 


between Tenderloin Neighborhood Development Corporation (TNDC) and Citizens Housing 


Corporation (“Citizens”). The joint venture responded to and was selected by the Mayor’s Office 


of Housing and Community Development (MOHCD) through a Family Housing Notice of 


Funding Availability (NOFA) during which they proposed a 9-story family development with 


134 units.  


 


The proposed project involved assembling ten parcels totaling 32,000 square feet. In 2009, 


Citizens wound down its operations and TNDC acquired Citizens’ portfolio, including the site, 


which they then took the lead in developing. 921 Howard entails the development of 


approximately 63% of the original 32,000 square foot site. Construction of the project faced 


delays due to the 2008 financial crisis as well as a number of proposed building designs and 


concepts that did not come to fruition. New funding sources from the State, combined with 2019 
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Affordable Housing Bond funds approved by the voters, are now allowing the project to move 


forward. 


 


“We’re thrilled to see 921 Howard break ground,” said Katie Lamont, Senior Director of 


Housing Development at TNDC, co-developer of 921 Howard. “The need for housing in San 


Francisco is a pressing issue, especially in light of the pandemic, and this development is key to 


helping more and families find stability.” 


 


Curtis Development, a local developer with decades of experience, entered into a Memorandum 


of Understanding with TNDC in February 2021 to serve as co-developer for the project. 


 


“It’s so gratifying to bring this project to fruition after a challenging long haul,” said Charmaine 


Curtis, Principal at Curtis Development and co-developer with TNDC on 921 Howard. “It will 


be even more gratifying to see families moving in a couple of years from now.” 


 


Built with families and children in mind, amenities at 921 Howard will include a community 


garden, a number of shared common spaces, bicycle parking, and after-school programming for 


students. The development will seek a GreenPoint Rated certification, and contractors involved 


in construction will partner with local, BIPOC-owned, or women-owned businesses.   


 


The apartments at 921 Howard will be affordable to households with a range of incomes between 


75-120% Area Median Income (AMI). Once complete, the building will consist of 201 


affordable studios, 1-bedroom, 2-bedroom, and 3-bedroom homes, as well as two additional on-


site units for building managers.   


 


"Affordable housing is our best tool to end homelessness and keep families in San Francisco. 


This is even more important as we recover from the pandemic,” said District 6 Supervisor Matt 


Haney. “This important project is an example of what we can get done when residents, housing 


providers, and our city work together. I’m thrilled to celebrate the groundbreaking of another 


affordable development in District 6.” 


 


The 18-story building is designed by Perry Architects, and Swinerton Builders is the lead general 


contractor. Construction started in June 2021, and residents are anticipated to begin moving in 


Spring 2023, once the building is complete. 


 


“We have a company culture of being invested in the communities we serve,” said Lori Dunn, 


Division Manager and Vice President at Swinerton. “We are thrilled to help bring these 


affordable units to San Francisco with our local workforce and small business partners.” 


 


Major financing for 921 Howard was provided by an $18.2 million investment for building 


construction from MOHCD, enabling the $148.5 million project to move forward. In addition to 


the City’s investment, the development was made possible by financing from Bank of America 


Merrill Lynch, the California Housing Finance Agency Middle Income Program, California Tax 


Credit Allocation Committee, California Debt Limit Allocation Committee. 







will create 1,000 new union jobs at a time when putting people to work is crucial. We know
we need more housing across our entire City, and I’m thankful for everyone who persevered to
move this project forward.”  
 
The project at 921 Howard dates back to December 2007, which at the time, was a joint
venture between Tenderloin Neighborhood Development Corporation (TNDC) and Citizens
Housing Corporation (“Citizens”). The joint venture responded to and was selected by the
Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development (MOHCD) through a Family
Housing Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA) during which they proposed a 9-story family
development with 134 units.
 
The proposed project involved assembling ten parcels totaling 32,000 square feet. In 2009,
Citizens wound down its operations and TNDC acquired Citizens’ portfolio, including the site,
which they then took the lead in developing. 921 Howard entails the development of
approximately 63% of the original 32,000 square foot site. Construction of the project faced
delays due to the 2008 financial crisis as well as a number of proposed building designs and
concepts that did not come to fruition. New funding sources from the State, combined with
2019 Affordable Housing Bond funds approved by the voters, are now allowing the project to
move forward.
 
“We’re thrilled to see 921 Howard break ground,” said Katie Lamont, Senior Director of
Housing Development at TNDC, co-developer of 921 Howard. “The need for housing in San
Francisco is a pressing issue, especially in light of the pandemic, and this development is key
to helping more and families find stability.”
 
Curtis Development, a local developer with decades of experience, entered into a
Memorandum of Understanding with TNDC in February 2021 to serve as co-developer for the
project.
 
“It’s so gratifying to bring this project to fruition after a challenging long haul,” said
Charmaine Curtis, Principal at Curtis Development and co-developer with TNDC on 921
Howard. “It will be even more gratifying to see families moving in a couple of years from
now.”
 
Built with families and children in mind, amenities at 921 Howard will include a community
garden, a number of shared common spaces, bicycle parking, and after-school programming
for students. The development will seek a GreenPoint Rated certification, and contractors
involved in construction will partner with local, BIPOC-owned, or women-owned businesses. 
 
The apartments at 921 Howard will be affordable to households with a range of incomes
between 75-120% Area Median Income (AMI). Once complete, the building will consist of
201 affordable studios, 1-bedroom, 2-bedroom, and 3-bedroom homes, as well as two
additional on-site units for building managers. 
 
"Affordable housing is our best tool to end homelessness and keep families in San Francisco.
This is even more important as we recover from the pandemic,” said District 6 Supervisor
Matt Haney. “This important project is an example of what we can get done when residents,
housing providers, and our city work together. I’m thrilled to celebrate the groundbreaking of
another affordable development in District 6.”
 



The 18-story building is designed by Perry Architects, and Swinerton Builders is the lead
general contractor. Construction started in June 2021, and residents are anticipated to begin
moving in Spring 2023, once the building is complete.
 
“We have a company culture of being invested in the communities we serve,” said Lori Dunn,
Division Manager and Vice President at Swinerton. “We are thrilled to help bring these
affordable units to San Francisco with our local workforce and small business partners.”
 
Major financing for 921 Howard was provided by an $18.2 million investment for building
construction from MOHCD, enabling the $148.5 million project to move forward. In addition
to the City’s investment, the development was made possible by financing from Bank of
America Merrill Lynch, the California Housing Finance Agency Middle Income Program,
California Tax Credit Allocation Committee, California Debt Limit Allocation Committee.
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Commissioners,
Attached are your Calendars for September 1, 2021.
 
Cheers,
 
Jonas P Ionin
Director of Commission Affairs
San Francisco Planning
49 South Van Ness Avenue, Suite 1400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 628.652.7589 | www.sfplanning.org
San Francisco Property Information Map
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[bookmark: _Hlk36802641]Hearing Materials are available at:

Historic Preservation Commission Packet and Correspondence





Commission Hearing Broadcasts:

Live stream: https://www.sfgovtv.org/planning







Disability and language accommodations available upon request to:

 commissions.secretary@sfgov.org or (628) 652-7536 at least 48 hours in advance.







[bookmark: _Hlk37062483]Ramaytush Ohlone Acknowledgement 

The Historic Preservation Commission acknowledges that we are on the unceded ancestral homeland of the Ramaytush Ohlone, who are the original inhabitants of the San Francisco Peninsula. As the indigenous stewards of this land and in accordance with their traditions, the Ramaytush Ohlone have never ceded, lost, nor forgotten their responsibilities as the caretakers of this place, as well as for all peoples who reside in their traditional territory. As guests, we recognize that we benefit from living and working on their traditional homeland. We wish to pay our respects by acknowledging the Ancestors, Elders, and Relatives of the Ramaytush Ohlone community and by affirming their sovereign rights as First Peoples.



Know Your Rights Under the Sunshine Ordinance

Government's duty is to serve the public, reaching its decisions in full view of the public. Commissions, boards, councils and other agencies of the City and County exist to conduct the people's business. This ordinance assures that deliberations are conducted before the people and that City operations are open to the people's review. 



For more information on your rights under the Sunshine Ordinance (Chapter 67 of the San Francisco Administrative Code) or to report a violation of the ordinance, contact the Sunshine Ordinance Task Force at City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 409; phone (415) 554-7724; fax (415) 554-7854; or e-mail at sotf@sfgov.org. Copies of the Sunshine Ordinance can be obtained from the Clerk of the Sunshine Task Force, the San Francisco Library and on the City’s website at www.sfbos.org/sunshine.

[bookmark: _Hlk879281] 

Privacy Policy

Personal information that is provided in communications to the Planning Department is subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted. 



Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying information when they communicate with the Planning Department and its commissions. All written or oral communications that members of the public submit to the Department regarding projects or hearings will be made available to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Department does not redact any information from these submissions. This means that personal information including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a member of the public elects to submit to the Department and its commissions may appear on the Department’s website or in other public documents that members of the public may inspect or copy.



Accessible Meeting Information

Commission hearings are held in Room 400 at City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place in San Francisco. City Hall is open to the public Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. and is accessible to persons using wheelchairs and other assistive mobility devices. Ramps are available at the Grove, Van Ness and McAllister entrances. A wheelchair lift is available at the Polk Street entrance.  



Transit: The nearest accessible BART station is Civic Center. Accessible MUNI Metro lines are the F, J, K, L, M, N, T (exit at Civic Center or Van Ness stations). MUNI bus routes also serving the area are the 5, 6, 9, 19, 21, 47, 49, 71, and 71L. For more information regarding MUNI accessible services, call (415) 701-4485 or call 311.



Parking: Accessible parking is available at the Civic Center Underground Parking Garage (McAllister and Polk), and at the Performing Arts Parking Garage (Grove and Franklin). Accessible curbside parking spaces are located all around City Hall. 



Disability Accommodations: To request assistive listening devices, sign language interpreters, readers, large print agendas or other accommodations, please contact the Commission Secretary at (628) 652-7589, or commissions.secretary@fgov.org at least 48 hours in advance of the hearing.



Language Assistance: To request an interpreter for a specific item during the hearing, please contact the Commission Secretary at (628) 652-7589), or commissions.secretary@fgov.org at least 48 hours in advance of the hearing.



Allergies: In order to assist the City in accommodating persons with severe allergies, environmental illness, multiple chemical sensitivity or related disabilities, please refrain from wearing scented products (e.g. perfume and scented lotions) to Commission hearings.



SPANISH:  Agenda para la Comisión de Preservación de Edificios y Lugares Históricos (Historic Preservation Commission).  Si desea asistir a la audiencia, y quisiera obtener información en Español o solicitar un aparato para asistencia auditiva, llame al (628) 652-7550. Por favor llame por lo menos 48 horas de anticipación a la audiencia.

CHINESE: 歷史保護委員會議程。聽證會上如需要語言協助或要求輔助設備，請致電(628) 652-7550。請在聽證會舉行之前的至少48個小時提出要求。

FILIPINO: Adyenda ng Komisyon para sa Pangangalaga ng Kasaysayan (Historic Preservation Commission Agenda). Para sa tulong sa lengguwahe o para humiling ng Pantulong na Kagamitan para sa Pagdinig (headset), mangyari lamang na tumawag sa (628) 652-7550. Mangyaring tumawag nang maaga (kung maaari ay 48 oras) bago sa araw ng Pagdinig. 

RUSSIAN: Повестка дня Комиссии по защите памятников истории. За помощью переводчика или за вспомогательным слуховым устройством на время слушаний обращайтесь по номеру (628) 652-7550. Запросы должны делаться минимум за 48 часов до начала слушания.



Remote Access to Information and Participation 



[bookmark: _Hlk37426845]In accordance with Governor Newsom’s statewide order for all residents to Shelter-in-place - and the numerous preceding local and state proclamations, orders and supplemental directions - aggressive directives have been issued to slow down and reduce the spread of the COVID-19 virus. 



On May 29, 2020, the Historic Preservation Commission was authorized to conduct their hearings remotely. Therefore, the Historic Preservation Commission meeting will be held via videoconferencing and allow for remote public comment. The Commission strongly encourages interested parties to submit their comments in writing, in advance of the hearing to commissions.secretary@sfgov.org. Visit the SFGovTV website (https://sfplanning.org/) to stream the live meetings or watch on a local television station. 

[bookmark: _Hlk48037677]The public comment call-in line number is (415) 655-0001.  You will also need an access code to join the meeting.  The access code for this hearing is 146 502 2048. This information will also be provided on the Department’s webpage https://sfplanning.org/ and during the live SFGovTV broadcast.



As the COVID-19 emergency progresses, please visit the Planning website regularly to be updated on the current situation as it affects the hearing process and the Historic Preservation Commission.



 ROLL CALL:		

	President:	Diane Matsuda

		Commissioners:                	Kate Black, Chris Foley, Richard S.E. Johns, 

			Ruchira Nageswaran, Lydia So, Jason Wright



A.	GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT



At this time, members of the public may address the Commission on items of interest to the public that are within the subject matter jurisdiction of the Commission except agenda items. With respect to agenda items, your opportunity to address the Commission will be afforded when the item is reached in the meeting.  Each member of the public may address the Commission for up to three minutes.



The Brown Act forbids a commission from taking action or discussing any item not appearing on the posted agenda, including those items raised at public comment.  In response to public comment, the commission is limited to: 



(1)  responding to statements made or questions posed by members of the public; or

(2)  requesting staff to report back on a matter at a subsequent meeting; or 

(3)  directing staff to place the item on a future agenda.  (Government Code Section 54954.2(a))



B.	DEPARTMENT MATTERS



1. Department Announcements	



	

C.	COMMISSION MATTERS 



2.	President’s Report and Announcements

	

3.	Consideration of Adoption:

· Draft Minutes for August 18, 2021



Adoption of Commission Minutes – Charter Section 4.104 requires all commissioners to vote yes or no on all matters unless that commissioner is excused by a vote of the Commission.  Commissioners may not be automatically excluded from a vote on the minutes because they did not attend the meeting.



4.	Commission Comments & Questions

· Disclosures.

· Inquiries/Announcements.  Without discussion, at this time Commissioners may make announcements or inquiries of staff regarding various matters of interest to the Commissioner(s).

· Future Meetings/Agendas.  At this time, the Commission may discuss and take action to set the date of a Special Meeting and/or determine those items that could be placed on the agenda of the next meeting and other future meetings of the Historic Preservation Commission.



D.	CONSIDERATION OF ITEMS PROPOSED FOR CONTINUANCE



The Commission will consider a request for continuance to a later date.  The Commission may choose to continue the item to the date proposed below, to continue the item to another date, or to hear the item on this calendar.





E.	REGULAR CALENDAR  



5.	2021-006260PCA	(V. FLORES: (628) 652-7525)

STATE-MANDATED ACCESSORY DWELLING UNIT CONTROLS [BF 210585] – Planning Code Amendments – Ordinance amending the Planning Code to clarify the ministerial approval process for certain Accessory Dwelling Units meeting certain requirements in single-family and multifamily buildings; affirming the Planning Department’s determination under the California Environmental Quality Act; making findings of consistency with the General Plan, and the eight priority policies of Planning Code, Section 101.1; and adopting findings of public necessity, convenience, and welfare under Planning Code, Section 302.

Preliminary Recommendation:  Adopt a Recommendation for Approval



6.	2021-007060DES	(A. WESTHOFF: (628) 652-7314)

200 RHODE ISLAND STREET - West side of Rhode Island Street between 15th and 16th Streets, Lot 001 in Assessor’s Block 3936 (District 10). Consideration of a community-sponsored Landmark Designation Application for an Individual Article 10 Landmark pursuant to Section 1004.1 of the Planning Code. The heavy timber-frame brick industrial building, designed by architect G. Albert Lansburg, was constructed in 1912. From 1965 – 2019 it was under the ownership of Japanese-American entrepreneurs and philanthropists, Henri and Tomoye Takahashi, and it served as the headquarters for the Takahashi Trading Company and Takahashi Charitable Foundation. The property is located within a PDR-1-D (Production, Distribution & Repair – 1 – Design) and 58-X/68-X Height and Bulk Districts. 

Preliminary Recommendation: Add property to the Landmark Designation Work Program   



ADJOURNMENT




Hearing Procedures

The Historic Preservation Commission holds public hearings on the first and third Wednesday, of most months. The full hearing schedule for the calendar year and the Commission Rules & Regulations may be found online at: www.sfplanning.org. 



Public Comments: Persons attending a hearing may comment on any scheduled item. 

· When speaking before the Commission in City Hall, Room 400, please note the timer indicating how much time remains.  Speakers will hear two alarms.  The first soft sound indicates the speaker has 30 seconds remaining.  The second louder sound indicates that the speaker’s opportunity to address the Commission has ended.



Sound-Producing Devices Prohibited: The ringing of and use of mobile phones and other sound-producing electronic devices are prohibited at this meeting. Please be advised that the Chair may order the removal of any person(s) responsible for the ringing or use of a mobile phone, pager, or other similar sound-producing electronic devices (67A.1 Sunshine Ordinance: Prohibiting the use of cell phones, pagers and similar sound-producing electronic devices at and during public meetings).



For most cases that are considered by the Historic Preservation Commission, after being introduced by the Commission Secretary, shall be considered by the Commission in the following order:



1. Presentation by Staff;

2. Presentation by the Project Sponsor’s Team (which includes: the sponsor, representative, legal counsel, architect, engineer, expeditor and/or any other advisor) for a period not to exceed ten (10) minutes, at the discretion of the Chair;

3. Public testimony from supporters of the Project not to exceed three (3) minutes, at the discretion of the Chair;

4. Presentation by Organized Opposition recognized by the Commission President through written request prior to the hearing for a period not to exceed ten (10) minutes, at the discretion of the Chair;

5. Public testimony from opponents of the Project not to exceed three (3) minutes, at the discretion of the Chair;

6. Staff follow-up and/or conclusions;

7. Public comment portion of the hearing shall be closed and deliberation amongst the Commissioners shall be opened by the Chair;

8. A motion to approve; approve with conditions; approve with amendments and/or modifications; disapprove; or continue to another hearing date, if seconded, shall be voted on by the Commission.



Every Official Act taken by the Commission must be adopted by a majority vote of all members of the Commission, a minimum of four (4) votes.  A failed motion results in the disapproval of the requested action, unless a subsequent motion is adopted. Any Procedural Matter, such as a continuance, may be adopted by a majority vote of members present, as long as the members present constitute a quorum (four (4) members of the Commission).



Hearing Materials

Each item on the Agenda may include the following documents:

· Planning Department Case Executive Summary

· Planning Department Case Report

· Draft Motion or Resolution with Findings and/or Conditions

· Public Correspondence



Materials submitted to the Historic Preservation Commission prior to a scheduled hearing will become part of the public record only when the materials are also provided to the Commission Secretary and/or Project Planner.  Correspondence may be emailed directly to the Commission Secretary at: commissions.secretary@sfgov.org.  



Persons unable to attend a hearing may submit written comments regarding a scheduled item to: Historic Preservation Commission, 49 South Van Ness, 14th Floor, San Francisco, CA  94103-2414.  Written comments received by the close of the business day prior to the hearing will be brought to the attention of the Historic Preservation Commission and made part of the official record.  



Advance Submissions: To allow Commissioners the opportunity to review material in advance of a hearing, materials must be received by the Planning Department reception eight (8) days prior to the scheduled public hearing.  All submission packages must be delivered to 49 South Van Ness, 14th Floor, by 5:00 p.m. and should include fifteen (15) copies.



Day-of Submissions: Material related to a calendared item may be distributed at the hearing. Please provide ten (10) copies for distribution. 



Appeals

The following is a summary of appeal rights associated with the various actions that may be taken at a Historic Preservation Commission hearing.



		Case Type

		Case Suffix

		Appeal Period*

		Appeal Body



		Certificate of Appropriateness

		COA (A)

		30 calendar days

		Board of Appeals**



		CEQA Determination 

		ENV (E)

		30 calendar days

		Board of Supervisors



		Permit to Alter/Demolish

		PTA (H)

		30 calendar days

		Board of Appeals**







**An appeal of a Certificate of Appropriateness or Permit to Alter/Demolish may be made to the Board of Supervisors if the project requires Board of Supervisors approval or if the project is associated with a Conditional Use Authorization appeal.  An appeal of an Office Allocation may be made to the Board of Supervisors if the project requires a Conditional Use Authorization.



For more information regarding the Board of Appeals process, please contact the Board of Appeals at (415) 575-6880.  For more information regarding the Board of Supervisors process, please contact the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors at (415) 554-5184 or board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org. 



Challenges

Pursuant to Government Code Section 65009, if you challenge, in court, the approval of (1) a Certificate of Appropriateness, (2) a Permit to Alter, (3) a Landmark or Historic District designation, you may be limited to raising only those issues you or someone else raised at the public hearing described in this notice, or in written correspondence delivered to the Historic Preservation Commission, at, or prior to, the public hearing.



Proposition F

Under Campaign and Governmental Conduct Code Section 1.127, no person or entity with a financial interest in a land use matter pending before the Board of Appeals, Board of Supervisors, Building Inspection Commission, Commission on Community Investment and Infrastructure, Historic Preservation Commission, Planning Commission, Port Commission, or the Treasure Island Development Authority Board of Directors, may make a campaign contribution to a member of the Board of Supervisors, the Mayor, the City Attorney, or a candidate for any of those offices, from the date the land use matter commenced until 12 months after the board or commission has made a final decision or any appeal to another City agency from that decision has been resolved.  For more information about this restriction, visit sfethics.org.

 

San Francisco Lobbyist Ordinance

Individuals and entities that influence or attempt to influence local legislative or administrative action may be required by the San Francisco Lobbyist Ordinance [SF Campaign and Governmental Conduct Code Section 21.00-2.160] to register and report lobbying activity.  For more information about the Lobbyist Ordinance, please contact the San Francisco Ethics Commission at 25 Van Ness Avenue, Suite 220, San Francisco, CA 94102; phone (415) 252-3100; fax (415) 252-3112; and online http://www.sfgov.org/ethics.
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Ramaytush Ohlone Acknowledgement  
The Historic Preservation Commission acknowledges that we are on the unceded ancestral homeland of the Ramaytush Ohlone, who are the original 
inhabitants of the San Francisco Peninsula. As the indigenous stewards of this land and in accordance with their traditions, the Ramaytus h Ohl one 
have never ceded, lost, nor forgotten their responsibilities as the caretakers of this place, as well as for all peoples who reside  i n thei r t r adi t iona l 
territory. As guests, we recognize that we benefit from living and working on their traditional homeland. We wish to pay our respects by 
acknowledging the Ancestors, Elders, and Relatives of the Ramaytush Ohlone community and by affirming their sovereign rights as First Peoples. 
 
Know Your Rights Under the Sunshine Ordinance 
Government's duty is to serve the public, reaching its decisions in full view of the public. Commissions, boards, councils and other a gencie s of the  
City and County exist to conduct the people's business. This ordinance assures that deliberations are conducted before the people and that City 
operations are open to the people's review.  
 
For more information on your rights under the Sunshine Ordinance (Chapter 67 of the San Francisco Administrative Code) or to report a violati on of 
the ordinance, contact the Sunshine Ordinance Task Force at City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place, Room 409; phone (415) 554-7724;  fa x ( 415) 
554-7854; or e-mail at sotf@sfgov.org. Copies of the Sunshine Ordinance can be obtained from the Clerk of the Sunshine Task Force, the San 
Francisco Library and on the City’s website at www.sfbos.org/sunshine. 
  
Pr ivacy Policy 
Personal information that is provided in communications to the Planning Department is subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act 
and the San Francisco Sunshine Ordinance. Personal information provided will not be redacted.  
 
Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying information when they communicate with the Planning Department and i ts 
commissions. All written or oral communications that members of the public submit to the Department regarding projects or hearings will be ma de 
available to all members of the public for inspection and copying. The Department does not redact any information from these s ubmis si ons. T hi s 
means that personal information including names, phone numbers, addresses and similar information that a member of the public elects to submi t  
to the Department and its commissions may appear on the Department’s website or in other public documents that member s of the  publ i c  ma y 
inspect or copy. 
 
Accessible Meeting Information 
Commission hearings are held in Room 400 at City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place in San Francisco. City Hall is open to the public Monday 
through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. and is accessible to persons using wheelchairs and other assistive mobility devices. Ramps are available at 
the Grove, Van Ness and McAllister entrances. A wheelchair lift is available at the Polk Street entrance.   
 
Transit: The nearest accessible BART station is Civic Center. Accessible MUNI Metro lines are the F, J, K, L, M, N, T (exit at Ci vi c Ce nter  or  Van Ne s s 
stations). MUNI bus routes also serving the area are the 5, 6, 9, 19, 21, 47, 49, 71, and 71L. For more information regarding MUNI accessible servi ces,  
call (415) 701-4485 or call 311. 
 
Parking: Accessible parking is available at the Civic Center Underground Parking Garage (McAllister and Polk), and at the Performing Ar ts Par ki ng 
Garage (Grove and Franklin). Accessible curbside parking spaces are located all around City Hall.  
 
Disability Accommodations: To request assistive listening devices, sign language interpreters, readers, large print agendas or other accommodations, 
please contact the Commission Secretary at (628) 652-7589, or commissions.secretary@fgov.org at least 48 hours in advance of the hearing. 
 
Language Assistance: To request an interpreter for a specific item during the hearing, please contact the Commission Secretary at (628) 652-7589), or 
commissions.secretary@fgov.org at least 48 hours in advance of the hearing. 
 
Allergies: In order to assist the City in accommodating persons with severe allergies, environmental illness, multiple chemical sensitivity or  r el ate d 
disabilities, please refrain from wearing scented products (e.g. perfume and scented lotions) to Commission hearings. 
 
S PANISH:  Agenda para la Comisión de Preservación de Edificios y Lugares Históricos (Historic Preservation Commission).  Si desea asistir a la 
audiencia, y quisiera obtener información en Español o solicitar un aparato para asistencia auditiva, llame al (628) 652-7550. Por favor llame por lo 
menos 48 horas de anticipación a la audiencia. 


CHINESE: 歷史保護委員會議程。聽證會上如需要語言協助或要求輔助設備，請致電(628) 652-7550。請在聽證會舉行之前的至
少48個小時提出要求。 


FILIPINO: Adyenda ng Komisyon para sa Pangangalaga ng Kasaysayan (Historic Preservation Commission Agenda). Para sa tulong sa lengguwahe o 
para humiling ng Pantulong na Kagamitan para sa Pagdinig (headset), mangyari lamang na tumawag sa (628) 652-7550. Mangyaring tumawag 
nang maaga (kung maaari ay 48 oras) bago sa araw ng Pagdinig.  


RUSSIAN: Повестка дня Комиссии по защите памятников истории. За помощью переводчика или за вспомогательным 
слуховым устройством на время слушаний обращайтесь по номеру (628) 652-7550. Запросы должны делаться минимум 
за 48 часов до начала слушания.



mailto:sotf@sfgov.org

http://www.sfbos.org/sunshine

mailto:commissions.secretary@fgov.org

mailto:commissions.secretary@fgov.org
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Re mote Access to Information and Participation  
 


In a ccordance with Governor Newsom’s statewide order for all residents to Shelter-in-pla ce -  a nd t he 
numerous preceding local and state proclamations, orders a nd supplemental directions -  a ggressive 
directives have been issued to slow down a nd reduce the spread of the COVID-19 virus.  
 
On Ma y 29, 2020, the Historic Preservation Commission was authorized to conduct t heir h ea rings 
remotely. Therefore, the Historic Preservation Commission meeting will be held via videoconferencing 
a nd allow for remote public comment. The Commission strongly encoura ges i nterested pa r ties to 
submit their comments in writing, in advance of the hearing to commissions.secretary@sfgov.org. Visit  
the SFGovTV website (https://sfplanning.org/) to str eam t he live meetings or  wa tch on a  loca l 
television station.  


The public comment call-in line number is (415) 655-0001.  You will also need a n access code to join the 
meeting.  The access code for this hearing is 146 502 2048. This information will also be provided on the 
Department’s webpage https://sfplanning.org/ and during the live SFGovTV broadcast. 
 
As the COVID-19 emergency progresses, please visit the Planning website regularly to be u pda ted on 
the current situation as it affects the hearing process and the Historic Preservation Commission. 
 


 ROLL CALL:   
 President: Diane Matsuda 


  Commissioners:                 Kate Black, Chris Foley, Richard S.E. Johns,  
   Ruchira Nageswaran, Lydia So, Jason Wright 
 
A. GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT 
 


At this time, members of the public may address the Commission on items of interest to the public 
that are within the subject matter jurisdiction of the Commission except agenda items. With 
respect to agenda items, your opportunity to address the Commission will be afforded when the 
item is reached in the meeting.  Each member of the public may address the Commission for up to 
three minutes. 
 
The Brown Act forbids a commission from taking action or discussing any item not appearing on 
the posted agenda, including those items raised at public comment.  In response to public 
comment, the commission is limited to:  
 
(1)  responding to statements made or questions posed by members of the public; or 
(2)  requesting staff to report back on a matter at a subsequent meeting; or  
(3)  directing staff to place the item on a future agenda.  (Government Code Section 54954.2(a)) 


 
B. DEPARTMENT MATTERS 


 
1. Department Announcements  


 
  



mailto:commissions.secretary@sfgov.org

https://sfplanning.org/

https://sfplanning.org/
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C. CO MMISSION MATTERS  
 


2. President’s Report and Announcements 
  
3. Consideration of Adoption: 


• Draft Minutes for August 18, 2021 
 


Adoption of Commission Minutes – Charter Section 4.104 requires all commissioners to 
vote yes or no on all matters unless that commissioner is excused by a vote of the 
Commission.  Commissioners may not be automatically excluded from a vote on the 
minutes because they did not attend the meeting. 
 


4. Commission Comments & Questions 
• Disclosures. 
• Inquiries/Announcements.  Without discussion, at this time Commissioners may 


make announcements or inquiries of staff regarding various matters of interest to 
the Commissioner(s). 


• Future Meetings/Agendas.  At this time, the Commission may discuss and take 
action to set the date of a Special Meeting and/or determine those items that 
could be placed on the agenda of the next meeting and other future meetings of 
the Historic Preservation Commission. 


 
D. CO NSIDERATION OF ITEMS PROPOSED FOR CONTINUANCE 
 


The Commission will consider a request for continuance to a later date.  The Commission may 
choose to continue the item to the date proposed below, to continue the item to another date, or 
to hear the item on this calendar. 
 


 
E. REGULAR CALENDAR   
 


5. 2021-006260PCA (V. FLORES: (628) 652-7525) 
STATE-MANDATED ACCESSORY DWELLING UNIT CONTROLS [BF 210585] – Planning Code  
Ame ndme nts – Ordinance amending the Planning Code to clarify the ministerial approval 
process for certain Accessory Dwelling Units meeting certain requirements in single-family 
and multifamily buildings; affirming the Planning Department’s determination under the 
California Environmental Quality Act; making findings of consistency with the General 
Plan, and the eight priority policies of Planning Code, Section 101.1; and adopting findings 
of public necessity, convenience, and welfare under Planning Code, Section 302. 
Preliminary Recommendation:  Adopt a Recommendation for Approval 


 
6. 2021-007060DES (A. WESTHOFF: (628) 652-7314) 


200 RHODE ISLAND STREET - West side of Rhode Island Street between 15th and 16th 
Streets, Lot 001 in Assessor’s Block 3936 (District 10). Consideration of a community-
sponsored Landmark De signation Application for an Individual Article 10 Landmark 
pursuant to Section 1004.1 of the Planning Code. The heavy timber-frame brick industrial 



https://commissions.sfplanning.org/hpcpackets/20210818_hpc_min.pdf

https://commissions.sfplanning.org/hpcpackets/2021-006260PCA.pdf

https://commissions.sfplanning.org/hpcpackets/2021-007060DES.pdf
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building, designed by architect G. Albert Lansburg, was constructed in 1912. From 1965 – 
2019 it was under the ownership of Japanese-American entrepreneurs and philanthropists, 
Henri and Tomoye Takahashi, and it served as the headquarters for the Takahashi Trading 
Company and Takahashi Charitable Foundation. The property is located within a PDR-1-D 
(Production, Distribution & Repair – 1 – Design) and 58-X/68-X Height and Bulk Districts.  
Preliminary Recommendation: Add property to the Landmark Designation Work Program    


 
ADJOURNMENT 
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He aring Procedures 
The Historic Preservation Commission holds public hearings on the first and third Wednesday, of most months. The full he ar ing 
schedule for the calendar year and the Commission Rules & Regulations may be found online at: www.sfplanning.org.  
 
Public Comments: Persons attending a hearing may comment on any scheduled item.  
 When speaking before the Commission in City Hall, Room 400, please note the timer indicating how much t i me r e mai ns.   


Speakers will hear two alarms.  The first soft sound indicates the speaker has 30 seconds remaining.  T he  se cond l oude r 
sound indicates that the speaker’s opportunity to address the Commission has ended. 


 
Sound-Producing Devices Prohibited: The ringing of and use of mobile phones and other sound-producing electronic devices are 
prohibited at this meeting. Please be advised that the Chair may order the removal of any person(s) responsible for the ringing or 
use of a mobile phone, pager, or other similar sound-producing electronic devices (67A.1 Sunshine Ordinance: Prohibiting the use 
of cell phones, pagers and similar sound-producing electronic devices at and during public meetings). 
 
For most cases that are considered by the Historic Preservation Commission, after being introduced by the Commission 
Secretary, shall be considered by the Commission in the following order: 
 


1. Presentation by Staff; 
2. Presentation by the Project Sponsor’s Team (which includes: the sponsor, representative, l e gal  couns el , a r chi tect , 


engineer, expeditor and/or any other advisor) for a period not to exceed ten (10) minutes, at the discretion of the Chair; 
3. Public testimony from supporters of the Project not to exceed three (3) minutes, at the discretion of the Chair; 
4. Presentation by Organized Opposition recognized by the Commission President through written request pr i or  to the 


hearing for a period not to exceed ten (10) minutes, at the discretion of the Chair; 
5. Public testimony from opponents of the Project not to exceed three (3) minutes, at the discretion of the Chair; 
6. Staff follow-up and/or conclusions; 
7. Public comment portion of the hearing shall be closed and deliberation amongst the Commissioners shall be  opene d 


by the Chair; 
8. A motion to approve; approve with conditions; approve with amendments and/or modifications; disapprove; or 


continue to another hearing date, if seconded, shall be voted on by the Commission. 
 
Every Official Act taken by the Commission must be adopted by a majority vote of all members of the Commission, a minimum of 
four (4) votes.  A failed motion results in the disapproval of the requested action, unless a subsequent motion i s a dopte d. Any 
Procedural Matter, such as a continuance, may be adopted by a majority vote of members present, as long as the members 
present constitute a quorum (four (4) members of the Commission). 
 
He aring Materials 
Each item on the Agenda may include the following documents: 


• Planning Department Case Executive Summary 
• Planning Department Case Report 
• Draft Motion or Resolution with Findings and/or Conditions 
• Public Correspondence 


 
Materials submitted to the Historic Preservation Commission prior to a scheduled hearing will become part of the public  r ecord 
only when the materials are also provided to the Commission Secretary and/or Project Planner.  Correspondence may be emailed 
directly to the Commission Secretary at: commissions.secretary@sfgov.org.   
 
Persons unable to attend a hearing may submit written comments regarding a scheduled item to: Historic Preservation 
Commission, 49 South Van Ness, 14th Floor, San Francisco, CA  94103-2414.  Written comments received by the close of the 
business day prior to the hearing will be brought to the attention of the Historic Preservation Commission and made part of the  
official record.   
 
Advance Submissions: To allow Commissioners the opportunity to review material in advance of a hearing, mate ri al s m ust  be  
received by the Planning Department reception eight (8) days prior to the scheduled public hearing.  All submiss ion pa cka ges  
must be delivered to 49 South Van Ness, 14th Floor, by 5:00 p.m. and should include fifteen (15) copies. 
 



http://www.sfplanning.org/

mailto:commissions.secretary@sfgov.org
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Day-of Submissions: Material related to a calendared item may be distributed at the hearing. Please provide ten (10) copi es  for  
distribution.  
 
Appeals 
The following is a summary of appeal rights associated with the various actions that may be taken at a  Hi stori c  Pre se rva t ion 
Commission hearing. 
 


Ca se Type Ca se Suffix Appeal Period* Appeal Body 
Certificate of Appropriateness COA (A) 30 calendar days Board of Appeals** 
CEQA Determination  ENV (E) 30 calendar days Board of Supervisors 
Permit to Alter/Demolish PTA (H) 30 calendar days Board of Appeals** 


 
**An appeal of a Certificate of Appropriateness or Permit to Alter/Demolish may be made to the Board of Superviso rs i f t he pro jec t 
requires Board of Supervisors approval or if the project is associated with a Conditional Use Authorization appeal.  An a ppeal  of a n 
Office Allocation may be made to the Board of Supervisors if the project requires a Conditional Use Authorization. 
 
For more information regarding the Board of Appeals process, please contact the Board of Appeals at (415) 575-6880.  For m ore  
information regarding the Board of Supervisors process, please contact the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors at (415) 554-5184 or 
board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org.  
 
Challenges 
Pursuant to Government Code Section 65009, if you challenge, in court, the approval of (1) a Certificate of Appropriateness, (2) a  
Permit to Alter, (3) a Landmark or Historic District designation, you may be limited to raising only those issues you or  s omeone  
else raised at the public hearing described in this notice, or in written correspondence delivered to the Hi s tor ic  Pr es er vat i on 
Commission, at, or prior to, the public hearing. 
 
Pr oposition F 
Under Campaign and Governmental Conduct Code Section 1.127, no person or entity with a financial interest in a land use 
matter pending before the Board of Appeals, Board of Supervisors, Building Inspection Commission, Commission on Community 
Investment and Infrastructure, Historic Preservation Commission, Planning Commission, Port Commission, or the Treasure Island 
Development Authority Board of Directors, may make a campaign contribution to a member of the Board of S upe r vi sors , the  
Mayor, the City Attorney, or a candidate for any of those offices, from the date the land use matter commenced until 12 months  
after the board or commission has made a final decision or any appeal to another City agency from that decision has been 
resolved.  For more information about this restriction, visit sfethics.org. 
  
S a n Francisco Lobbyist Ordinance 
Individuals and entities that influence or attempt to influence local legislative or administrative action may be requi r ed by the  
San Francisco Lobbyist Ordinance [SF Campaign and Governmental Conduct Code Section 21.00-2.160] to regis te r a nd r epor t  
lobbying activity.  For more information about the Lobbyist Ordinance, please contact the San Francisco Ethics Commission at 25 
Van Ness Avenue, Suite 220, San Francisco, CA 94102; phone (415) 252-3100; fax (415) 252-3112; and online 
http://www.sfgov.org/ethics. 
  
 



mailto:board.of.supervisors@sfgov.org

http://www.sfgov.org/ethics
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				To:		Historic Preservation Commission

				From:		Jonas P. Ionin, Director of Commission Affairs

				Re:		Advance Calendar

						All items and dates are tentative and subject to change.



				September 1, 2021						 

		Case No.						Continuance(s)		CONT.		NOTES		Planner

				Election of Officers

						President and Vice

		2021-006260PCA		State-Mandated Accessory Dwelling Unit Controls										Flores

						Planning Code Amendment

		2021-007060DES		200 Rhode Island										Westhoff

						Informational  Landmark  Designation  of the Takahashi Trading Company

				September 15, 2021						 

		Case No.						Continuance(s)		CONT.		NOTES		Planner

		2021-003608DES		Trocadero Clubhouse										LaValley

						BOS-initiated landmark designation
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						Review and comment on DEIR

				October 6, 2021						 
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		2020-003803DES		Golden Gate Valley Carnegie Library										Bishop

						Landmark Designation

				Housing Element										Caltagirone

						Informational

				Housing Element										Vanderslice

						Alternatives Review

				October 20, 2021						 

		Case No.						Continuance(s)		CONT.		NOTES		Planner

				Legacy Business Registry 										Wilborn

						Various
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To:		Staff

From:	Jonas P. Ionin, Director of Commission Affairs

Re:		Historic Preservation Commission Hearing Results

	

NEXT RESOLUTION No:  1197

NEXT MOTION No:  0446

NEXT COMMENT LETTER:  0089

M = Motion; R = Resolution; L = HPC Comment Letter

   August 18, 2021 HPC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		

		Draft Minutes for August 4, 2021

		Lynch

		Adopted

		+7-0



		M-0444

		2020-009076COA

		900 Innes Avenue

		Westhoff

		Approved with Conditions

		+6-0(Wright recused)



		M-0445

		2019-023623COA

		130 Townsend Street

		Westhoff

		Approved with Conditions

		+6-0(Wright recused)



		

		2018-013597ENV

		Portsmouth Square Improvement Project

		Taylor

		Reviewed and Commented

		







   August 4, 2021 HPC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		

		Draft Minutes for ARC May 19, 2021

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+7 -0



		

		

		 Draft Minutes for HPC July 21, 2021

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+7 -0



		R-1195

		2021-002831DES

		One Montgomery Street (Aka 1-25 Montgomery Street), Crocker National Bank Building

		LaValley

		Adopted a Recommendation

		+6-0 (Wright recused)



		R-1196

		2021-002874DES

		447 Battery Street (aka Jones-Thierbach Coffee Company Building)

		LaValley

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval as amended to include Findings articulated by Commissioners Nageswaran and Johns; and eliminating the three-story, rectangular shape as character defining features.

		+5 -1 (Nageswaran against; Wright recused)



		M-0442

		2021-001636PTA

		161 Steuart Street

		Vimr

		Approved with Conditions

		+7 -0



		

		2019-021884ENV

		2500 Mariposa Street

		Greving

		Reviewed and Commented (Commissioners Foley and Nageswaran recused)

		



		M-0443

		2020-010382CRV

		Delegation of Minor Scopes of Work to the Planning Department

		Giacomucci; Vimr

		Approved with Amendments read into the record.

		+7 -0







   July 21, 2021 HPC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		

		Draft Minutes for July 7, 2021

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+7 -0



		

		2020-009076COA

		900 Innes Avenue

		Westhoff

		Continued to August 18, 2021

		+6-0 (Wright recused)



		M-0441

		2021-004293COA

		55 Hagiwara Tea Garden Drive

		Taylor

		Approved with Conditions as amended to include:

1. ARG Comments related to patching;

2. This temporary installation is to run concurrent with the Monumental Reckoning installation and expire on June 19, 2023;

3. Mock-up installation and removal to ensure no damage, prior to full installation;

4. Gasketing is to be further explored; and

5. Core drilling is no longer a part of the installation.

		+7 -0







   July 7, 2021 HPC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		

		Draft Minutes for June 16, 2021

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+7 -0



		R-1192

		2021-005812PCA

		Establishing the Sunset Chinese Cultural District Ordinance [Board File 210599]

		Ikezoe

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		

		2020-009640OTH

		Centering Planning on Racial & Social Equity

		Flores

		Reviewed and Commented

		



		R-1193

		2021-001791PCA

		Review Of Large Residence Developments [Board File No. 210116]

		Merlone

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval with Staff Modifications, adding a Whereas clause, encouraging the Planning Commission and Supervisor to take additional time to provide clarity and address the concerns raised by the HPC.

		+7 -0



		M-0440

		2020-005897PTA

		233 Geary Street

		Vimr

		Approved with Conditions

		+7 -0



		R-1194

		2021-004690CRV

		555 19th Street

		Giacomucci

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		

		2019-014146ENV

		520 John Muir Drive

		Greving

		Reviewed and Commented

		



		

		2017-012086ENV

		770 Woolsey Street

		Greving

		Reviewed and Commented

		







  June 16, 2021 HPC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		

		Draft Minutes for May 19, 2021

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+7 -0



		

		2020-005897PTA

		233 Geary Street

		Vimr

		Continued to July 7, 2021

		+7 -0



		

		2020-009076COA

		900 Innes Avenue

		Westhoff

		Continued to July 21, 2021

		+7 -0



		M-0437

		2021-001102PTA

		660 Market Street

		Vimr

		Approved

		+7 -0



		M-0438

		2020-010710COA

		400 California Street

		Enchill

		Approved (Option 2) adding a finding indicating a strong recommendation for an on-site interpretive program, with the expectation that the Planning Commission will make it a condition of approval as part of the project’s entitlement.

		+7 -0



		

		2018-013597ENV

		Portsmouth Square Improvement Project

		Taylor

		Reviewed and Commented

		



		M-0439

		2015-001033COA-02

		940 Battery Street

		Salgado

		Approved

		+6-0 (Foley absent)







   May 19, 2021 ARC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		2020-005897PTA

		233 Geary Street

		Vimr

		Reviewed and Commented  

		



		

		2021-004293COA

		55 Hagiwara Tea Garden Drive

		Taylor

		Reviewed and Commented  

		







   May 19, 2021 HPC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		

		Draft Minutes for May 5, 2021

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+7 -0



		

		2020-010710COA

		400 California Street

		Enchill

		Continued to June 2, 2021

		+7 -0



		R-1185

		2021-004010LBR

		Pier 45 Shed D-1

		Gunther

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+6 -0 (Matsuda recused)



		R-1186

		2021-004011LBR

		6040 Geary Boulevard

		Gunther

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		R-1187

		2021-004018LBR             

		3067 Sacramento Street

		Bishop

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		R-1188

		2021-004015LBR

		25 Russia Avenue

		Bishop

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		R-1189

		2021-004017LBR

		618 Broadway

		Wu

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		R-1190

		2021-004016LBR            

		1745 Folsom Street

		Wu

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		R-1191

		2021-001853DES

		San Francisco Eagle Bar, 396-398 12th Street

		Westhoff

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0







  May 5, 2021 HPC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		2020-009076COA

		900 Innes Avenue

		Westhoff

		Continued to June 2, 2021

		+7 -0



		

		

		Draft Minutes for April 7, 2021

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+7 -0



		M-0436

		2021-000965COA

		1201 Ortega Street

		Cisneros

		Approved

		+7 -0



		R-1184

		2021-001721DES

		“The Making of a Fresco Showing the Building of a City,” 800 Chestnut Street

		LaValley

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval as amended.

		+7 -0







   April 21, 2021 HPC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		

		Draft Minutes for April 7, 2021

		Ionin

		Adopted 

		+7 -0



		R-1183

		2021-002933PCA

		Simplify Restrictions on Small Business [Board File No. 210285] –

		Nickolopoulos

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval with staff modifications.

		+7 -0







   April 7, 2021 HPC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		

		Draft Minutes for March 3, 2021

		Lynch

		Adopted

		+7 -0



		M-0434

		2020-010391PTA

		1 Kearny Street

		Salgado

		Approved

		+7 -0



		R-1175

		2021-005280LBR

		298 Pacific Avenue

		Wilborn

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		R-1176

		2021-002581LBR

		358 Noe Street

		Wilborn

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		R-1177

		2021-002571LBR

		550 Bayshore Boulevard

		Wu

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		R-1178

		2021-002569LBR

		650 04th Street

		Balba

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		R-1179

		2021-002579LBR

		1735 Mission Street

		Balba

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		R-1180

		2021-002570LBR

		937 Cole Street

		Agnihotri

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		R-1181

		2021-002891LBR

		4115 19th Street

		Agnihotri

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		M-0435

		2020-004724COA

		1045 Sansome Street

		Langlie

		Approved

		+7 -0



		

		2020-009076COA

		900 Innes Avenue

		Westhoff

		After hearing and closing public comment, Continued to May 5, 2021

		+7 -0



		

		2014.0263U

		Residence Parks Historic Context Statement

		McMillen

		Reviewed and Commented  

		



		R-1182

		2021-000795DES

		Ingleside Terraces Sundial and Sundial Park

		McMillen

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		

		2016-013156SRV

		Citywide Cultural Resources Survey

		Boudreaux

		Reviewed and Commented  

		



		

		2015-007181OTH

		Preservation Reporting and Landmarks Update

		Boudreaux

		Reviewed and Commented  

		







   March 3, 2021 HPC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		

		Draft Minutes for February 17, 2021

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+7 -0



		

		2020-004724COA

		1045 Sansome Street

		Langlie

		Continued to April 7, 2021

		+7 -0



		M-0432

		2021-000208COA

		1800 Mission Street

		Salgado

		Approved

		+6 -0 (Matsuda absent) 



		R-1171

		2021-001263LBR

		848 Washington Street

		Gunther

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		R-1172

		2021-001264LBR  

		350 Hayes Street

		Gunther

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		R-1173

		2021-001265LBR

		888 Brannan Street, Suite 100

		Wu

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		R-1174

		2021-001255LBR

		4494 Mission Street

		Wu

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		M-0433

		2019-022126COA-04

		55 Hagiwara Tea Garden Drive

		Taylor

		Approved as revised by Staff and amended to include:

1. Eight weeks for Rec/Park to provide materials re: the generator and fencing; and 

2. An update hearing in 12 months.

		+7 -0







   February 17, 2021 HPC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		

		Draft Minutes for February 3, 2021

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+7 -0



		R-1170

		2020-011305DES

		Lyon-Martin House, 649-651 Duncan Street

		LaValley

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval, striking any reference to the adjacent vacant parcel.

		+6 -1 (Hyland against)



		

		2019-022126COA-04

		55 Hagiwara Tea Garden Drive

		Taylor

		After hearing and closing public comment, Continued to March 3, 2021

		+6 -0 (Johns absent) 







   February 3, 2021 HPC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		

		Draft Minutes for January 20, 2021

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+7 -0



		R-1167

		2020-010430CRV

		FY 2020-2021 Proposed Department Budget

		Landis

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		R-1168

		2021-000331LBR

		250 Napoleon Street

		Wilborn

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		R-1169

		2020-000330LBR

		5166 3rd Street

		Bishop

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		

		2019-022850ENV

		1101-1123 Sutter Street

		Greving

		Reviewed and Commented

		







   January 20, 2021 HPC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		

		Draft Minutes for January 6, 2021

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+7 -0



		

		

		Election of Officers

		Ionin

		Hyland – President;

Matsuda – Vice

		+7 -0



		

		2020-010430CRV

		FY 2021-2023 Proposed Department Budget and Work Program

		Landis

		

		



		R-1165

		2020-009613DES

		2778 24th Street (Casa Sanchez Building)  

		LaValley

		Adopted a Recommendation for Initiation

		+7 -0



		R-1166

		2020-009614DES

		2868 Mission Street (Mission Cultural Center)

		 Corrette

		Adopted a Recommendation for Initiation

		+7 -0







  January 6, 2021 HPC Hearing Results:

		Action No.

		Case No.

		 

 

		Planner

		Action

		Vote



		

		

		Draft Minutes for December 16, 2020

		Ionin

		Adopted

		+7 -0



		R-1160

		2020-011535LBR

		415 Geary Street

		Wilborn

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		R-1161

		2020-011546LBR

		3003 03rd Street

		Gunther

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		R-1162

		2020-011549LBR

		1376 Haight Street

		Gunther

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		R-1163

		2020-011536LBR

		1792 Haight Street

		Agnihotri

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0



		R-1164

		2020-011534LBR

		2720 24th Street

		Agnihotri

		Adopted a Recommendation for Approval

		+7 -0
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From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED DECLARES AUGUST AS TRANSGENDER HISTORY MONTH

IN SAN FRANCISCO
Date: Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:29:02 PM
Attachments: 08.24.2021 Trans History Month.pdf

 
 
Jonas P Ionin
Director of Commission Affairs
San Francisco Planning
49 South Van Ness Avenue, Suite 1400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 628.652.7589 | www.sfplanning.org
San Francisco Property Information Map
 
 

From: "Press Office, Mayor (MYR)" <mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org>
Date: Tuesday, August 24, 2021 at 12:25 PM
To: "Press Office, Mayor (MYR)" <mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org>
Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED DECLARES AUGUST AS
TRANSGENDER HISTORY MONTH IN SAN FRANCISCO
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Tuesday, August 24, 2021
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
MAYOR LONDON BREED DECLARES AUGUST AS

TRANSGENDER HISTORY MONTH IN SAN FRANCISCO
On the 55th anniversary of the Compton's Cafeteria Riots, San Francisco recognizes the

country's first Transgender History Month
 
San Francisco, CA — San Francisco Mayor London N. Breed today officially declared
August as Transgender History Month in San Francisco. Developed in partnership with the
Transgender District and Office of Transgender Initiatives, today's proclamation signing at
City Hall
launches a month of celebrating the history and cultural milestones of transgender people in
San Francisco.
 
The country's first Transgender History Month honors the 55th anniversary of the Compton's
Cafeteria Riots, which occurred in August 1966 in San Francisco's Tenderloin neighborhood,
marking the beginning of transgender activism in San Francisco. A response to violent and
constant police harassment, this incident was one of the first LGBTQ uprisings in United
States history, preceding the better known 1969 Stonewall riots in New York City.
 
“I am honored to join the transgender community today to declare August as Transgender
History Month in San Francisco,” said Mayor Breed. “Our transgender community has a rich
cultural history in this city and is so important to our diverse identity. San Francisco has been
and always will be a place where everyone can seek refuge, sanctuary, and safety. Today, we
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*** PRESS RELEASE *** 


MAYOR LONDON BREED DECLARES AUGUST AS 


TRANSGENDER HISTORY MONTH IN SAN FRANCISCO 
On the 55th anniversary of the Compton's Cafeteria Riots, San Francisco recognizes the 


country's first Transgender History Month 


 


San Francisco, CA — San Francisco Mayor London N. Breed today officially declared August 


as Transgender History Month in San Francisco. Developed in partnership with the Transgender 


District and Office of Transgender Initiatives, today's proclamation signing at City Hall  


launches a month of celebrating the history and cultural milestones of transgender people in  


San Francisco. 


 


The country's first Transgender History Month honors the 55th anniversary of the Compton's 


Cafeteria Riots, which occurred in August 1966 in San Francisco's Tenderloin neighborhood, 


marking the beginning of transgender activism in San Francisco. A response to violent and 


constant police harassment, this incident was one of the first LGBTQ uprisings in United States 


history, preceding the better known 1969 Stonewall riots in New York City. 


 


“I am honored to join the transgender community today to declare August as Transgender 


History Month in San Francisco,” said Mayor Breed. “Our transgender community has a rich 


cultural history in this city and is so important to our diverse identity. San Francisco has been 


and always will be a place where everyone can seek refuge, sanctuary, and safety. Today, we 


celebrate both our city’s pride and the transgender community.” 


 


The Tenderloin is home to The Transgender District, created in 2018 as Compton's Transgender 


Cultural District, the nation's first legally recognized district dedicated to the transgender, 


nonbinary, and intersex community. On August 29, the District will be hosting a neighborhood 


block party, “The Riot Party,” featuring food, live music, performances, and more. The event 


will also honor community members who have advanced trans rights in San Francisco and 


beyond. 


 


Today's event at City Hall was emceed by community icon Sister Roma of the Sisters of 


Perpetual Indulgence and included community speakers and honorees Tamara Ching, Camille 


Moran, Cecilia Chung, and more. Also giving remarks was Honey Mahogany, trans activist and 


chair of the San Francisco Democratic County Central Committee. The event concluded with the 


raising of the transgender pride flag over City Hall.   


 


"Transgender History Month is so iconic! I don't think the broader public realizes how many 


significant contributions to history, culture, social justice, and of course, popular culture that 
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transgender and gender non-conforming people have made," said Aria Sa'id, co-founder and 


President of The Transgender District. "On behalf of The Transgender District we are overjoyed 


to celebrate this incredible milestone." 


 


"We are grateful to have partnered with the Transgender District and Mayor London Breed to 


declare August as Transgender History Month in San Francisco," said Clair Farley, Executive 


Director of the Office of Transgender Initiatives. "San Francisco has long been a leader in 


fighting for trans rights and making critical investments to support our residents. This historic 


announcement is an important way to honor those that have paved the way for our movement 


and address the important work we have ahead to address the ongoing discrimination and 


violence facing trans and gender nonconforming communities." 


 


During the event, Mayor Breed announced several critical trans and LGBTQ community 


investments that were included in her recently signed citywide budget, including: 


 


• First of its kind Guaranteed Income Project for the Trans Community, prioritizing 


San Francisco residents most impacted by the pandemic and those disconnected from other 


benefits. Mayor Breed’s budget includes $2 million for the program over the next two 


years. 


• LGBTQ Senior Tele-mental health program and expanded digital access services. 


The new program will be funded through the Department of Adult and Aging Services 


(DAAS), and will increase services for LGBTQ seniors while adding much-need mental 


health resources to community members who have experienced increased isolation, 


depression, and anxiety due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The pilot project is funded at 


$900,000 over the next year. 


• Support for small businesses and arts and cultural programs, including $12 million 


to acquire a site to house the country’s first full-scale LGBTQ Museum.  


• Policies and initiatives that aim to break the cycle of violence and discrimination 


against transgender communities, especially against Black trans women who 


experience disproportionate levels of violence. Mayor Breed’s Dream Keeper Initiative 


invests $2.2 million for Black transgender equity programming over the next two years. 


 


For more information about San Francisco’s Office of Transgender Initiatives, please visit 


sf.gov/transcitysf, and to learn more about The Transgender District, please visit 


transgenderdistrictsf.com.  


 


### 
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The Tenderloin is home to The Transgender District, created in 2018 as Compton's
Transgender Cultural District, the nation's first legally recognized district dedicated to the
transgender, nonbinary, and intersex community. On August 29, the District will be hosting a
neighborhood block party, “The Riot Party,” featuring food, live music, performances, and
more. The event will also honor community members who have advanced trans rights in San
Francisco and beyond.
 
Today's event at City Hall was emceed by community icon Sister Roma of the Sisters of
Perpetual Indulgence and included community speakers and honorees Tamara Ching, Camille
Moran, Cecilia Chung, and more. Also giving remarks was Honey Mahogany, trans activist
and chair of the San Francisco Democratic County Central Committee. The event concluded
with the raising of the transgender pride flag over City Hall. 
 
"Transgender History Month is so iconic! I don't think the broader public realizes how many
significant contributions to history, culture, social justice, and of course, popular culture that
transgender and gender non-conforming people have made," said Aria Sa'id, co-founder and
President of The Transgender District. "On behalf of The Transgender District we are
overjoyed to celebrate this incredible milestone."
 
"We are grateful to have partnered with the Transgender District and Mayor London Breed to
declare August as Transgender History Month in San Francisco," said Clair Farley, Executive
Director of the Office of Transgender Initiatives. "San Francisco has long been a leader in
fighting for trans rights and making critical investments to support our residents. This historic
announcement is an important way to honor those that have paved the way for our movement
and address the important work we have ahead to address the ongoing discrimination and
violence facing trans and gender nonconforming communities."
 
During the event, Mayor Breed announced several critical trans and LGBTQ community
investments that were included in her recently signed citywide budget, including:
 

First of its kind Guaranteed Income Project for the Trans Community, prioritizing
San Francisco residents most impacted by the pandemic and those disconnected from
other benefits. Mayor Breed’s budget includes $2 million for the program over the next
two years.
LGBTQ Senior Tele-mental health program and expanded digital access services.
The new program will be funded through the Department of Adult and Aging Services
(DAAS), and will increase services for LGBTQ seniors while adding much-need mental
health resources to community members who have experienced increased isolation,
depression, and anxiety due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The pilot project is funded at
$900,000 over the next year.
Support for small businesses and arts and cultural programs, including $12 million
to acquire a site to house the country’s first full-scale LGBTQ Museum.
Policies and initiatives that aim to break the cycle of violence and discrimination
against transgender communities, especially against Black trans women who
experience disproportionate levels of violence. Mayor Breed’s Dream Keeper Initiative
invests $2.2 million for Black transgender equity programming over the next two years.
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Chapter S 
Summary  


This summary chapter provides an overview of the topics and issues addressed in this environmental impact 


report (EIR), which has been prepared for the proposed 1101–1123 Sutter Street project (proposed project). The 


San Francisco Planning Department is the lead agency responsible for preparing this EIR in compliance with the 


California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).  


Following the sections summarizing the proposed project, the project sponsor’s objectives, and the project 


impacts and mitigation measures, a table presents the environmental impacts of the proposed project, the level 


of significance of the environmental impacts, and applicable mitigation measures identified to reduce or lessen 


the significant impacts. Another table presents the mitigation measures from the project’s initial study. This 


summary chapter also describes the alternatives to the proposed project that are addressed in this EIR and 


provides a table that compares the characteristics and environmental impacts of the alternatives to those of the 


proposed project, as well as other project alternatives. This summary chapter concludes with a summary of 


environmental issues to be resolved and areas of known controversy. 


S.1 Project Synopsis 


The project sponsor, 1101 Sutter Affordable, LP, proposes the redevelopment of 1101 and 1123 Sutter Street in 


San Francisco’s Downtown/Civic Center neighborhood. The project site is 0.68 acres (29,700 square feet) and 


includes two parcels, Assessor’s Parcel Numbers 0692-001 and 0692-019. The project site is composed of the 


eastern half of the block bounded by Larkin and Polk streets on the east and west, respectively, and Sutter and 


Hemlock streets on the north and south, respectively.  


The proposed project would rehabilitate the existing three-story building at 1101 Sutter Street and demolish the 


existing building and surface parking lot at 1123 Sutter Street and construct a new 14-story, 150-foot-tall building 


(up to 161 feet to top of rooftop mechanical equipment). Together, the two buildings would provide 237,808 


gross square feet of uses: 221 residential units (44 of which would be provided as very-low-income housing 


units); 8,330 square feet of commercial and childcare uses; 11,637 square feet of open space; 59 vehicle parking 


spaces; and 164 bicycle spaces.1 Although the buildings would be separate structures, the design of the 


proposed project would create a single, cohesive development.  


Chapter 2, Project Description, of this EIR provides a detailed description of the proposed project. 


 
1 The project as proposed includes a 50 percent increase in density as it meets the requirements of the state density bonus law based on the number of 


affordable units and level of affordability and would seek concessions and waivers, consistent with the law. 
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S.2 Project Sponsor’s Objectives 


The project sponsor and developer is 1101 Sutter Affordable, LP. The project sponsor’s objectives for the 


proposed project are to: 


• Develop a well-designed, financially feasible mixed-use project with residential housing units that 
contributes the following services to support the well-being of the community: new retail, restaurant, and 


commercial spaces for the benefit of neighborhood residents and businesses; and a childcare center for the 


benefit of both the project’s and neighborhood’s residents. 


• Increase the supply of housing in the City and County of San Francisco, including affordable housing, in an 
area designated for higher density due to its proximity to downtown and accessibility to local and regional 


transit. Maximize housing on a site that currently has no housing and incorporate on-site affordable units. 


• Create a more attractive, interesting, and engaging street-level experience for pedestrians, transit users, and 


future residents.  


• Construct a single, cohesive development occupying the project site consisting of high-quality, 


contemporary urban design. 


• Retain historic resources where it is economically and structurally feasible to rehabilitate the building’s 


interior space for new commercial and residential uses.  


S.3 Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures 


The planning department published a notice of preparation of an EIR on December 17, 2020, announcing its 


intent to prepare and distribute an EIR.  


The planning department determined that the proposed project would result in significant impacts on historic 


architectural resources. Therefore, this EIR is prepared to address these impacts.  


The initial study checklist prepared by the planning department for the proposed project found that environmental 


impacts in the following areas would be less than significant or less than significant with implementation of the 


mitigation measures: land use and land use planning, population and housing, cultural resources (archeological 


resources only), tribal cultural resources, transportation and circulation, noise, air quality, greenhouse gas emissions, 


wind, shadow, recreation, utilities and services systems, public services, biological resources, geology and soils, 


hydrology and water quality, hazards and hazardous materials, mineral resources, energy, agriculture and forest 


resources, and wildfire. Therefore, these areas are not further evaluated in this EIR. 


Table S-1, Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures Identified in the EIR, p. S-7, summarizes all impacts 


identified for the proposed project and lists their level of significance as either:  


• No Impact (NI). No adverse changes (or impacts) to the environment expected 


• Less-Than-Significant Impact (LTS). Impact that does not exceed the defined significance criteria or would be 


eliminated or reduced to a less-than-significant level through compliance with existing local, state, and 
federal laws and regulations 


• Less-Than-Significant Impact with Mitigation (LSM). Impact that is reduced to a less-than-significant level 
through implementation of the identified mitigation measure(s) 
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• Significant Impact (S). A substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse change or impact that meets the 
significance criteria, before mitigation 


• Significant and Unavoidable Impact, no Feasible Mitigation (SU). Impact that exceeds the defined significance 


criteria and cannot be eliminated or reduced to a less-than-significant level through compliance with existing 
local, state, and federal laws and regulations and for which there are no feasible mitigation measures 


• Significant and Unavoidable Impact, after Feasible Mitigation (SUM). Impact that exceeds the defined 


significance criteria and can be reduced through compliance with existing local, state, and federal laws and 
regulations and/or implementation of all feasible mitigation measures, but cannot be reduced to a less-


than-significant level 


For any impacts found to be significant, corresponding mitigation measures are included and the level of 


significance after mitigation is indicated. As noted in Table S-1, the EIR identified project mitigation measures 


that would reduce, but not avoid, significant impacts on historic architectural resources.  


The initial study identified mitigation measures that would avoid significant adverse impacts related to cultural 


resources (archeology and human remains), tribal cultural resources, air quality (construction-related impacts), 


and biological resources. Those mitigation measures are summarized in Table S-2, Mitigation Measures in the 


Initial Study, p. S-9, and these topics are not further addressed in this EIR.  
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Table S-1 Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures Identified in the EIR 


Environmental Impacts 


Significance Prior to 


Mitigation  Mitigation Measures 


Significance after 


Mitigation 


HISTORIC ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCES 


Impact CR-1: The proposed 


rehabilitation of the existing 1101 


Sutter Street building would not cause 


a substantial adverse change to an 


individual historic architectural 


resource. 


LTS  None required.  LTS 


Impact CR-2: The proposed 


demolition of the existing 1123 Sutter 


Street building would have a 


substantial adverse effect on an 


individual historic architectural 


resource. 


S  Mitigation Measure M-CR-2a: Historical Documentation  


Prior to the issuance of demolition permits, the project sponsor shall undertake 


Historic American Building Survey (HABS)-level documentation of the subject 


property, structures, objects, materials, and landscaping. The documentation shall 


be funded by the project sponsor and undertaken by a qualified professional who 


meets the standards for history, architectural history, or architecture (as 


appropriate), as set forth by the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional 


Qualification Standards (36 CFR, part 61). The professional overseeing the 


documentation shall meet with San Francisco Planning Department staff for 


review and approval of a coordinated documentation plan before work on any one 


aspect may commence. The documentation shall consist of the following: 


• Measured Drawings: A set of measured drawings that depict the existing size, 
scale, and dimension of the subject property. The planning department 
preservation staff will accept the original architectural drawings or an as-built 
set of architectural drawings (plan, section, elevation, etc.). The planning 
department preservation staff will assist the consultant in determining the 
appropriate level of measured drawings. 


• HABS-Level Photography: Digital photographs of the interior and the exterior 
of the subject property. Large-format negatives are not required. The scope of 
the digital photographs shall be reviewed by planning department preservation 
staff for concurrence, and all digital photography shall be conducted according 
to current National Park Service standards. The photography shall be 
undertaken by a qualified professional with demonstrated experience in HABS 
photography. 


• HABS Historical Report: A written historical narrative and report, per the HABS 
Historical Report Guidelines. 


SUM 
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Environmental Impacts 


Significance Prior to 


Mitigation  Mitigation Measures 


Significance after 


Mitigation 


• Video Recordation of the Historic Resource: Digital video recordation shall be 
undertaken prior to the issuance of demolition or site permits. The project 
sponsor shall undertake video documentation of the affected historic resource 
and its setting. The video recordation will be scoped with and approved by 
planning department preservation staff prior to issuance of a site permit. The 
documentation shall be conducted and narrated by a qualified professional 
who meets the standards for history, architectural history, or architecture (as 
appropriate) set forth by the Secretary’s qualification standards (36 CFR, part 
61). The documentation shall include as much information as possible – using 
visuals in combination with narration – about the materials, construction 
methods, current condition, historic use, and historic context of the historic 
resource.  


• The professional(s) shall prepare the documentation and the planning 
department shall monitor its preparation. The professional(s) shall submit the 
completed documentation for review and approval by the planning department 
preservation staff before issuance of building permits. The final approved 
documentation shall be provided to the planning department and offered to 
repositories including, but not limited to: the San Francisco Public Library; the 
Environmental Design Library at the University of California, Berkeley; the 
California Historical Resources Information System Northwest Information 
Center; San Francisco Architectural Heritage; and the California Historical 
Society. Further, a softcover book shall be produced that includes the content 
from the historical report, historical photographs, HABS photography, and 
measured drawings. The book shall be made available to the public for 
distribution. 


Mitigation Measure M-CR-2b: Interpretation  


The project sponsor shall facilitate the development of an interpretive program 


focused on the history of the project site. The interpretive program should be 


developed and implemented by a qualified professional with demonstrated 


experience in displaying information and graphics to the public in a visually 


interesting manner, such as a museum or exhibit curator. As feasible, coordination 


with local artists should occur. The primary goal of the program is to educate 


visitors and future residents about the property’s historical themes, associations, 


and lost contributing features within broader historical, social, and physical 


landscape contexts. These themes would include but not be limited to the subject 


property’s historic significance as Halsted & Co. 


An outline for the interpretative program shall be prepared for review and approval 


by planning department staff. The outline will lay out the various components of 


the interpretive program that shall be developed in consultation with an 
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Environmental Impacts 


Significance Prior to 


Mitigation  Mitigation Measures 


Significance after 


Mitigation 


architectural historian who meets the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional 


Qualification Standards, and approved by planning department staff prior to 


issuance of a site permit or demolition permit. 


The interpretative program may include but not be limited to the installation of 


permanent on-site interpretive displays or development of digital/virtual 


interpretive products. All interpretative material shall be publicly available. For 


physical interpretation the plan shall include the proposed format and accessible 


location of the interpretive content, as well as high-quality graphics and written 


narratives. The interpretative plan should also explore contributing to digital 


platforms that are publicly accessible, such as the History Pin website or phone 


applications. Interpretive material could include elements such as virtual 


museums and content, such as oral history, brochures, and websites. 


The detailed content, media and other characteristics of such interpretive program 


shall be approved by Planning Department Preservation staff prior to issuance of a 


Temporary Certificate of Occupancy. 


Mitigation Measure M-CR-2c: Historical Architectural Salvage  


Prior to the issuance of demolition permits that would remove character-defining 


features as part of construction of the proposed project, the project sponsor shall 


consult with planning department preservation staff as to whether any such 


features may be salvaged, in whole or in part, during demolition/alteration. The 


project sponsor shall make a good faith effort to salvage materials of historical 


interest to be utilized as part of the interpretative program. The project sponsor 


shall prepare a salvage plan for review and approval by planning department staff 


prior to issuance of any site demolition permit. 


Impact CR-3: The construction of the 


proposed new building on the project 


site would not have a substantial 


adverse effect on individual off-site 


historical resources or historic 


districts. 


LTS  None required. LTS  


Impact C-CR-1: The proposed project, 


in combination with other past, 


present, and reasonably foreseeable 


LTS None required. LTS 
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Environmental Impacts 


Significance Prior to 


Mitigation  Mitigation Measures 


Significance after 


Mitigation 


future projects in the project vicinity, 


would not result in a significant 


cumulative impact on a historic 


architectural resource. 


NOTES:  


LTS = less-than-significant impact, no mitigation required 


S = significant impact  


SUM = significant and unavoidable impact, with implementation of feasible mitigation 


 


Table S-2 Mitigation Measures in the Initial Study 


Environmental Topic Mitigation Measures 


Cultural Resources M-CR-2: Accidental Discovery  


The following mitigation measure is required to avoid any potential adverse effect from the proposed project on accidentally 


discovered buried or submerged historical resources as defined in CEQA Guidelines section 15064.5(a) and (c), on tribal 


cultural resources as defined in CEQA Statute section 21074, and on human remains and associated or unassociated funerary 


objects. 


The project sponsor shall distribute the planning department archeological resource “ALERT” sheet to the project prime 


contractor, and to any project subcontractor (including demolition, excavation, grading, foundation, pile driving, etc. firms), 


or utilities firm involved in soils-disturbing activities within the project site. Prior to any soils-disturbing activities being 


undertaken, each contractor is responsible for ensuring that the “ALERT” sheet is circulated to all field personnel, including 


machine operators, field crew, pile drivers, supervisory personnel, etc. The project sponsor shall provide the Environmental 


Review Officer (ERO) with a signed affidavit from the responsible parties (prime contractor, subcontractor[s], and utilities 


firm) to the ERO confirming that all field personnel have received copies of the Alert Sheet. 


A preconstruction training shall be provided to all construction personnel performing or managing soil disturbing activities 


prior to the start of soils disturbing activities on the project. The training may be provided in person by a qualified 


archeologist or using a video and include a handout prepared by a qualified archeologist. The video and materials shall be 


provided by or reviewed and approved by the ERO. The purpose of the training is to enable personnel to identify 


archeological resources that may be encountered and to instruct them on what to do if a potential discovery occurs. Images 


of expected archeological resource types and archeological testing and data recovery methods should be included in the 


training. 
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The project sponsor shall provide the ERO with a signed affidavit from the responsible parties (prime contractor, 


subcontractor[s], and utilities firm) to the ERO confirming that all field personnel have taken the preconstruction training.  


Should any indication of an archeological resource be encountered during any soils-disturbing activity of the project, the 


project Head Foreman and/or project sponsor shall immediately notify the ERO and shall immediately suspend any soils-


disturbing activities in the vicinity of the discovery until the ERO has determined what additional measures should be 


undertaken. 


If the ERO determines that an archeological resource may be present within the project site, the project sponsor shall retain 


the services of an archeological consultant from the Qualified Archaeological Consultants List maintained by the planning 


department archeologist. The archeological consultant shall advise the ERO as to whether the discovery is an archeological 


resource retains sufficient integrity and is of potential scientific/historical/cultural significance. If an archeological resource is 


present, the archeological consultant shall identify and evaluate the archeological resource. The archeological consultant 


shall make a recommendation as to what action, if any, is warranted. Based on this information, the ERO may require, if 


warranted, specific additional measures to be implemented by the project sponsor. The ERO may also determine that the 


archeological resource is a tribal cultural resource and will consult with affiliated Native Americans tribal representatives, if 


warranted. 


Measures might include preservation in situ of the archeological resource, an archeological monitoring program, an 


archeological testing program, or an archeological interpretation program. If an archeological interpretive, monitoring, 


and/or testing program is required, it shall be consistent with the Environmental Planning Division guidelines for such 


programs. The ERO may also require that the project sponsor immediately implement a site security program if the 


archeological resource is at risk from vandalism, looting, or other damaging actions. 


If human remains and associated or unassociated funerary objects are discovered during any soils disturbing activity, all 


applicable state and federal laws shall be followed, including immediate notification of the San Francisco Office of the Chief 


Medical Examiner, and in the event of the Medical Examiner’s determination that the human remains are Native American 


remains, notification to the California State Native American Heritage Commission is required, who shall appoint a Most 


Likely Descendant (MLD) (California Public Resources Code, section 5097.98).  


The ERO shall also be immediately notified upon discovery of human remains. The archeological consultant, project sponsor, 


ERO, and MLD shall have up to but not beyond six days after the discovery to make all reasonable efforts to develop an 


agreement for the treatment of human remains and associated or unassociated funerary objects with appropriate dignity 


(CEQA Guidelines section 15064.5[d]). The agreement should take into consideration the appropriate excavation, removal, 


recordation, analysis, curation, possession, and final disposition of the human remains and associated or unassociated 


funerary objects. Nothing in existing state regulations or in this mitigation measure compels the project sponsor and the ERO 


to accept recommendations of an MLD. The archeological consultant shall retain possession of any Native American human 


remains and associated or unassociated burial objects until completion of any scientific analyses of the human remains or 


objects as specified in the treatment agreement if such an agreement has been made or, otherwise, as determined by the 
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archeological consultant and the ERO. If no agreement is reached state regulations shall be followed including the 


reinternment of the human remains and associated burial objects with appropriate dignity on the property in a location not 


subject to further subsurface disturbance (California Public Resources Code, section 5097.98). 


All plans and reports prepared by the consultant as specified herein shall be submitted first and directly to the ERO for review 


and comment, and shall be considered draft reports subject to revision until final approval by the ERO.  


The archeological consultant shall submit an Archeological Resources Report (ARR) to the ERO. The ARR shall evaluate the 


historical significance of any discovered archeological resource and describing the archeological and historical research 


methods employed in the archeological monitoring/data recovery program(s) undertaken. It shall include a curation and 


deaccession plan for all recovered cultural materials. Formal site recordation forms (CA DPR 523 series) shall be attached to 


the ARR as an appendix. 


The project archeological consultant shall also submit an Archeological Public Interpretation Plan if a significant 


archeological resource is discovered during a project. The Archeological Public Interpretation Plan shall describe the 


interpretive product(s), locations or distribution of interpretive materials or displays, the proposed content and materials, 


the producers or artists of the displays or installation, and a long-term maintenance program.  


Once approved by the ERO, copies of the ARR shall be distributed as follows: California Archeological Site Survey Northwest 


Information Center shall receive one copy, and the ERO shall receive a copy of the transmittal of the ARR to the Northwest 


Information Center. The Environmental Planning Division of the planning department shall receive one bound copy and one 


unlocked searchable PDF copy on of the ARR along with geographic information system shapefiles of the site and feature 


locations and copies of any formal site recordation forms (CA DPR 523 series) and/or documentation for nomination to the 


National Register of Historic Places/California Register of Historical Resources. Digital files should be submitted via USB or 


other stable storage device. In instances of high public interest or interpretive value, the ERO may require a different final 


report content, format, and distribution than that presented above. 


M-TCR-1: Tribal Cultural Resources Interpretive Program 


In the event of the discovery of an archeological resource of Native American origin, the Environmental Review Officer (ERO), 


the project sponsor, and the tribal representative shall consult to determine whether preservation in place would be feasible 


and effective. If it is determined that preservation in place of the tribal cultural resource would be both feasible and effective, 


then the archeological consultant shall prepare an Archeological Resource Preservation Plan, which shall be implemented by 


the project sponsor during construction. The consultant shall submit a draft Archeological Resource Preservation Plan to the 


planning department for review and approval. 


If the ERO, in consultation with the affiliated Native American tribal representatives and the project sponsor, determines that 


preservation in place of the tribal cultural resources is not a sufficient or feasible option, the project sponsor shall implement 


an interpretive program for the tribal cultural resource in consultation with affiliated tribal representatives. A Tribal Cultural 


Resources Interpretation Plan produced in consultation with the ERO and affiliated tribal representatives, at a minimum, and 


approved by the ERO would be required to guide the interpretive program. The plan shall identify, as appropriate, proposed 
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locations for installations or displays, the proposed content and materials of those displays or installation, the producers or 


artists of the displays or installation, and a long-term maintenance program. The interpretive program may include artist 


installations, preferably by local Native American artists, oral histories with local Native Americans, artifacts displays and 


interpretation, and educational panels or other informational displays. 


Air Quality M-AQ-2: Clean Off-Road Construction Equipment 


The project sponsor shall comply with the following: 


A. Engine Requirements 


1. All off-road equipment greater than 25 horsepower and operating for more than 20 total hours over the entire 


duration of construction activities shall have engines that meet or exceed either U.S. Environmental Protection 


Agency or California Air Resources Board (ARB) Tier 4 Interim or Tier 4 Final off-road emission standards. 


2. Where access to alternative sources of power are available, portable diesel engines (e.g., generators) shall be 


prohibited.  


3. Diesel engines, whether for off-road or on-road equipment, shall not be left idling for more than two minutes at any 


location, except as provided in exceptions to the applicable state regulations regarding idling for off-road and on-


road equipment (e.g., traffic conditions, safe operating conditions). The contractor shall post legible and visible signs 


in English, Spanish, and Chinese, in designated queuing areas and at the construction site to remind operators of the 


two-minute idling limit. 


4. The project sponsor shall instruct construction workers and equipment operators on the maintenance and tuning of 


construction equipment and require that such workers and operators properly maintain and tune equipment in 


accordance with manufacturer specifications. 


B. Waivers 


1. The planning department’s environmental review officer or designee (ERO) may waive the alternative source of 


power requirement of subsection (A)(2) if an alternative source of power is limited or infeasible at the project site. If 


the ERO grants the waiver, the contractor must submit documentation that the equipment used for on-site power 


generation meets the requirements of subsection (A)(1). 


2. The ERO may waive the equipment requirements of Subsection (A)(1) if a particular piece of Tier 4 off-road equipment 


is technically not feasible, the equipment would not produce desired emissions reduction due to expected operating 


modes, or there is a compelling emergency need to use off-road equipment that is not Tier 4 compliant. If the ERO 


grants the waiver, the contractor must use the next cleanest piece of off-road equipment, according to the following 


table, or another alternative that results in comparable reductions of diesel particulate matter. 


Off-Road Equipment Compliance Step-down Schedule 


COMPLIANCE ALTERNATIVE ENGINE EMISSION STANDARD EMISSIONS CONTROL 
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1 Tier 2 ARB Level 3 VDECS 


2 Tier 2 ARB Level 2 VDECS 


3 Tier 2 ARB Level 1 VDECS 


How to use the table: If the ERO determines that the equipment requirements cannot be met, 


then the project sponsor would need to meet Compliance Alternative 1. If the ERO determines 


that the contractor cannot supply off-road equipment meeting Compliance Alternative 1, then 


the contractor must meet Compliance Alternative 2. If the ERO determines that the contractor 


cannot supply off-road equipment meeting Compliance Alternative 2, then the contractor must 


meet Compliance Alternative 3. 


C. Construction Emissions Minimization Plan  


Before starting on-site construction activities, the contractor shall submit a construction emissions minimization plan 


(plan) to the ERO for review and approval. The plan shall state, in reasonable detail, how the contractor will meet the 


requirements of section A. 


1. The plan shall include estimates of the construction timeline by phase, with a description of each piece of off-road 


equipment required for every construction phase. The description may include (as reasonably available at the time of 


plan submission), but is not limited to, equipment type, equipment manufacturer, equipment identification number, 


engine model year, engine certification (Tier rating), horsepower, engine serial number, and expected fuel usage and 


hours of operation. For VDECS installed, the description may include technology type, serial number, make, model, 


manufacturer, ARB verification number level, and installation date and hour meter reading on installation date. For 


off-road equipment using alternative fuels, the description shall also specify the type of alternative fuel being used. 


2. The project sponsor shall ensure that all applicable requirements of the plan have been incorporated into the 


contract specifications. The plan shall include a certification statement that the project sponsor agrees to comply 


fully with the plan. 


3. The project sponsor shall make the plan available to the public for review on site during working hours. The project 


sponsor shall post at the construction site a legible and visible sign summarizing the plan. The sign shall also state 


that the public may ask to inspect the plan for the project at any time during working hours and shall explain how to 


request to inspect the plan. The project sponsor shall post at least one copy of the sign in a visible location on each 


side of the construction site facing a public right-of-way. 


D. Monitoring  


After start of construction activities, the contractor shall submit reports every six months to the ERO documenting 


compliance with the plan. After completion of construction activities and prior to receiving a final certificate of 
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occupancy, the project sponsor shall submit to the ERO a final report summarizing construction activities, including the 


start and end dates and duration of each construction phase, and the specific information required in the plan. 


Biological Resources M-BI-1: Preconstruction Nesting Bird Surveys and Buffer Areas 


Nesting birds and their nests shall be protected during construction by implementation of the following measure: 


a) To the extent feasible, the project sponsor shall conduct initial activities including, but not limited to, vegetation 


removal, tree trimming or removal, ground disturbance, building demolition, site grading, and other construction 


activities that may compromise breeding birds or the success of their nests outside of the nesting season (January 15 


through August 31).  


b) If construction during the bird nesting season cannot be fully avoided, a qualified wildlife biologist shall conduct pre-


construction nesting surveys within 7 days prior to the start of construction or demolition at areas that have not been 


previously disturbed by project activities or after any construction breaks of 7 days or more. Typical experience 


requirements for a “qualified biologist” include a minimum of four years of academic training and professional 


experience in biological sciences and related resource management activities and a minimum of two years of experience 


in biological monitoring or surveying for nesting birds. Surveys of suitable habitat shall be performed in publicly 


accessible areas within 100 feet of the project site in order to locate any active nests of common bird species and within 


200 feet of the project site to locate any active raptor (birds of prey) nests. 


c) If active nests are located during the preconstruction nesting bird surveys a qualified biologist shall evaluate if the 


schedule of construction activities could affect the active nests; if so, the following measures shall apply, as determined 


by the biologist: 


i. If construction is not likely to affect the active nest or nesting behavior, construction may proceed without restriction; 


however, a qualified biologist shall regularly monitor the nest at a frequency determined appropriate for the 


surrounding construction activity to confirm there is no adverse effect. Spot-check monitoring frequency would be 


determined on a nest-by-nest basis considering the particular construction activity, duration, proximity to the nest, 


and physical barriers that may screen activity from the nest. The qualified biologist may revise their determination at 


any time during the nesting season in coordination with the planning department. 


ii. If it is determined that construction may affect the active nest, the qualified biologist shall establish a no-disturbance 


buffer around the nest and all project work shall halt within the buffer until a qualified biologist determines the nest 


is no longer in use. These buffer distances shall be equivalent to the survey distances (100 feet for passerines and 200 


feet for raptors); however, the buffers may be adjusted if an obstruction, such as a building, is within line of sight 


between the nest and construction and the biologist determines the construction activity, including noise, is not 


affecting nesting behaviors.  


iii. Modifying nest buffer distances, allowing certain construction activities within the buffer, and/or modifying 


construction methods in proximity to active nests shall be done at the discretion of the qualified biologist and in 
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coordination with the planning department, who would notify the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW). 


Necessary actions to remove or relocate an active nest shall be coordinated with the planning department and 


approved by CDFW. 


iv. Any work that must occur within established no-disturbance buffers around active nests shall be monitored by a 


qualified biologist. If adverse effects in response to project work within the buffer are observed and could 


compromise the nest, work within the no-disturbance buffer(s) shall halt until the nest is vacated, young have 


fledged, and there is no evidence of a second attempt at nesting. 


v. Any birds that begin nesting within the project area and survey buffers amid construction activities are assumed to be 


habituated to construction-related or similar noise and disturbance levels, so exclusion zones around nests may be 


reduced or eliminated in these cases as determined by the qualified biologist in coordination with the planning 


department, who would notify CDFW. Work may proceed around these active nests as long as the nests and their 


occupants are not directly affected. 


d) In the event inactive nests are observed within or adjacent to the project site at any time throughout the year, any 


removal or relocation of the inactive nests shall be at the discretion of the qualified biologist in coordination with the 


planning department, who would notify and seek approval from the CDFW, as appropriate. Work may proceed around 


these inactive nests. 
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S.4 Summary of Project Alternatives 


The four alternatives analyzed in chapter 5 of this EIR are the No Project Alternative, Full Preservation Alternative, 


Partial Preservation Alternative 1, and Partial Preservation Alternative 2, as shown in Table S-3, Comparison of 


Alternatives for CEQA Analysis, p. S-18. These alternatives represent a reasonable range of alternatives to the proposed 


project that would feasibly attain project objectives and would avoid or substantially lessen the significant adverse 


environmental impact to historic architectural resources. The selected alternatives were based on the Secretary of the 


Interior Standards and applicable land use regulations pertaining to the site. These alternatives are: 


• No Project Alternative. Under this alternative, no changes would be made to the existing structures at 1101–


1123 Sutter Street. The buildings on the site would continue with automotive repair/parking uses at 1101 
Sutter Street and mortuary uses at 1123 Sutter Street, as described in Chapter 2, Project Description. 


• Full Preservation Alternative. Under the Full Preservation Alternative, 1101 Sutter Street would be retained and 
rehabilitated, similar to the proposed project; 1123 Sutter Street would be retained, a two-level addition would be 


constructed above the existing building, and the interior would be redeveloped; and an 18-story, 200-foot tall 


residential tower would be constructed on the parking lot at the west side of the project site (on the existing 
surface parking lot). The overall size of the alternative would be smaller than the proposed project, with 115 


dwelling units (approximately 110,736 gross square feet of residential uses), less amenity and open space, and the 


same amount of commercial, childcare, and garage uses as the proposed project.  


• Partial Preservation Alternative 1. Under the Partial Preservation Alternative 1, both 1101 Sutter Street and 
1123 Sutter Street would be retained, with a four-story addition above each building, and an 18-story, 200-


foot-tall residential tower would be constructed on the parking lot at the west side of the project site (on the 
existing surface parking lot). The overall size of this alternative would be smaller than the proposed project, 


but larger than the Full Preservation Alternative, with 151 dwelling units (approximately 133,227 gross square 
feet of residential uses), less amenity and open space, and the same amount of commercial, childcare, and 


garage uses as the proposed project.  


• Partial Preservation Alternative 2. Under the Partial Preservation Alternative 2, there would be no change to 
1101 Sutter Street. There would be a 12-level addition to the existing building on 1123 Sutter Street and a 


new, stand alone 14-story building with a height of 150 feet. Overall this alternative would construct 182 
dwelling units for a total of 168,153 residential square feet and would add a total of 26 new stories. There 


would be less amenity space and less open space, but the same amount of commercial, office, childcare, 
and garage space. Approximately 46,714 square feet within the two historic buildings would be retained for 


adaptive reuse. The overall size of this alternative would be smaller than the proposed project but larger 
than the Full Preservation Alternative and Partial Preservation Alternative 1.  


Table S-3 compares the development program and impacts identified for the proposed project and the project 


alternatives. Table S-4 compares the alternatives ability to meet the project objectives. Table S-5 shows which 


character-defining features of 1101 and 1123 Sutter Street would be retained under each project alternative. 


Table S-6 compares the impacts for each alternative and the proposed project related to historic architectural 


resources and wind. 
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Table S-3 Comparison of Alternatives for CEQA Analysis 


 Proposed Project 


No Project 


Alternative 


(Existing 


Conditions) 


Full Preservation 


Alternative 


Partial 


Preservation 


Alternative 1 


Partial 


Preservation 


Alternative 2 


DESCRIPTION 


BUILDING HEIGHT/STORIES 


1101 Sutter Street No change 


from existing 


45 feeta 


Three stories 


plus partially 


below-grade 


garage 


Same as 


project  


85 feet 


7 stories 


(existing 


building plus 4 


additional 


levels, set back 


20 feet along 


Sutter and 


Larkin streets)  


Same as 


project 


1123 Sutter Street, east side 


of parcel 


150 feeta  


14 stories  


25 feeta  


1 story with 


partial 


mezzanine 


plus partially 


below-grade 


garage 


45 feet 


3 stories 


(existing 


building plus 2-


level addition, 


set back 25 


feet along 


Sutter and 


Hemlock 


streets) 


65 feet  


5 stories 


(existing 


building plus 4-


level addition, 


set back 25 


feet along 


Sutter Street)  


150 feet 


14 stories 


(existing 


building plus 


12 level 


addition, no 


setback) 


1123 Sutter Street, west side 


of parcel  


0 feet 


(surface 


parking lot) 


200 feet/ 


18 stories 


200 feet/ 


18 stories 


150 feet/ 


14 stories 


RESIDENTIAL UNITS 


Number of Units 221 0 115 151 214 


GROSS SQUARE FEET BY USE 


Residential 177,306 0 110,736 133,227 168,153 


Common Amenities for 


Residents 


12,201 0 3,378 3,378 3,378 


Commercial 4,575 51,596 Same as 


project 


Same as 


project 


Same as 


project 


Childcare 3,755 0 Same as 


project 


Same as 


project 


Same as 


project 


Open Space 11,637 0 1,607 2,903 1,607 


Garage/Vehicular and Bicycle 


Parking 


15,125 Included in 


commercial 


Same as 


project 


Same as 


project 


Same as 


project 


SOURCE: David Baker Associates 2021. 
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NOTE:  
a Height above Sutter Street grade 


Table S-4 Comparison of Alternatives Retention of Character-Defining Features 


Character-Defining Feature 


Full Preservation 


Alternative 


Partial 


Preservation 


Alternative 1 


Partial 


Preservation 


Alternative 2 


Ra PRb NRc R PR NR R PR NR 


1101 Sutter Street: 


Three-story height and massing x    x  x   


Concrete and brick masonry construction x   x   x   


Stucco finish scored to resemble stone masonry x   x   x   


Molded cement plaster ornament, with spandrel panels & urns x   x   x   


Sheet metal cornice x   x   x   


Grid-like fenestration pattern x   x   x   


Divided-lite “industrial” wood sash windows x   x   x   


1123 Sutter Street:   


One-story-with-mezzanine height  x   x    x 


Simple rectangular form and massing  x   x    x 


Primary façade element: seven bay symmetrical arrangement; 


two side entrances and one center entrance separated by two 


fenestration bays 


x   x   x   


Primary façade element: recessed fenestration and entryways x   x   x   


Primary façade element: custom, cast iron street light fixtures at 


each entrance along Sutter Street 


x   x   x   


Primary façade element: pairs of wood casement windows and 


plantar boxes 


x   x   x   


Classical Revival style element: eight pairs of Doric columns x   x   x   


Classical Revival style element: Plaster ornament in swag motif 


and circular medallions with geometric Greek key molding 


x   x   x   


Metal clathri screens x   x   x   


First floor interior element: reception area including rotunda 


and main corridor 


 x   x   x  


First floor interior element: west and east chapels   x   x   x 


First floor interior element: three suites of interconnected 


bereavement rooms 


 x   x   x  


SOURCE: ARG 2021. 


NOTES: 
a Retained 
b Partially Retained 
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c Not Retained 


Table S-5 Comparison of Alternatives Ability to Meet Project Sponsor’s Objectives 


Objective/Alternative Proposed Project No Project 


Full 


Preservation 


Partial 


Preservation 


Alternative 1 


Partial 


Preservation 


Alternative 2 


Develop a well-designed, 


financially feasible mixed-use 


project with residential housing 


units that contributes the 


following services to support 


the well-being of the 


community: new retail, 


restaurant, and commercial 


spaces for the benefit of 


neighborhood residents and 


businesses; and a child care 


center for the benefit of both 


the project’s and 


neighborhood’s residents. 


Meets Does not 


meet 


Partially 


meets. Would 


contribute 


services to 


the well-


being of the 


community. 


However, 


there would 


be a 48% 


reduction in 


unit count 


from the 


proposed 


project 


Partially 


meets. Would 


contribute 


services to 


the well-


being of the 


community. 


However, 


there would 


be a 32% 


reduction in 


unit count 


from the 


proposed 


project 


Partially meets. 


Would 


contribute 


services to the 


well-being of 


the community. 


However, there 


would be a 3% 


reduction in 


unit count from 


the proposed 


project 


Increase the city’s supply of 


housing, including affordable 


housing, in an area designated 


for higher density due to its 


proximity to downtown and 


accessibility to local and 


regional transit. Maximize 


housing on a site that currently 


has no housing and incorporate 


on-site affordable units. 


Meets  Does not 


meet 


Partially 


meets – 106 


fewer units 


than 


proposed 


project 


Partially 


meets - 70 


fewer units 


than 


proposed 


project 


Partially meets - 


7 fewer units 


than proposed 


project 


Create a more attractive, 


interesting and engaging street-


level experience for pedestrians, 


transit users, and future 


residents.  


Meets Does not 


meet 


Meets Meets  Meets 


Construct a single, cohesive 


development occupying the 


project site consisting of high-


quality, contemporary urban 


design. 


Meets Does not 


meet 


Meets Meets Meets 
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Objective/Alternative Proposed Project No Project 


Full 


Preservation 


Partial 


Preservation 


Alternative 1 


Partial 


Preservation 


Alternative 2 


Retain historic resources where 


it is economically and 


structurally feasible to 


rehabilitate the building’s 


interior space for new 


commercial and residential 


uses.  


Partially Meets 


(fully preserves 


1101 Sutter and 


demolishes 


1123 Sutter) 


Does not 


meet 


Meets (fully 


preserves 


1101 Sutter 


and retains 


the majority 


of character-


defining 


features and 


some interior 


spaces at 


1123 Sutter) 


Partially 


meets 


(retains 


façade-


related 


character-


defining 


features at 


both 1101 


and 1123 


Sutter and 


some interior 


spaces at 


1123 Sutter, 


but 4-story 


additions at 


both 


buildings 


only partially 


retain height- 


and massing-


related 


character-


defining 


features) 


Partially meets 


(fully preserves 


1101 Sutter and 


retains façade-


related 


character-


defining 


features and 


some interior 


spaces at 1123 


Sutter, but 12-


story addition 


on top of 1123 


Sutter does not 


retain height- 


and massing-


related 


character-


defining 


features) 


SOURCE: ARG 2021. 


Table S-6 Comparison of Alternatives Historic Architectural Resources and Wind Impacts 


Impact Proposed Project No Project Full Preservation 


Partial 


Preservation 


Alternative 1 


Partial 


Preservation 


Alternative 2 


HISTORIC ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCES  


Impact CR-1: 1101 Sutter Street  LTS NI LTS SUM LTS 


Impact CR-2: 1123 Sutter Street SUM NI LTS SUMa SUMa 


Impact CR-3: Offsite Resources LTS NI LTS LTS LTS 


Impact C-CR-1: Cumulative LTS NI LTS LTS LTS 


WINDC 


Impact WI‐1: Wind Hazards LTS NI SUM SUM LTS 


Impact C-WI-1: Cumulative LTS NI LTS LTS LTS 


NOTES: 
a Significant and unavoidable impact with implementation of feasible mitigation but with reduced severity than the proposed project () 
b Significant and unavoidable impact with implementation of feasible mitigation with an increase in severity than the proposed project () 
c Evaluated in the initial study (see Appendix A). 


LTS = less-than-significant impact, no mitigation required 
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NI = no impact 


SUM = significant and unavoidable impact with implementation of feasible mitigation 


 


The No Project Alternative is considered the overall environmentally superior alternative because the significant 


impacts associated with implementation of the proposed project would not occur with the No Project Alternative. 


However, the No Project Alternative would not meet any of the project sponsor’s objectives. If the No Project 


Alternative is environmentally superior, CEQA requires selection of the “environmentally superior alternative other 


than the no project alternative” from among the proposed project and the other alternatives evaluated.  


The environmentally superior alternative would be the Full Preservation Alternative. This alternative would reduce 


Impact CR-2 by proposing only a two-level addition to 1123 Sutter Street which would not substantially impact the 


historic resource’s ability to convey its historic significance. However, this alternative would not avoid a wind hazard 


impact (Impact WI-1) due to a new 200-foot, 18-story building on the west side of the 1123 Sutter Street parcel. 


S.5 Areas of Controversy and Issues to Be Resolved 


Publication of the notice of preparation initiated a 30‐day public review and comment period that began on 


December 17, 2020 and ended on January 22, 2021. Individuals and agencies that received these notices 


included owners of properties within 300 feet of the project site, and potentially interested parties, including 


regional and state agencies. During the review and comment period, a total of three commenters submitted 


comments to the planning department. The Native American Heritage Commission commented on Assembly 


Bill 52 tribal cultural resources notification and consultation requirements. Other commenters on the notice of 


preparation commented on impacts to the adjacent buildings, including construction noise and debris control; 


access to sunlight and views; and project merits. The planning department has considered the comments made 


by the public in preparation of the initial study and the draft EIR for the proposed project. There are no known 


areas of controversy or issues to be resolved. 


Comments expressing support for the proposed project or opposition to it will be considered independently of 


the environmental review process by city decision makers as part of their decision to approve, modify, or 


disapprove the proposed project.  
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 


This environmental impact report (EIR) analyzes the potential environmental effects associated with the 


proposed 1101–1123 Sutter Street project (proposed project). This chapter describes the type, purpose, and 


function of the EIR and describes the environmental review process for the project. 


1.A Project Summary 


The proposed project would involve rehabilitation of the existing three-story building at 1101 Sutter Street, along 


with demolishing the existing building and surface parking lot at 1123 Sutter Street, and constructing a new 14-


story, 150-foot-tall building (up to 161 feet as measured to the top of rooftop mechanical equipment).1, 2 


Together, the rehabilitated building at 1101 Sutter Street and the new building at 1123 Sutter street would 


provide 237,808 gross square feet of uses – 221 residential units (44 of which would be very-low-income housing 


units); 8,330 square feet of commercial and childcare uses; 11,637 square feet of open space; 59 vehicular 


parking spaces; and 164 bicycle spaces.  


1.B Purpose of This EIR 


The San Francisco Planning Department, serving as lead agency responsible for administering the 


environmental review on behalf of the City and County of San Francisco (the city), determined that the proposed 


project required the preparation of an EIR. 


The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requires that before a decision can be made to approve a 


project that could pose potential adverse physical effects, an EIR must be prepared that fully describes the 


environmental effects of the project.3 The information contained in an EIR is reviewed and considered by the 


decision makers before arriving at a decision to approve, disapprove, or modify a project. 


CEQA requires that the lead agency neither approve nor implement a project unless the project’s significant 


environmental effects have been reduced to a less‐than‐significant level, essentially “eliminating, avoiding, or 


substantially lessening” the expected impact, except when certain findings are made. If the lead agency approves a 


project that will result in the occurrence of significant adverse impacts that cannot be mitigated to less‐than‐


significant levels, the agency must state the reasons for its action in writing; demonstrate that its action is based on 


the EIR or other information in the record; and adopt a statement of overriding considerations. 


The planning department has prepared this EIR to provide the public and responsible and trustee agencies 


reviewing the proposed project with information about the potential effects of the project on the environment. 


This EIR describes the potential environmental impacts resulting from implementation of the proposed project; 


 
1 Architectural Resources Group, 1123 Sutter Street Historic Resource Evaluation, Draft, November 4, 2019. 
2 San Francisco Planning Department, Historic Resource Evaluation Response, Record No. 2019-022850ENV, 1101–1123 Sutter Street. 
3 California Public Resources Code, Sections 21000–21189.3, California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), as amended. The CEQA statutes are available at: 


https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displayexpandedbranch.xhtml?tocCode=PRC&division=13.&title=&part=&chapter. 
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identifies mitigation measures for reducing impacts to a less‐than‐significant level where feasible; and evaluates 


alternatives to the project. 


This document is a project‐level focused EIR and is intended as an informational document that, in and of itself, 


does not determine whether a project will be approved but aids the planning and decision-making process by 


disclosing the potential for significant and adverse impacts. In conformance with CEQA, this EIR provides 


information addressing the environmental consequences of the project and identifies possible means of 


reducing or avoiding its potentially significant impacts. The CEQA Guidelines define the role and expectations for 


this EIR as follows:4 


• Informational Document. An EIR is an informational document which will inform public agency 


decisionmakers and the public generally of the significant environmental effect[s] of a project, identify 


possible ways to minimize the significant effects, and describe reasonable alternatives to the project. The 
public agency shall consider the information in the EIR along with other information which may be 
presented to the agency (Section 15121[a]). 


• Standards for Adequacy of an EIR. An EIR should be prepared with a sufficient degree of analysis to provide 


decisionmakers with information which enables them to make a decision which intelligently takes account 


of environmental consequences. An evaluation of the environmental effects of a proposed project need not 
be exhaustive, but the sufficiency of an EIR is to be reviewed in the light of what is reasonably feasible. 


Disagreement among experts does not make an EIR inadequate, but the EIR should summarize the main 
points of disagreement among the experts. The courts have looked not for perfection but for adequacy, 


completeness, and a good faith effort at full disclosure (Section 15151). 


1.C Environmental Review Process 


The environmental review process for a focused EIR per CEQA Guidelines section 15183 includes the following 


steps: publication of a notice of preparation (NOP) of an EIR; publication of a draft EIR for public review and 


comment; preparation and publication of responses to public and agency comments on the draft EIR; and 


certification of the final EIR. The EIR process provides an opportunity for the public to review and comment on 


the proposed project’s potential environmental effects and to further inform the environmental analysis. 


The planning department prepared an initial study for the proposed project. Based on the analysis in the initial 


study (see Appendix A, Initial Study), the proposed project would result in significant impacts on historic 


architectural resources. 


Therefore, further environmental review of the proposed project is required for the topic of historic architectural 


resources. This focused EIR has been prepared to examine the proposed project’s specific impacts on historic 


architectural resources; identify mitigation for potentially significant impacts; and analyze whether proposed 


mitigation measures would reduce the significant environmental impacts to less-than-significant levels. This 


focused EIR also analyzes alternatives to the proposed project that could substantially reduce or eliminate one 


or more significant impacts of the proposed project and could still feasibly attain most of the basic project 


objectives. The other environmental topics are addressed in the initial study, which determined that the 


 
4 14 CCR 15000–15387 and Appendices A–N, Guidelines for Implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act, as amended. The CEQA Guidelines 


are available at: https://govt.westlaw.com/calregs/Browse/Home/California/CaliforniaCodeofRegulations?guid= 


I95DAAA70D48811DEBC02831C6D6C108E&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=Default&contextData=(sc.Default). 
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proposed project’s potential impacts on those topics would be less than significant or would be reduced to less-


than-significant levels with implementation of mitigation measures identified in the initial study. 


1.C.1 Notice of Preparation of an EIR 


1101 Sutter Affordable, LP, filed an environmental evaluation application with the planning department on 


December 12, 2019. The filing of the application initiated the environmental review process. During the 


subsequent review process, the project sponsor revised the project plans. This EIR evaluates the most recent 


proposed project plans dated June 7, 2021. 


In accordance with CEQA Guidelines sections 15063 and 15082, the planning department, as lead agency, 


published and distributed an NOP (see Appendix B, Notice of Preparation of an EIR); the NOP includes a project 


description and indicates topics to be addressed in the EIR. The NOP anticipated that the EIR would include a 


focused assessment of impacts to historic architectural resources, and that the initial study would analyze 


environmental impacts related to the following topics: land use and land use planning, population and housing, 


subsurface cultural (archeological) resources and human remains, tribal cultural resources, transportation and 


circulation, noise, air quality, greenhouse gas emissions, wind, shadow, recreation, utilities and service systems, 


public services, biological resources, geology and soils, paleontological resources, hydrology and water quality, 


hazards and hazardous materials, mineral resources, energy, agriculture and forest resources, and wildfire.  


Publication of the NOP initiated a 30‐day public review and comment period that began on December 17, 2020 


and ended on January 22, 2021 (see Appendix B). During the review and comment period, a total of three 


commenters submitted letters to the planning department. The Native American Heritage Commission 


commented on Assembly Bill 52 tribal cultural resources notification and consultation requirements. Other 


commenters on the NOP commented on impacts to the adjacent buildings, including construction noise and 


debris control, access to sunlight and views, and project merits. The planning department has considered the 


comments made by the public in preparation of the initial study and draft EIR for the proposed project. There are 


no known areas of controversy or issues to be resolved. 


1.C.2 Draft EIR and Public Participation 


The CEQA Guidelines and San Francisco Administrative Code chapter 31 encourage public participation in the 


planning and environmental review processes. The city will provide opportunities for the public to present 


comments and concerns regarding this EIR and its CEQA process. These opportunities will occur during a public 


review and comment period and a public hearing before the San Francisco Planning Commission. 


The draft EIR is available for public review and comment on the planning department’s Environmental Review 


Documents web page under the review category Environmental Impact Reports and Negative Declarations.5 A USB 


or paper copy of the draft EIR will be mailed upon request. Referenced materials will also be made available for 


review upon request. Please contact CPC.1101-1123SutterEIR@sfgov.org or (628) 652-7494 to make a request. 


Written comments should be addressed to David Young, San Francisco Planning Department, 49 South Van Ness 


Avenue, Suite 1400, San Francisco, CA 94103, or emailed to CPC.1101-1123SutterEIR@sfgov.org. The public 


comment period for this draft EIR is from August 18, 2021 to October 5, 2021. 


 
5 San Francisco Planning Department, “Environmental Review Documents,” web page, available at: https://sfplanning.org/environmental-review-


documents, accessed February 2021. 
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The San Francisco Historic Preservation Commission will hold a public hearing on this draft EIR to consider 


providing its comments on the draft EIR. The public hearing will be held September 15, 2021 beginning at 12:30 


p.m. Please be advised that due to the COVID-19 emergency, the historic preservation commission may be 


required to conduct this hearing remotely. Additional information may be found on the planning department's 


website.6 


The planning commission will hold a public hearing on this EIR during the 45‐day public review and comment 


period for the EIR to solicit public comment on the information presented in the draft EIR. The public hearing will 


be held on September 30, 2021, beginning at 1 p.m. or later. Please be advised that due to the COVID-19 


emergency, the planning commission may be required to conduct this hearing remotely. Additional information 


may be found on the planning department's website.7 


In addition, members of the public are invited to submit written comments on the adequacy and accuracy of the 


draft EIR. Written public comments may be submitted to: 


San Francisco Planning Department 


Attention: David Young, Environmental Coordinator  


49 South Van Ness Avenue, Suite 1400 


San Francisco, CA 94103 


CPC.1101-1123SutterEIR@sfgov.org 


Comments are most helpful when they address the environmental analysis itself or suggest specific alternatives 


and/or additional measures that would better mitigate significant environmental impacts of the proposed project. 


Members of the public are not required to provide personal identifying information when they communicate 


with the planning commission. All written or oral communications, including submitted personal contact 


information, may be made available to the public for inspection and copying upon request and may appear on 


the department’s website or in other public documents. 


1.C.3 Final EIR and EIR Certification 


Following the close of the public review and comment period, the City will prepare and publish a document 


titled “Responses to Comments,” which will contain all written and recorded oral comments on this draft EIR and 


written responses to those comments, along with copies of the letters or emails received, a transcript of the 


public hearing, and any necessary revisions to the draft EIR. The draft EIR and the responses to comments 


document will constitute the final EIR. Not less than 10 days prior to the planning commission hearing to 


consider certification of the final EIR, the final EIR will be made available to the public and to any board(s), 


commission(s) or department(s) that will carry out or approve the proposed project. The planning commission, 


in an advertised public meeting(s), will consider the documents and, if found adequate, will certify that the final 


EIR: (1) has been completed in compliance with CEQA; (2) was presented to the planning commission, which 


then reviewed and considered the information contained in the final EIR prior to approving the proposed 


project; and (3) reflects the lead agency’s independent judgment and analysis.  


 
6 San Francisco Planning Department, website: https://sfplanning.org. 
7 San Francisco Planning Department, website: https://sfplanning.org. 
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CEQA requires that agencies shall neither approve nor implement a project unless the project’s significant 


environmental impacts have been reduced to a less‐than‐significant level, essentially eliminating, avoiding, or 


substantially lessening the potentially significant impacts, except when certain findings are made. If an agency 


approves a project that would result in the occurrence of significant adverse impacts that cannot feasibly be 


mitigated to less‐than‐significant levels (that is, significant and unavoidable impacts), the agency must state the 


reasons for its action in writing, demonstrate that mitigation is infeasible based on the EIR or other information 


in the record, and adopt a statement of overriding considerations. 


1.C.4 Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program 


At the time of project approval, CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines require agencies to adopt a mitigation 


monitoring and reporting program as a condition of project approval in order to mitigate or avoid significant 


impacts on the environment (CEQA section 21081.6 and CEQA Guidelines section 15097).8, 9 This EIR identifies 


and presents mitigation measures that would form the basis of such a monitoring and reporting program. Any 


mitigation and improvement measures adopted by the lead agency as conditions for approval of the project 


would be included in the monitoring and reporting program. 


 
8 California Public Resources Code, Sections 21000–21189.3, California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), as amended.  
9 14 CCR 15000–15387 and Appendices A–N, Guidelines for Implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act, as amended.  
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Chapter 2 
Project Description 


This chapter describes the proposed 1101–1123 Sutter Street project (proposed project) evaluated in this 


environmental impact report (EIR). Topics addressed in this chapter include an overview of the project; a 


description of the project location and existing conditions at the site; the project sponsor’s objectives; a 


description of the project characteristics; and the intended uses of this EIR, including the required approvals. 


2.A Project Overview 


The project site includes 1101 and 1123 Sutter Street in San Francisco, California, as shown on Figure 2-1, Project 


Location, p. 2-6. The project site is 0.68 acres (29,700 square feet) and includes two parcels, Assessor’s Parcel 


Numbers (APNs) 0692-001 and 0692-019, shown on Figure 2-2, Project Site, p. 2-7. The project site is composed 


of the eastern half of the block bounded by Larkin and Polk streets on the east and west, respectively, and Sutter 


and Hemlock streets on the north and south, respectively. The project site is located in the Downtown/Civic 


Center neighborhood. A summary of the project site characteristics is provided in Table 2-1. 


Table 2-1 Project Site Characteristics 


Lot 


Characteristics 


1101 SUTTER STREET 1123 SUTTER STREET TOTAL 


Assessor’s Parcel Number 0692-001 0692-019 — 


Area 9,000 square feet 20,700 square feet 29,700 square feet 


Width 75 feet 172.5 feet 247.5 feet 


Length 120 feet 120 feet 120 feeta 


SOURCE: David Baker Architects 2020. 


NOTE: 
a Total length is not additive. 


 


The proposed project would involve rehabilitating the existing three-story building at 1101 Sutter Street and 


demolishing the existing building and surface parking lot at 1123 Sutter Street and constructing a new 14-story, 


150-foot-tall building (up to 161 feet to the top of rooftop mechanical equipment). Together, the two buildings 


would provide 237,808 gross square feet of uses: 221 residential units (44 of which would be provided as very-


low-income housing units); 8,330 square feet of commercial and childcare uses; 11,637 square feet of open 


space; 59 vehicle parking spaces; and 164 bicycle parking spaces.1 


Although the buildings would be separate structures, the design of the proposed project creates a single, 


cohesive development. The buildings would have shared residential lobbies, as well as shared common open 


 
1 The project as proposed includes a 50 percent increase in density as it meets the requirements of the state density bonus law based on the number of 


affordable units and level of affordability and would seek concessions and waivers, consistent with the law. 
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spaces and residential amenities. In addition, both parking garages would be accessible to the residents and 


commercial users of both buildings. Mechanical equipment and service spaces, such as heating, ventilation, and 


air-conditioning units and the electrical and fire rooms, would be located in 1123 Sutter Street and would serve 


both buildings. The existing uses and proposed project characteristics are summarized in Table 2-2. Refer to 


Table 2-3, Project Characteristics, p. 2-13, for a detailed breakdown of the square footage by land use type. 


The existing 35,876-square-foot three-story auto-repair and parking garage at 1101 Sutter Street, which has been 


determined eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places, would be rehabilitated for new uses;2 it 


would become a mixed-use residential building with approximately 2,187 square feet of ground-floor 


commercial uses and 21 residential units on the ground, second, and third floors. The existing partially below-


grade garage would provide 28 vehicle parking spaces and 24 bicycle parking spaces.3 The project sponsor is 


seeking Federal Rehabilitation Tax Credits for 1101 Sutter Street.4, 5 Tax credits are available for the rehabilitation 


of buildings that are determined by the Secretary of the Interior, through the National Park Service, to be 


“certified historic structures” (see Appendix C). The State Historic Preservation Office and the National Park 


Service review rehabilitation work to ensure that it complies with the Secretary’s Standards for Rehabilitation. 


The rehabilitation of the existing building at 1101 Sutter Street would be completed in conformance with 


Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, 


Rehabilitating, Restoring and Reconstructing Historic Buildings.6, 7  


The existing 15,720-square-foot, one-story plus partial mezzanine mortuary building at 1123 Sutter Street, which 


is eligible for listing on the California Register of Historical Resources,8, 9 would be demolished along with its 


surface parking lot, and an approximately 211,636-square-foot, 150-foot-tall mixed-use residential building with 


6,163 square feet of ground-floor commercial and childcare uses and 200 residential units would be constructed. 


The building would include approximately 31 vehicle parking spaces and a total of 164 bicycle parking spaces. 


The vehicle parking spaces and 96 Class 1 bicycle parking spaces would be provided in a partially below-grade 


parking garage.10, 11 The remaining 44 bicycle parking spaces would be provided within the Sutter Street ground-


floor level of the building, accessible from the residential lobby, and 24 Class 2 bicycle parking spaces would be 


provided along the sidewalk on Hemlock and Sutter streets. 


 
2 National Park Service, Historic Preservation Certification Application, State Historic Preservation Office Review & Recommendation Sheet, Significance – 


Part 1, Heald’s Engineering and Automobile School, 1101 Sutter Street, San Francisco, CA 94109. Date application received by State Historic Preservation 


Office: July 12, 2019. Date of transmittal to National Park Service: August 23, 2019.  
3 Due to downhill slope of project site, the garage is located below grade along Sutter Street and at grade along Hemlock Street. 
4 VerPlanck, C., National Park Service Historic Preservation Certification Application Part I – Evaluation of Significance, prepared by VerPlanck Historic 


Preservation Consulting, San Francisco, CA, 2019. Submitted to the California Office of Historic Preservation. 
5 VerPlanck, C., National Park Service Historic Preservation Certification Application Part 2 – Description of Rehabilitation, prepared by VerPlanck Historic 


Preservation Consulting, San Francisco, CA, 2019. Submitted to the California Office of Historic Preservation. 
6 Weeks and Grimmer, The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, 


Restoring & Reconstructing Historic Buildings, National Park Service Technical Preservation Services, Washington, DC, 1995 (revised by A. Grimmer 2017). 
7 National Park Service, Historic Preservation Certification Application – Part 2, Description of Rehabilitation for Heald’s Engineering and Automobile 


School, 1101 Sutter Street, San Francisco, CA 94109. Date application received by State Historic Preservation Office: July 12, 2019. Date of transmittal to 


National Park Service: August 23, 2019. 
David Baker Architects, Drawings for 1101 Sutter Street Rehabilitation for the State Office of Historic Preservation, February 5, 2021. 
8 Architectural Resources Group, 1123 Sutter Street Historic Resource Evaluation, Draft, November 4, 2019. 
9 San Francisco Planning Department, Historic Resource Evaluation Response, Record No. 2019-022850ENV, 1101–1123 Sutter Street. 
10 The Hemlock Street grade is approximately 10 feet below the Sutter Street grade. Due to downhill slope of project site, the garage is located below grade 


along Sutter Street and at grade along Hemlock Street. 
11 As defined in planning code section 155.1, class 1 spaces are spaces in secure, weather-protected facilities intended for use as long-term, overnight, and 


work-day bicycle storage by dwelling unit residents, nonresidential occupants, and employees; class 2 spaces are spaces located in a publicly accessible, 


highly visible location intended for transient or short-term use by visitors, guests, and patrons to the building or use. 
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Table 2-2 Summary of Existing and Proposed Uses 


Component/Use 


1101 Sutter Street 1123 Sutter Street 


Net Change Project Total EXISTING PROPOSED EXISTING PROPOSED 


GENERAL 


Number of 


Building(s) 


1 1 1 1 No change 2 


Number of Stories Three 


stories 


plus 


partially 


below-


grade 


garage 


Same as 


existing 


One story 


with partial 


mezzanine 


plus 


partially 


below-


grade 


garage 


14 stories plus 


partially below-


grade garage 


Increase of 11 


stories above 


the tallest 


existing 


building 


— 


Building Height 


(feet) 


45 feet 


above 


Sutter 


Street 


grade 


Same as 


existing 


25 feet 


above 


Sutter 


Street 


grade 


150 feet above 


Sutter Street 


grade plus 11-


foot-tall rooftop 


equipment 


enclosure 


Increase of 105 


feet above the 


tallest existing 


building 


— 


Total (gsf) 35,876 26,172 15,720 211,636 202,618 237,808 


LAND USE 


Land Uses Auto-


repair 


and 


parking 


garage 


Ground-floor 


commercial 


with 3-story 


residential 


Mortuary 


with 


surface 


parking lot 


Ground-floor 


commercial with 


14-story 


residential 


— — 


Number of 


Dwelling Units  


0 20 0 200 221 221 


Residential (gsf) 0 17,927 0 159,379 177,306 177,306 


Common 


Amenities for 


Residents (gsf) 


0 2,386 0 9,815 12,201 12,201 


Commercial (gsf) 35,876 2,187 15,720 2,388 −47,021 4,575 


Childcare (gsf) 0 0 0 3,755 3,755 3,755 


Open Space 


(gsf/type) 


0 0 0 11,637a 11,637 11,637 


Garage (gsf) —b 5,135 —b 9,990 —b 15,125 


PARKING 


Vehicle parking 


spaces  


109 28c 35d 31c, e −85 59 
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Component/Use 


1101 Sutter Street 1123 Sutter Street 


Net Change Project Total EXISTING PROPOSED EXISTING PROPOSED 


Bicycle parking 


spaces 


0 24 0 140 164 164 


SOURCE: David Baker Architects 2021. 


NOTES: 


gsf = gross square feet; — = not applicable.  
a The total open space consists of 8,630 square feet of common open space and 3,007 of private open space provided on balconies. 
b Garage space is accounted for in the commercial square footage. 
c Located in a partially below-grade garage. 
d The existing parking at 1101 Stutter consists of 12 spaces in garage and 23 spaces in surface parking lot. 
e A freight loading area for tenants moving in and out, delivery trucks, and other service vehicles would be provided at the Hemlock Street ground-floor 


level of the 1123 Sutter Street building adjacent to the garage entrance ramp.  


2.A.1 Open Space 


The proposed project would create approximately 11,637 square feet of private and common open space. All of 


the open space would be located within the proposed building at 1123 Sutter Street as follows: approximately 


3,007 square feet of private open space would be provided in residential balconies and approximately 8,630 


square feet of common open space would be provided at the outdoor entry court on Hemlock Street and 


rooftop decks on levels 7 and 14.12 Residents of 1101 Sutter Street and commercial tenants of the proposed 


project would have access to the common open space.  


2.A.2 Circulation 


The circulation and access of the buildings would be designed such that pedestrian access to ground-floor 


commercial and childcare uses would primarily occur from Sutter Street. Pedestrian access to the residential 


units in both buildings would be provided from the main residential lobby on Sutter Street and a second 


residential entrance on Hemlock Street.  


Vehicle access to the garages of both buildings would occur via curb cuts along Hemlock Street.13 The four 


existing curb cuts along Hemlock Street would be removed and replaced by a 34-foot-wide curb cut at the 


garage entrance to 1123 Sutter Street and an 18-foot-wide curb cut at the garage entrance to 1101 Sutter Street.  


Pedestrian curb ramps, crosswalks, and signals are provided at the nearest intersection of Larkin Street and 


Sutter Street to facilitate pedestrian crossing, with the exception of a curb ramp at the southwest corner of the 


intersection for pedestrians traveling east–west across Larkin Street. The proposed project would add a curb 


ramp at this location.  


2.A.3 Parking and Loading 


As discussed above and summarized in Table 2-2, the proposed project would provide a total of 59 vehicle 


parking spaces in the 1123 and 1101 Sutter Street garages. In addition, the project would include reconfiguring 


the on-street parking along Sutter, Larkin, and Hemlock streets in the immediate vicinity of the project, resulting 


in a net removal of six parking spaces and construction of two new white-curb passenger loading zones. The 


 
12 Open space would not be provided within the 1101 Sutter Street building to rehabilitate it in accordance with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards 


for the Treatment of Historic Properties. 
13 A curb cut is a solid ramp graded down from the top surface of a sidewalk to the surface of an adjoining street. 



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sidewalk
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project would involve replacement of six existing parking spaces along the south side of Sutter Street with eight 


parking spaces and two white-curb passenger loading zones; three existing parking spaces along Larkin Street 


would be replaced with four parking spaces; and nine existing parking spaces on the south side of Hemlock 


Street across the street from the project would be eliminated to accommodate the new sidewalk on the north 


side of Hemlock Street. 


2.A.4 Sidewalks and Streetscape 


Sidewalk improvements and modification of parking and loading areas would occur along the project frontage 


on Sutter, Larkin, and Hemlock streets. The sidewalk on Hemlock Street would generally be widened from 7 feet 


to 14 feet to create a planter strip for street trees and to accommodate bicycle parking.  


Two existing curb cuts along Sutter Street and two existing curb cuts along Larkin Street would be removed. The 


existing 12-foot-wide sidewalks along Sutter and Larkin streets would be maintained.  


The three existing street trees located along Larkin Street would remain and the existing tree in the surface 


parking lot at 1123 Sutter Street would be removed. In addition, 15 new street trees would be planted along 


Sutter, Larkin, and Hemlock streets.  
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2.B Project Location 


The project site is composed of the eastern half of the block bounded by Larkin and Polk streets on the east and 


west, respectively, and Sutter and Hemlock streets on the north and south, respectively, as shown on Figure 2-1, 


p. 2-6. The approximately 0.68-acre (29,700-square-foot) rectangular site comprises two adjacent lots (APNs 


0692-001 and 0692-019). The two existing buildings and a surface parking lot on the site occupy the entire extent 


of the two lots. The project site slopes downhill from north to south, with an approximately 5 percent grade, from 


an elevation of approximately 130 feet to 123 feet.  


Van Ness Avenue is the primary north–south road in the project vicinity and is 1.5 blocks west of the site. Sutter 


and Hemlock streets are one-way east–west roads, and Larkin and Polk streets are one-way north–south roads. 


The closest San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BART) stop is at Civic Center, approximately 0.75 miles 


southeast of the site, and the closest San Francisco Municipal Railway Metro stop is at Polk Street and Sutter 


Street, about 0.5 blocks west of the site. The nearest bus stop is located on the north side of Sutter Street near 


the intersection with Larkin Street. The following San Francisco Municipal transit lines operate within a 0.25-mile 


radius of the project site: 2-Clement, 3-Jackson, 10-Townsend, 19-Polk, 27-Bryant, 38-Geary and 38R-Geary 


Rapid, 47-Van Ness, 49-Van Ness/Mission, 54-Felton, and 90-San Bruno Owl. 


The project site is zoned NCD (Polk Street Neighborhood Commercial District). The maximum allowed floor area 


ratio for the non-residential uses on the site is 2.5:1, as specified in San Francisco Planning Code section 723.14 


There is no floor area ratio requirement for residential uses within this zoning district.  


2.C Project Vicinity and Surrounding Land Uses 


The project site is within the Downtown/Civic Center neighborhood located approximately 0.5 miles north of the Civic 


Center, which includes the city hall and other government buildings, and the performing arts complex, which includes 


Davies Symphony Hall, the Opera House, and Herbst Theater. The surrounding area consists primarily of three‐ to six‐


story brick-and-concrete mixed‐use buildings with commercial uses on the ground floor and apartments or 


residential hotel rooms on the upper floors. A two-story building with a grocery store and restaurants is on the same 


block, west of the project site, and a two-story community youth center is across Hemlock Street to the south of the 


project site. Buildings adjacent to and across the street from the project site range from about 20 to 60 feet in height 


and some buildings on adjacent blocks reach up to about 130 feet in height.  


The buildings in the vicinity of the project site were constructed in the early 1900s, with the exception of the 


immediately adjacent building west of the site (1151 Sutter Street, a nine‐unit condominium complex with office 


space on the ground floor), which was built in 2009.15 Many of the buildings to the north, east, and south of the 


project site are contributors to the Lower Nob Hill Apartment Hotel Historic District, which is listed in the 


National Register. However, the existing buildings on the project site are not contributors to this district, nor are 


other buildings on the block, west of the project site.16 


 
14 As defined in planning code section 102.11, floor area ratio is the ratio of the gross floor area of all the buildings on a lot to the area of the lot. In cases 


where portions of the gross floor area of a building project horizontally beyond the lot lines, all such projecting gross floor area shall also be included in 
determining the floor area ratio. 
15 National Park Service, National Register of Historic Places Registration Form, Lower Nob Hill Apartment Hotel District, June 24, 1991. 
16 National Park Service, National Register of Historic Places Registration Form, Lower Nob Hill Apartment Hotel District, June 24, 1991. 
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The eastern portion of the site (1101 Sutter Street) is within the 130-E Height and Bulk District, and the western 


portion of the site (1123 Sutter Street) is located within the 65-A Height and Bulk District. The height and bulk 


districts surrounding the project site are 130-E, 80-A, and 80-T to the north, east, and south, and 65-A, 130-V, and 


130-E to the west. The project site and the properties adjacent to and across the street from the project site are 


zoned NCD (Polk Street Neighborhood Commercial District). The NCD zoning extends to areas north of the 


project site, while areas to the east, south, and west are predominantly zoned RC-4 (High-Density Residential 


Commercial Combined District).  


2.D Existing Conditions 


Information pertaining to the two existing buildings on the project site is summarized in Table 2-2, p. 2-3, and a 


detailed description of these buildings, their uses, and surrounding streetscape is provided in this section. 


2.D.1 1101 Sutter Street 


1101 Sutter Street is a three-story building with a partially below-grade garage located on the smaller of the two 


parcels (APN 0692-001) that compose the project site, shown on Figure 2-2, p. 2-7. The property slopes downhill 


to the south, so the garage is at grade along Hemlock Street and below grade along Sutter Street. As illustrated in 


Photo 1 of Figure 2-3, Photos of Existing Buildings, the frame of the building is reinforced concrete, with brick 


infill. The surface of the building is clad in stucco that has been lightly scored to resemble masonry. The building 


was constructed in 1920 as a training school for automobile mechanics and related occupations. Primary vehicle 


access to the automobile repair portion of the building is from two automobile entry bays along Sutter Street 


and an entry bay along Larkin Street near the intersection with Sutter Street (shown on Figure 2-2, p. 2-7, and 


Photo 1 of Figure 2-3, p. 2-10). There is no dedicated pedestrian entrance; pedestrians also enter the building 


through these entry bays. There are also two garage entrances to the 1101 Sutter Street building, as indicated on 


Figure 2-2, p. 2-7; one is located along Hemlock Street and one is located along Larkin Street, near the 


intersection with Hemlock Street. A single curb cut serves the two entry bays along Sutter Street. There is also a 


curb cut at the entry bay along Larkin Street, a curb cut at the garage entrance along Larkin Street, and a curb 


cut at the garage entrance along Hemlock Street.  


The building was determined eligible for listing in the National Register and the California Register and is 


considered a historical resource under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).17 The building is 


currently used as a parking garage and for automobile repair. 


  


 
17 National Park Service, Historic Preservation Certification Application, State Historic Preservation Office Review & Recommendation Sheet, Significance – 


Part 1, Heald’s Engineering and Automobile School, 1101 Sutter Street, San Francisco, CA 94109. Date application received by State Historic Preservation 


Office: July 12, 2019. Date of transmittal to National Park Service: August 23, 2019. 







Photos of Existing Buildings
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FIGURE 2-3SOURCE: Google (Accessed 2020)
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Photo 2: View of 1123 Sutter Street from Sutter Street, north of the project site.


Photo 1: View of 1101 Sutter Street from the intersection Sutter and Larkin streets, northwest of the project site.
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2.D.2 1123 Sutter Street 


1123 Sutter Street is a one-story plus partial mezzanine building with a partially below-grade garage/basement 


located on the second parcel (APN 0692-019), shown on Figure 2-2, p. 2-6, and Photo 2 of Figure 2-3, p. 2-10. The 


building is currently used as a mortuary. A surface parking lot that serves the building is immediately to the west 


and is accessed from a curb cut/driveway on Sutter Street. The property slopes downhill to the south, so the 


garage is at grade along Hemlock Street at the rear of the property and below grade along Sutter Street at the 


front of the property. The building comprises two older commercial structures, both of which were constructed 


of brick and concrete with a combination of steel and heavy timber framing. These buildings were combined into 


one building in 1926 and given a new façade to unify the primary street frontage, shown on Photo 2 of Figure 2-3, 


p. 2-10; however, the building still visually appears as two buildings on the south façade along Hemlock Street. 


The building has undergone relatively few alterations since it was completed in 1926 and has been used as a 


funeral home since that time. 


The Hemlock Street ground-floor level of 1123 Sutter Street contains 12 vehicle parking spaces, storage, 


mechanical rooms, and a casket showroom. The first floor contains a reception area, two chapels, three suites of 


interconnected bereavement rooms, and several toilet rooms. The mezzanine contains business offices, 


embalming/preparation rooms, a break room, and restrooms. Pedestrian access to the building occurs through 


the front entrance along Sutter Street. The building was determined eligible for listing in the California Register 


and is considered a historical resource under CEQA.18  


2.D.3 Parking 


On-street vehicle parking in the project vicinity is provided on Sutter, Larkin, Hemlock, and Polk streets. As 


shown on Figure 2-2, p. 2-7, there are six existing parking spaces along the south side of Sutter Street, three 


existing parking spaces along the west side of Larkin Street, and nine existing parking spaces on the south side of 


Hemlock Street across the street from the project. There are no permanent loading spaces along the project site, 


but the six parking spaces in front of 1123 Sutter Street are used as a loading zone during funeral services.  


Parking is also located onsite at 1101 Sutter Street and 1123 Sutter Street. There are 109 parking spaces within 1101 


Sutter Street, 12 within the garage at 1123 Sutter Street, and 23 on the surface parking lot at 1123 Sutter Street.  


2.D.4 Street Trees 


There are three street trees along the parcel frontage on Larkin Street, and there is one tree located within the 


surface parking lot at 1123 Sutter Street. 


2.E Project Sponsor’s Objectives 


The project sponsor and developer is 1101 Sutter Affordable, LP. The project sponsor’s objectives for the 


proposed project are to: 


• Develop a well-designed, financially feasible mixed-use project with residential housing units that 


contributes the following services to support the well-being of the community: new retail, restaurant, and 


 
18 Architectural Resources Group, 1123 Sutter Street Historic Resource Evaluation, Draft, November 4, 2019. 
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commercial spaces for the benefit of neighborhood residents and businesses; and a childcare center for the 
benefit of both the project’s and neighborhood’s residents. 


• Increase the supply of housing in the City and County of San Francisco, including affordable housing, in an 


area designated for higher density due to its proximity to downtown and accessibility to local and regional 
transit. Maximize housing on a site that currently has no housing and incorporate onsite affordable units. 


• Create a more attractive, interesting, and engaging street-level experience for pedestrians, transit users, and 
future residents.  


• Construct a single, cohesive development occupying the project site consisting of high-quality, 


contemporary urban design. 


• Retain historic resources where it is economically and structurally feasible to rehabilitate the building’s 


interior space for new commercial and residential uses.  


2.F Project Characteristics 


The proposed project would involve rehabilitating the existing building at 1101 Sutter Street and demolishing 


the existing building and surface parking lot at 1123 Sutter Street and constructing a new 14-story, 150-foot-tall 


building (up to 161 feet to top of rooftop mechanical equipment). Together, the two buildings would provide 


237,808 gross square feet of uses: 221 residential units; 8,330 square feet of commercial and childcare uses; 


11,637 square feet of open space; 59 vehicle parking spaces; and 164 bicycle parking spaces. Each building is 


described further in this section.  


The proposed project would rehabilitate the existing three-story parking garage at 1101 Sutter Street into a 


mixed-use residential building with ground-floor commercial and retail space and common amenities for 


residents. The ground, second, and third floors would contain 21 residential units. The existing partially below-


grade garage would be converted to bicycle and vehicle parking.  


The existing one-story plus partial mezzanine mortuary at 1123 Sutter Street would be demolished, and a new 


14-story, 150-foot-tall building would be constructed (with maximum height up to 161 feet to top of rooftop 


mechanical equipment enclosure). The Sutter Street ground-floor level would contain commercial and retail 


space, a childcare center, and common amenities for residents. The proposed building at 1123 Sutter Street 


would provide the main residential lobby for both buildings and would have an interior connection to the 1101 


Sutter Street building. The upper floors would contain 200 residential units, as well as common amenities and 


open space at the Hemlock Street ground-floor level and on the 7th and 14th levels. This building would also 


have partially below-grade garage with bicycle and vehicle parking and would include a second residential 


entrance and a commercial space accessed from Hemlock Street.  


The project characteristics are summarized in Table 2-3 and the proposed site plan is shown on Figure 2-4, p. 2-


15. Figures 2-5 through 2-8, pp. 2-16 through 2-19, show the proposed floor plans; Figure 2-9, p. 2-20, shows the 


proposed street parking and loading plan; Figure 2-10, p. 2-21, shows the proposed building cross-sections; and 


Figures 2-11 and 2-12, pp. 2-22 and 2-23, show visual simulations for the project. 
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Table 2-3 Project Characteristics 


Characteristic 1101 Sutter Street 1123 Sutter Street Total 


LOT DIMENSIONS 


Assessor’s Parcel Number 0692-001 0692-019 — 


Size 9,000 square feet 20,700 square feet 29,700 square feet 


Width 75 feet 172.5 feet 247.5 feet 


Length 120 feet 120 feet 120 feet 


PROPOSED USES AREA (GROSS SQUARE FEET) 


Residential 17,927 159,379 177,306 


Common Amenities for 


Residentsa 


2,386 9,815 12,201 


Commercial 2,187 2,388 4,575 


Childcare 0 3,755 3,755 


Circulation and Serviceb 3,672 36,300 39,972 


Garage 5,135 9,990 15,125 


Total 31,307 221,627 252,934 


Total per Planning Code 


Section 102.9c 


26,172 211,636 237,808 


PROPOSED UNITS AMOUNT (PERCENTAGE) 


Total Dwelling Units 21 (100%) 200 (100%) 221 (100%) 


Studio 0 (0%) 82 (41%) 82 (37%) 


1-Bedroom 14 (67%) 36 (18%) 50 (23%) 


2-Bedroom 7 (33%) 82 (41%) 89 (40%) 


Commercial One space One space Two spaces 


Childcare None One space One space 


Vehicle Parking Spaces 28d 31e 59 


Bicycle Parking Spaces 24f 140g 164 


OPEN SPACE AREA (SQUARE FEET) 


Common (Ground Floor and 


Decks on Levels 7 and 14) 


0 8,630h 8,630 


Private Balconies  0 3,007i 3,007 


Total Open Space 0 11,637 11,637 


BUILDING CHARACTERISTICS LEVELS/HEIGHT 


Levels Three levels (ground 


floor –commercial and 


residential; two stories 


residential)  


14 levels (ground floor – main 


residential 


lobby/commercial/childcare; 12 


stories residential; one-story 


— 
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Characteristic 1101 Sutter Street 1123 Sutter Street Total 


deck/common space); roof to 


contain solar panels and 


mechanical equipment)  


Height 45 feet above Sutter 


Street grade (same as 


existing) 


150 feet above Sutter Street 


grade plus 11-foot-tall enclosure 


for rooftop mechanical 


equipment 


— 


Garage One level partially 


below gradej  


One level partially below gradej 


(parking garage/ outdoor entry 


court and second residential 


entrance/commercial)  


— 


Loading Areas None in garage A freight loading area for 


residents moving in and out, 


delivery trucks, and other 


service vehicles would be 


provided at the Hemlock Street 


ground floor level adjacent to 


the garage entrance ramp 


Shared loading zones for 


project: two on-street 


white-curb passenger 


loading zones along 


Sutter Street and an off-


street freight loading area 


within the 1123 Sutter 


Street building 


SOURCE: David Baker Architects 2021. 


NOTES: 


 – = not applicable.  
a Common amenities include residential lobbies on the Sutter Street and Hemlock Street ground-floor levels, and gym and other common spaces 


located on levels 7 and 14. 


b Circulation and service uses are those that support the main uses, such as hallways and service spaces for mechanical equipment. 
c Gross floor area per planning code section 102.9 excludes certain areas, such as garage and bicycle parking areas. 
d Vehicle parking spaces: 28 parking spaces would be located in the garage. 
e Vehicle parking spaces: 31 parking spaces would be located in the garage, of which 2 would be accessible to persons with disabilities. An additional 


two spaces would be car-sharing spaces. 
f Bicycle parking spaces: 24 class 1 bicycle parking spaces would be located in the garage. 
g Bicycle parking spaces: 96 class 1 bicycle parking spaces would be located in the garage, 44 class 1 bicycle parking spaces would be located inside 


1123 Sutter Street accessible at the Sutter Street ground-floor level, and 24 class 2 parking spaces would be located outside along Hemlock Street 
and Sutter Street. 


h Common open space: 336 square feet would be located at the outdoor entry court on Hemlock Street, 2,985 square feet would be located on a deck 
located on level 7, and 5,309 square feet would be provided on level 14. 


i Private open space: 3,007 square feet of private open space would be located across 46 balconies, providing an average of 65 square feet of private 
open space per unit. 


j Due to the downhill slope of the project site, the garage is located below grade along Sutter Street and at grade along Hemlock Street. 
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Proposed Floor Plans - Levels 2 through 13
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Proposed Floor Plan - Levels 2 and 3


Proposed Floor Plan - Levels 7 through 13


Note: The proposed floor plan for Levels 4 
through 6 has a similar layout at 1123 Sutter 
Street, but 1101 Sutter Street is a three story 
building and does not contain any units at 
these levels.











 
  








  






 
  








  


Proposed Floor Plans - Level 14 and Roof
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Proposed Floor Plan - Level 14


Roof Plan
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Proposed Street Parking and Loading Plan
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Building Cross-Sections
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East-West Building Cross-Section


North-South Building Cross-Section











   










  










Visual Simulations
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Visual Simulation - View from corner of Larkin and Hemlock streets


Visual Simulation - View from east of the intersection of Sutter and Larkin streets











   






Visual Simulation - Aerial View from Northwest
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2.F.1 Residential 


As presented in Table 2-3, p. 2-13, the proposed project would involve constructing 221 residential units 


consisting of a mix of approximately 37 percent studio units, 23 percent one-bedroom units, and 40 percent two-


bedroom units. The building at 1101 Sutter Street would be rehabilitated to contain 21 residential units (a mix of 


67 percent one-bedroom units and 33 percent two-bedroom units), and the building constructed at 1123 Sutter 


Street would contain 200 residential units (a mix of 41 percent studios, 18 percent one-bedroom units, and 41 


percent two-bedroom units). Figure 2-7, Proposed Floor Plans – Levels 2 through 13, p. 2-18, shows the typical 


proposed floor plan for levels 2 and 3 for 1101 Sutter Street and levels 2 through 6 and 7 through 13 for 1123 


Sutter Street. The main residential lobby to both buildings would be accessed from Sutter Street, and a second 


residential entrance for both buildings would be accessed from Hemlock Street (shown on Figure 2-6, Proposed 


Sutter Street and Hemlock Street Ground-Floor Level Plan, p. 2-17). 


The proposed project would be subject to planning code sections 415.1 through 415.11 (Inclusionary Affordable 


Housing Program). The proposed project would comply with planning code section 415 by providing 20 percent 


of the total project units as very-low-income housing units. This results in an additional 44 units provided at 


very-low-income. Under the state density bonus law, a project including this level of affordability is entitled to: 


(1) a 50 percent density bonus above the maximum allowable residential density under the City and County of 


San Francisco (city) general plan and planning code standards for the nearest residential district;19 (2) three 


concessions/incentives; and (3) waivers of development standards that would preclude development of the 


project with the bonus density. In this case, the 50 percent density bonus allows for 72 additional units above the 


149-unit base project. Therefore, the proposed 221 residential units would be consistent with the state density 


bonus law. The concessions and waivers are described under Section 2.G.1, Required Approvals, p. 2-31.  


2.F.2 Commercial 


The proposed project would contain approximately 4,575 square feet of commercial uses at the Hemlock and 


Sutter street ground-floor levels of 1101 Sutter Street and 1123 Sutter Street, as shown on Figure 2-6, p. 2-17. The 


building at 1101 Sutter Street would be renovated to contain 2,187 square feet of ground-floor commercial space 


with frontage at the corner of Sutter and Larkin streets. The building at 1123 Sutter Street would contain 2,388 


square feet of commercial space with frontage along Sutter Street, as shown on Figure 2-6, p. 2-17. 


2.F.3 Childcare 


The building at 1123 Sutter Street would provide an approximately 3,755-square-foot space intended for use as a 


childcare facility with an outdoor childcare play area that faces Hemlock Street (shown on Figure 2-6, p. 2-17). 


The primary access to this space would be from an entrance located on Sutter Street.  


2.F.4 Parking Garage, Trash Storage, and Mechanical Equipment 


Each building would have a separate garage, with access from Hemlock Street. Although physically separated, 


each garage would be accessible to residents and commercial users of both buildings. As shown in Figure 2-5, 


Proposed Garage Plan, p. 2-16, the garages would provide a total of 59 vehicle parking spaces. A total of 31 


parking spaces would be located in the garage at 1123 Sutter Street, 2 of which would be accessible to persons 


 
19 The nearest residential district is zoned RC-4 and allows a residential unit density of three units per lot or up to one unit per 200 square feet of lot area. 


The project site has a lot area of 29,700 square feet; therefore, 149 residential units is the base project before the density bonus is applied.  
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with disabilities. An additional 2 spaces would be car-sharing spaces. Except for the accessible and car-sharing 


spaces, vehicle parking at 1123 Sutter Street would be provided via a single-level puzzle system.20 An additional 


28 parking spaces would be located in the garage at 1101 Sutter Street. Parking at 1101 Sutter Street would be 


provided via a two-level puzzle system.21  


Figure 2-5, p. 2-16, shows the bicycle and vehicle parking layout of the garages and Figure 2-6, p. 2-17, shows the 


bicycle parking available on the Sutter Street ground-floor level and sidewalks adjacent to the buildings. The 


garages would provide a total of 164 class 1 bicycle parking spaces, with 24 of the spaces located in the garage of 


1101 Sutter Street and 96 located in the garage of 1123 Sutter Street, and an additional 44 class 1 bicycle parking 


spaces at the ground-floor level of 1123 Sutter Street. Four class 2 bicycle parking spaces would be provided 


along Hemlock Street near the entrance to the proposed retail space. An additional 20 class 2 bicycle parking 


spaces would be provided along Sutter Street near the entrances to the commercial space. 


Trash storage would be located in the garage service areas of both buildings. The building’s maintenance staff 


would move the trash from both buildings to the curb of Hemlock Street for pickup. The garage would be 


secured and accessible to residents and commercial tenants only. 


The garage at 1123 Sutter Street would contain an electrical room and a fire room that would serve both 


buildings (see location indicated in Figure 2-5, p. 2-16). A backup 800-kilowatt emergency diesel generator would 


serve both buildings and would be contained in an acoustic enclosure on the level 7 deck at 1123 Sutter Street 


(see location indicated in Figure 2-7, p. 2-18). In addition, as shown in Figure 2-8, Proposed Floor Plans – Level 14 


and Roof, p. 2-19, solar panels and mechanical equipment to serve both buildings would be installed on the roof 


of 1123 Sutter Street, including the heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning system; water heaters; and water 


storage tanks. 


2.F.5 Circulation and Access 


The project would include changes to the sidewalks and curb cuts adjacent to the project site. In total, six curb 


cuts would be removed and two would be replaced. Figure 2-2, p. 2-7, depicts existing conditions on the project 


site and Figure 2-9, Proposed Street Parking and Loading Plan, p. 2-20, depicts proposed changes to the 


streetscape of the project site. On Sutter Street, the existing 12-foot-wide sidewalk would be maintained; 


however, the existing curb cut leading to the surface parking lot at 1123 Sutter Street would be removed, and the 


existing curb cut leading to the entry bays of the garage at 1101 Sutter Street would be removed. On Larkin 


Street, the existing 12-foot-wide sidewalk would be maintained but the two existing curb cuts leading to the 


entry bay and the garage entrance would be removed.  


On Hemlock Street, the existing 7-foot-wide sidewalk would be replaced by a 14-foot-wide sidewalk, as shown 


on Figure 2-9, p. 2-20. The four existing curb cuts leading to three garage entrances and one doorway of the 


existing Hemlock Street ground-floor levels at 1101 and 1123 Sutter Street would be removed and replaced with 


two new curb cuts. A 34-foot-wide curb cut would be located at the garage entrance to 1123 Sutter Street and 


would provide vehicle access to the garage and off-street freight loading area. An 18-foot-wide curb cut would be 


located at the garage entrance to 1101 Sutter Street and would provide access to this garage. 


 
20 A puzzle system (also known as a pallet system) is an automated parking system that moves cars using a grid of simple interconnected automated 
conveyors that slide vehicle pallets (with or without a vehicle on top) east, west, north, and south around the garage.  
21 A two-level puzzle system is a similar automated parking system that allows vehicle pallets to be moved vertically across two levels, as well as east, west, 


north, and south around the garage. 
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Pedestrian curb ramps, crosswalks, and signals are provided at the nearest intersection of Larkin Street/Sutter 


Street to facilitate pedestrian crossing, with the exception of a curb ramp at the southwest corner of the 


intersection, for pedestrians traveling east–west across Larkin Street. The proposed project would include 


adding a curb ramp at this location.  


Proposed on-street parking and loading alignments are shown on Figure 2-9, p. 2-20. The project would 


reconfigure the on-street parking along Sutter, Larkin, and Hemlock streets in the immediate vicinity of the 


project, resulting in a net removal of six parking spaces and construction of two white-curb passenger loading 


zones. The six existing parking spaces adjacent to the project site along the south side of Sutter Street would be 


replaced with two white-curb passenger loading zones and eight parking spaces. One loading zone would be at 


the front of 1101 Sutter Street and the other loading zone would be at the front of the proposed childcare facility 


at 1123 Sutter Street. The three existing parking spaces adjacent to the project site along the west side of Larkin 


Street would be replaced with four parking spaces. The nine existing parking spaces adjacent to the project site 


on the south side of Hemlock Street would be eliminated to provide space for the sidewalk widening along 


Hemlock Street. In addition to the on-street loading zones, a freight loading area for residents moving in and out, 


delivery trucks, and other service vehicles would be provided at the Hemlock Street ground-floor level of the 


1123 Sutter Street building adjacent to the garage entrance ramp, as shown on Figure 2-6, p. 2-17.  


As described previously, the primary residential entrances for both buildings would be accessed from Sutter 


Street. The residential entrance to 1123 Sutter Street would contain the main residential lobby to both buildings 


and would include a lounge and mailroom. An interior connection would be located between the main 


residential lobby at 1123 Sutter Street and the common space at 1101 Sutter Street. A second residential 


entrance would be accessed from the Hemlock Street ground-floor level, with stairs leading to the main 


residential lobby on the Sutter Street ground floor. One elevator located in 1101 Sutter Street would provide 


access to the building’s residential units; three elevators located in 1123 Sutter Street would provide access to 


the building’s residential units. A staircase would also be provided in each building. 


Primary access to the bicycle parking on the ground floor of 1123 Sutter Street would be through the main 


residential lobby (shown on Figure 2-6, p. 2-17). Primary access to the bicycle parking area of the 1123 Sutter 


Street garage would be through the elevators in the main residential lobby (shown on Figure 2-5, p. 2-16). 


2.F.6 Open Space 


The proposed project would provide a total of 11,637 square feet of open space, with 49 square feet of common 


open space per unit and 65 square feet of private open space per unit, which exceeds the amount of open space 


required by planning code section 135.22 Approximately 8,630 square feet of common open space would be 


located at 1123 Sutter Street and would be accessible to residents of both 1101 Sutter Street and 1123 Sutter 


Street, as well as to commercial tenants of the building. The locations of proposed common open spaces are 


shown on Figures 2-6, 2-7, and 2-8, pp. 2-17 through 2-19, and would consist of an outdoor entry court along 


Hemlock Street, a common deck on level 7, and a common deck on level 14. The common open space areas 


would include both landscape and hardscape areas. Approximately 3,007 square feet of private open space 


would be provided in 46 private residential balconies at 1123 Sutter Street.  


 
22 Planning code section 135 requires that a minimum of 36 square feet of private usable open space or 48 square feet of common usable open space be provided 


for each dwelling unit. The project provides 65 square feet of private open space per unit and 49 square feet of common open space per unit. 
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2.F.7 Street Trees 


Planning code section 138.1 requires one street tree to be planted for every 20 feet of frontage. The project site 


has a total of approximately 247.5 feet of frontage along Sutter and Hemlock streets, and approximately 120 feet 


of frontage along Larkin Street. Therefore, 30 street trees are required for the proposed project.  


The proposed project would remove the existing tree in the surface parking lot at 1123 Sutter Street. The three 


existing street trees located along Larkin Street would remain. In addition, 15 new street trees would be planted 


along Sutter, Larkin, and Hemlock streets (Figure 2-9, p. 2-20). Street-level landscaped areas totaling about 582 


square feet would also be developed, providing an equivalent of seven street trees.23 Therefore, development of 


the proposed project would provide a total of 25 equivalent street trees. Details of the streetscape plan, including 


the number and location of tree plantings, would be finalized during the building permit review process. 


2.F.8 Building Design 


Although the rehabilitated 1101 Sutter Street building and proposed 1123 Sutter Street building would be 


separate structures with different designs and façades, they would be a cohesive development with shared 


residential lobbies, shared common open spaces, and shared residential amenities. The parking garages would 


be separate but would be accessible to residents and commercial users of both buildings. Mechanical 


equipment and service spaces, such as heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning units and the electrical and fire 


rooms, would be located in 1123 Sutter Street and would serve both buildings. Visual simulations of the building 


are presented in Figure 2-11, Visual Simulations, and Figure 2-12, Visual Simulation – Aerial View from Northwest, 


pp. 2-22 and 2-23, respectively. 


The project sponsor intends to rehabilitate the 1101 Sutter Street building in accordance with the Secretary of 


the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties.24 Within the interior of the building, non-load-


bearing walls, ramps, the basement slab, and the roof would be demolished, and the openings where the ramps 


are located would be infilled to create full floor plates. A new basement slab and structural upgrades would be 


installed. The exterior of the building would be maintained primarily as it currently is, with modifications to 


support the change in use from garage and automobile repair to commercial/residential uses on the ground 


floor, as further described below. 


The primary change to the exterior of the building would be the enclosure of the entry bays along Sutter Street 


and Larkin Street with new glazed storefronts (Figure 2-11, p. 2-22). The southern Larkin Street garage entrance 


would be enclosed with stucco and a new window to match the size, configuration, and detailing of the adjacent 


windows. The garage entrance along Hemlock Street would remain open and would be used for entry into the 


garage of the rehabilitated building; however, the curb cut outside this garage entrance would be replaced as 


part of the sidewalk improvements described in Section 2.F.5, Circulation and Access, p. 2-25. The windows 


throughout the building would be either repaired or replaced in kind if the existing windows are too damaged for 


repair. The exterior finish and other decorative features would be repaired as needed. Section 3.B, Historic 


 
23 Where it is not feasible to place a street tree, San Francisco Public Works considers 75 square feet of landscaping equivalent to one street tree. 
24 National Park Service, Historic Preservation Certification Application – Part 2, Description of Rehabilitation for Heald’s Engineering and Automobile School, 
1101 Sutter Street, San Francisco, CA 94109. Date application received by State Historic Preservation Office: July 12, 2019. Date of transmittal to National 


Park Service: August 23, 2019. 


David Baker Architects, Drawings for 1101 Sutter Street Rehabilitation for the State Office of Historic Preservation, February 5, 2021. 
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Architectural Resources, provides a detailed discussion of the proposed rehabilitation of the historic character-


defining features of the building. 


As shown on Figure 2-12, p. 2-23, the proposed 1123 Sutter Street building would be composed of three different 


massing elements. The massing element adjacent to the 1101 Sutter Street building would be clad in a series of 


windows grouped together by a single façade element that would extend from the ground floor at Sutter Street 


and the ground floor at Hemlock Street to the top of the building. Next, the building mass would transition to a 


façade consisting of a panelized wall system made up of composite panels and large glass openings. The 


Hemlock Street elevation would have a series of projections to create balconies for each unit as shown on Figure 


2-11, p. 2-22. The third massing element would step down at level 7 to a height of approximately 66 feet above 


Sutter Street grade to meet the height of the neighboring building at the western edge of the project site (1151 


Sutter Street), which has a height of about 56 feet.  


2.F.9 Construction Activities 


Construction is anticipated to begin in May 2022 and would occur over approximately 30 months. Construction 


hours would typically be from 7 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., Monday through Friday. Limited evening work (3:30 p.m. to 


5:30 p.m.) and work on Saturdays (7 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.) would be required. Construction workers would park at 


nearby parking lots or take public transportation to the site.  


Construction would entail excavation to approximately 1 foot below the basement slab of the existing building at 


1101 Sutter Street (to approximately 18 feet below the Sutter Street grade and 3 feet below the Hemlock Street 


grade) and an additional 3.5 to 5 feet at some locations for new footings and an elevator pit, respectively. 


Limited permeation grouting of the sand beneath the footings may be required to meet the bearing capacity 


recommendations for the building.25 At the 1123 Sutter Street lot, construction would entail excavation to 


approximately 18 feet below the Sutter Street grade (approximately 8 feet below the Hemlock Street grade) and 


an additional 5 feet at two locations for elevator pits. A total of 9,320 cubic yards of soil would be hauled from the 


site. Details of construction for each building are described further below.  


Hemlock Street and its northern sidewalk adjacent to the project site would be closed to traffic and pedestrians 


and used for construction staging for the duration of construction. Construction activities would also require the 


closure of a portion of the southern parking lane on Sutter Street adjacent to the project site; this area would 


also be used for construction staging. The sidewalks on Sutter Street and along Larkin Street would generally 


remain open, although temporary closures would be required to complete proposed streetscape improvements 


(i.e., curb cut removal and street tree planting).  


A. 1101 SUTTER STREET  


Construction activities at 1101 Sutter Street would generally include the following phases: (1) abatement and 


demolition; (2) excavation and structural upgrades; (3) construction of the interior components of the building; 


and (4) finishing of interiors and rehabilitation of the exterior. Abatement would be required for asbestos-


containing materials and lead-based paint in the existing building.26 This would be followed by demolition, 


which would consist of the removal of all non-concrete components of the building (e.g., non-load-bearing 


 
25 Permeation grouting refers to the process of injecting grout into small gaps within soil or rock, into small gaps between these materials and an existing 
structure, and/or into small cracks within structures themselves. Permeation grouting can be used to create or improve a water barrier and to reduce 


foundation and structure deformations under load. 
26 NorBay Consulting, Pre-Demolition Asbestos and Lead Inspection 1101 Sutter Street, San Francisco, California, April 3, 2019. 
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interior walls and wooden stairs) followed by the removal of concrete components (e.g., ramps and basement 


slab on grade) and roofing.27 Concrete components removed would include the vehicle ramps inside the 


building; the openings where the ramps are located would be infilled to create full, usable floor plates. The 


existing basement slab would be removed, the ground underneath would be excavated up to approximately 1 


foot, and a new basement slab would be installed. An elevator pit would be excavated to a depth of about 5 feet 


below the foundation. Structural upgrades would involve the installation of interior concrete shear walls and the 


installation of three new footings to a depth of about 3.5 feet below the foundation.28 Limited permeation 


grouting of the sand beneath the footings may be required to meet the bearing capacity recommendations for 


the building. Rough-in, finishing of the interiors, and rehabilitation of the exterior would then occur.  


Approximately 520 cubic yards of soil would be excavated and removed from the site. The excavated soils would 


be disposed of at an appropriate facility, depending on soil quality. It is not anticipated that any soil would be 


imported to the site. The proposed construction activities at 1101 Sutter Street would occur over an approximate 


duration of 22 months, concurrent with the construction of 1123 Sutter Street, described in the following section.  


B. 1123 SUTTER STREET  


Construction activities at 1123 Sutter Street would occur over approximately 30 months and would generally 


entail the following phases: (1) site preparation and demolition; (2) excavation and shoring; (3) foundation and 


below-grade construction; (4) construction of the building; and (5) finishing of interiors. Site preparation and 


demolition would occur over approximately one month and would include utility disconnection and hazardous 


materials abatement.29 Abatement would be required for asbestos-containing materials and lead-based-paint in 


the existing building.30  


Excavation and shoring would occur over approximately two months. During this phase, the 1123 Sutter Street 


parcel would be cleared of existing fill and demolition debris and excavated. The elevations of the existing 


basements on the 1123 Sutter Street parcel range from 0 feet below Sutter Street grade at the northern side of 


the surface parking lot to 6 feet below Sutter Street grade at the southern side of the surface parking lot. The 


elevations of the existing basement of the mortuary building are approximately 8.5 feet below the Sutter Street 


grade at the western side of the building and approximately 11 feet below Sutter Street grade at the eastern side 


of the building. The proposed project would excavate the entire 1123 Sutter Street parcel to depths of 


approximately 18 feet below the Sutter Street grade (approximately 10 feet below the Hemlock Street grade). 


Additionally, two elevator pits would be excavated to a depth of about 5 feet below the foundation. 


Approximately 8,800 cubic yards of soil would be excavated and removed from the site. The excavated soils 


would be disposed of at an appropriate facility, depending on soil quality. It is not anticipated that any soil 


would be imported to the site.  


Foundation and below-grade construction would occur over approximately one month and would include 


installation of a reinforced mat foundation. Underpinning of the neighboring buildings to the west (1151 Sutter 


Street) and east (1101 Sutter Street) may be required to provide support of the building foundations during 


construction of the proposed building at 1123 Sutter Street. The underpinning would likely involve the 


 
27 A total area of approximately 8,600 square feet would be demolished. 
28 A shear wall is a wall designed to resist lateral forces, often for earthquake-safe design.  
29 A total area of approximately 45,400 square feet would be demolished. 
30  NorBay Consulting, Pre-Demolition Asbestos and Lead Inspection 1123 Sutter Street, San Francisco, California, April 4, 2019. 
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installation of hand-excavated piers combined with permeation grouting to harden the soils underneath the 


building and reduce caving potential.31  


Pile-driving techniques would not be used to construct the foundation, although a shoring system involving 


soldier pile installation may be required around the perimeter of the construction excavation area.32, 33 The piles 


would be installed in pre-drilled holes and would not require the use of impact or vibratory driving methods.34 


No other use of piles is anticipated to occur during construction. Tiebacks may be needed on the north, south, 


and west sides of the site to support the shoring system.35  


The construction of the building, including framing and rough-in, exterior, and interior finishing, would occur 


over the remaining 26 months of the construction period. 


2.G Intended Uses of the EIR 


This is a project-specific EIR, intended to inform the public and decision makers of the impacts that the 


proposed project could have on historical architectural resources, and to present mitigation measures and 


feasible alternatives to avoid or reduce significant impacts. 


The San Francisco Planning Department prepared an initial study for the proposed project indicating that the project 


would result in significant impacts on historical architectural resources (refer to Appendix A). For all the other 


environmental topics, the proposed project would result in less-than-significant impacts or impacts that would be 


reduced to less than significant through the implementation of mitigation measures. Therefore, the planning 


department has prepared this draft EIR to address the project’s impacts on historical architectural resources.36 


This draft EIR is available for public review and comment during the public review period noted in Section 1.C.2, 


Draft EIR and Public Participation, p. 1-4, during which time the San Francisco Planning Commission will hold a 


public hearing on the draft EIR. Following the close of the public comment period, the planning department will 


prepare and publish a response to comments document, containing all substantive comments received on the 


draft EIR, as well as the planning department’s responses to those comments. The document may also contain 


specific changes to the draft EIR. The draft EIR, together with the responses to comments document, including 


revisions to the draft EIR (if any) will be considered by the planning commission at a public meeting for certification 


and certified as a final EIR if deemed adequate, accurate, and objective. No discretionary approvals may be granted 


for the project until the planning commission certifies the EIR as adequate, accurate, and objective. 


 
31 Rockridge Geotechnical, Preliminary Geotechnical Investigation, Proposed Mixed-Use Development, 1101–1123 Sutter Street, San Francisco, California, 


October 23, 2020. 
32 Piles are a method by which the load of building weight can be distributed deep into the earth. Soldier piles are made of wide-flanged steel H sections 
that are driven into the ground prior to excavation; as excavation proceeds, horizontal wooden sheeting is inserted behind the H pile flanges. 
33 Rockridge Geotechnical, Preliminary Geotechnical Investigation, Proposed Mixed-Use Development, 1101–1123 Sutter Street, San Francisco, California, 


October 23, 2020. 
34 Rockridge Geotechnical, Preliminary Geotechnical Investigation, Proposed Mixed-Use Development, 1101–1123 Sutter Street, San Francisco, California, 


October 23, 2020. 
35 A tieback is a structural element commonly used to provide additional stability to retaining walls. 
36 Applicable CEQA regulations and guidelines are: California Public Resources Code section 21000 et seq.; CEQA Guidelines section 15000 et seq.; and San 


Francisco Administrative Code, chapter 31. 
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2.G.1 Required Approvals 


The proposed project would be subject to compliance and permitting requirements under local regulations. The 


anticipated approvals necessary for the implementation of the proposed project are listed below. 


A. ACTIONS BY THE SAN FRANCISCO PLANNING COMMISSION 


• Approval of a conditional use authorization for new construction on a lot greater than 2,500 square feet 
(planning code section 121.1). 


• Approval of a conditional use authorization to exceed the non-residential use size limit (planning code 
section 121.2).  


• Certification of the final EIR and adoption of CEQA findings. 


B. DENSITY BONUS WAIVERS AND CONCESSIONS 


• Dwelling unit exposure waiver (planning code section 140) to allow for one studio unit per level, on levels 2 


through 4 at 1123 Sutter Street, that would not meet the requirements for exposure to qualifying open space 


• Height waiver (planning code section 260) to allow a maximum building height of 150 feet above the 


midpoint of Sutter Street, rather than the allowable maximum building height of 130 feet 


• Bulk control waiver (planning code section 270) to allow the floors above 65 feet in height to be developed 
with a plan length of 131 feet and plan diagonal of 164 feet, rather than the allowable maximum plan length 


of 110 feet and maximum plan diagonal of 140 feet 


• Rear yard waiver (planning code section 134) to allow the 3,000 square feet of required open area to be 


provided throughout the site rather than provided in a standard rear yard 


• Setback waiver (planning code section 261.1) to allow 2,200 square feet of setback to be provided along Hemlock 
Street, which would meet the minimum required setback of 1,875 square feet but would not be within the 


standard 10-foot setback area from the street; rather, it would be at variable distances from the street (at some 
points more than 10 feet from the street, at some points less than 10 feet from the street). 


• Active ground-floor use concession (planning code sections 145.4 and 145.1) to allow a 26-foot garage 
loading/entrance width at the proposed 1123 Sutter Street garage, in addition to the existing 12-foot garage 


entrance width at the existing 1101 Sutter Street garage, for a total of 38 feet, which exceeds the maximum 
allowable parking/loading entrance width of 20 feet.  


C. ACTIONS BY CITY DEPARTMENTS  


• Department of Public Health  


– Approval of project compliance with article 22A of the San Francisco Health Code (Maher ordinance) prior 
to commencement of any excavation work and approval of any soil mitigation plan that may be required  


– Approval of a ventilation plan demonstrating compliance with Article 38 of the health code that 
establishes air pollutant exposure zones and requires installation of enhanced ventilation systems in 


buildings located within these zones  


– Issuance of a certification of registration for a backup diesel generator 


• Department of Building Inspection  
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– Approval of site permit  


– Demolition, grading, and building permits for the demolition of the existing buildings and construction of 
the new building 


• San Francisco Department of Public Works, Bureau of Streets and Mapping  


– Street and sidewalk permits for any modifications to public streets, sidewalks, protected trees, street 
trees, or curb cuts. 


• San Francisco Department of Public Works  


– A waiver of the requirement for 30 equivalent street trees, as the proposed project would provide 25 


equivalent street trees  


– Approval of a street space permit 


• San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency  


– Approval of the proposed curb modifications, parking modifications, parking garage operations plan, and 


special traffic permit (including traffic control plan) 


• San Francisco Public Utilities Commission  


– Approval of any changes to sewer laterals  


– Approval of an erosion and sediment control plan prior to commencing construction  


– Compliance with post-construction stormwater design guidelines, including a stormwater control plan 


(which is required for projects that result in ground disturbance of an area greater than 5,000 square feet) 


D. ACTIONS BY OTHER AGENCIES 


• Bay Area Air Quality Management District  


– Issuance of permits for installation and operation of the emergency generator 
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Chapter 3 
Environmental Setting, Impacts, and 


Mitigation Measures 


3.A Introduction 


This chapter provides a project-level impact analysis of the physical environmental effects of implementing 


the proposed 1101–1123 Sutter Street project (proposed project). The San Francisco Planning Department 


prepared an initial study for the proposed project indicating that the project would result in significant 


impacts on historic architectural resources (Appendix A). For all other environmental topics, the proposed 


project would result in less-than-significant impacts or impacts that would be reduced to less than significant 


through the implementation of mitigation measures. Therefore, this chapter focuses on the project’s potential 


impacts to historic architectural resources. 


3.A.1 Format of the Environmental Analysis 


The environmental topic considered in this section, historic architectural resources, includes an introduction, a 


discussion of the environmental setting, regulatory framework, and impacts and mitigation measures. The 


information provided in the analysis section is as follows: 


• Introduction. This subsection includes a brief description of the types of impacts that are analyzed, as well 
as a summary of the impacts that were scoped out in the initial study; that is, impacts that were determined 


to result in a less-than-significant impact.  


• Regulatory Framework. This subsection describes the relevant federal, state, and local regulatory 


requirements that are directly applicable to the environmental topic.  


• Environmental Setting. This subsection presents a description of the existing, baseline physical conditions of 
the project site and surroundings (e.g., existing land uses, building descriptions), at the time of issuance of 
the notice of preparation of an environmental impact report (EIR) in sufficient detail and breadth to allow a 
general understanding of the environmental impacts of the proposed project.  


• Impacts and Mitigation Measures. This subsection evaluates the potential for the proposed project to result 


in adverse effects on the existing physical environment. The significance criteria for evaluating 


environmental impacts are defined at the beginning of the impact analysis section, followed by the 
approach to analysis, a discussion of the impacts of the proposed project, and mitigation measures, if 
required. Project-specific impacts are discussed first, followed by cumulative analysis. 


3.A.2 Significance Determinations 


Under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), a significant effect is defined as a substantial, or 


potentially substantial, adverse change in the physical environment. The CEQA Guidelines direct that this 


determination be based on scientific and factual data, including the entire record for the project, and not on 
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argument, speculation, or unsubstantiated evidence. The significance criteria used in this EIR are based on the 


planning department’s Environmental Planning Division guidance regarding the thresholds of significance used 


to assess the severity of the environmental impacts of the proposed project. The planning department’s 


guidance is based on CEQA Guidelines Appendix G, with some modifications.1 The specific significance criteria 


used to analyze historical architectural resources are presented before the discussion of impacts. The categories 


used to designate impact significance are as follows:  


• No Impact (NI). An impact is considered not applicable (no impact) if there is no potential for impacts, or the 
environmental resource does not occur in the project area or the area of potential effect. 


• Less-Than-Significant Impact (LTS). This determination applies if there is a potential for a limited impact that 


does not exceed the defined significance criteria or would be eliminated or reduced to a less-than-significant 
level through compliance with existing federal, state, and local laws and regulations. 


• Less-Than-Significant Impact with Mitigation (LSM). This determination applies if the project would result in 
an adverse effect that meets the significance criteria, but feasible mitigation is available that would reduce 


the impact to a less-than-significant level. 


• Significant Impact (S). This determination applies if the project would result in a substantial, or potentially 
substantial, adverse change that meets the significance criteria, before mitigation. 


• Significant and Unavoidable Impact, no Feasible Mitigation (SU). This determination applies if the project 
would result in an adverse effect that meets the significance criteria, but for which there appears to be no 


feasible mitigation available to reduce the impact to a less-than-significant level. Therefore, the impact 


would be significant and unavoidable. 


• Significant and Unavoidable Impact, after Implementation of Feasible Mitigation (SUM). This determination 


applies if it is certain that the project would result in an adverse effect that meets the significance criteria and 
mitigation is available to lessen the impact, but the residual effect after implementation of the measure 


would remain significant. Therefore, the impact is significant and unavoidable with mitigation. 


3.A.3 Mitigation Measures and Improvement Measures 


Mitigation measures are identified, where feasible, for impacts considered significant or potentially significant 


consistent with CEQA Guidelines section 15126.4, which states that an EIR “shall describe feasible measures 


which could minimize significant adverse impacts.” CEQA requires that mitigation measures have an essential 


nexus and be roughly proportional to the significant effect identified in the EIR. The project sponsor has 


indicated that if the project were approved, they would incorporate all mitigation measures identified in this EIR 


as part of the project. Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines section 15126.4, mitigation measures are not required for 


environmental impacts that are not found to be significant. Therefore, for resource topics for which this EIR and 


initial study found the proposed project’s physical environmental impact to be less than significant, the planning 


department could identify measures that would further lessen the already less-than-significant impacts of the 


project; these measures would be identified as “improvement measures.” At this time, the EIR and initial study 


have not identified such improvement measures. Impacts are numbered and shown in bold type, and the 


corresponding mitigation measures, where identified, are numbered and indented, and follow impact 


 
1 14 CCR 15000–15387 and Appendices A–N. Guidelines for Implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act, as amended. The CEQA Guidelines 


are available at: https://govt.westlaw.com/calregs/Browse/Home/California/CaliforniaCodeofRegulations?guid= 


I95DAAA70D48811DEBC02831C6D6C108E&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=Default&contextData=(sc.Default). 
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statements. Impacts and mitigation measures are numbered consecutively and include an abbreviated reference 


to the impact section (i.e., CR for Cultural Resources). 


3.A.4 Approach to Analysis 


A. PROJECT ANALYSIS 


To evaluate the project impacts, this EIR addresses historic architectural impacts related to the rehabilitation of 


the existing 1101 Sutter Street building, a property determined to be eligible for listing in the National Register of 


Historic Places and the California Register of Historical Resources, and the demolition of the existing building 


and surface parking lot at 1123 Sutter Street, which is eligible for listing on the California Register of Historical 


Resources, and the construction of a new 14-story, 150-foot-tall building, as described in Chapter 2, Project 


Description. 


B. CUMULATIVE ANALYSIS 


CEQA defines cumulative impacts as “two or more individual effects, which, when considered together, are 


considerable, or which can compound or increase other environmental impacts.” Section 15130 of the CEQA 


Guidelines requires that an EIR evaluate potential environmental impacts that may be individually limited but 


cumulatively significant. These impacts could result from the proposed project alone, or together with other 


projects. The CEQA Guidelines state: “The cumulative impact from several projects is the change in the 


environment which results from the incremental impact of the project when added to other closely related past, 


present, and reasonably foreseeable probable future projects.” Cumulative impacts could result from 


individually minor but collectively significant projects taking place over time. 


As described in the initial study, this EIR uses a list-based approach to determine the appropriate reasonably 


foreseeable future projects for consideration in the cumulative analysis. As of the publication of the notice of 


preparation of an EIR (see Appendix B of this EIR), there were 10 development, renovation, and/or change‐of‐use 


projects within approximately a 0.25-mile radius of the project site that were considered in the cumulative 


analysis. Table 1, p. 14, of the initial study lists relevant projects, and the locations of the cumulative projects are 


shown on Figure 1, p. 16, of the initial study and also included in Table 3-1 below. 
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Table 3-1 Cumulative Projects within 0.25 miles of Project Site 


Address Record ID 


Approximate 


Distance from 


Project Site 


(feet) Project Description 


955 Post 


Street 


 
 


 
 
 


 
 


 


 
 


 


2015-


015950PRJ 


340 The project would demolish the existing two-story automobile repair 


garage building and construct an eight-story, 80-foot-tall mixed-use 


residential and commercial building over a basement with 69 


residential units and approximately 1,538 square feet of ground-floor 


retail space. The residential portion of the project would include nine 


three-bedroom units, 36 two-bedroom units, and 24 one-bedroom 


units. In addition, the project would provide approximately 4,945 total 


square feet of common outdoor space at the basement level. Five 


dwelling units on the sixth story would also include private outdoor 


patios. 


1033 Polk 


Street 


2014.0914PRJ 410 The project would demolish the existing building and construct an 


eight-story, 85-foot-tall mixed-use residential building with ground-


floor retail space and residential uses above. The ground floor would 


contain approximately 605 gross square feet of retail space, the 


residential lobby, and required mechanical space. The proposed 


project would include a total of 19 residential units, including 18 one-


bedroom units and one two-bedroom unit, above the ground-floor 


retail space. 


3 Meacham 


Place 


2020-


007597PRJ 


460 The project would change the use of the existing buildings from single-


family dwelling and office to group housing (congregate residence). 


1000 Sutter 


Street 


2020-


008130PRJ 


460 The City and Episcopal Community Services, as co-applicants, propose 


to purchase the Granada Hotel and enter into an agreement with 


Episcopal Community Services to operate the project as permanent 


supportive housing for formerly homeless individuals. The Granada 


Hotel is located at 1000 Sutter Street, a 232-unit single-room 


occupancy hotel. Eighty units are currently occupied by low-income 


individuals, primarily reliant on short-term rental subsidy vouchers; 


152 units are vacant. Episcopal Community Services and the City agree 


to restrict the property for at least 55 years to provide affordable 


housing and to serve households who are homeless, at risk of 


homelessness, or impacted by COVID-19. 


Episcopal Community Services plans to provide on-site support 


services that include intensive case management; individual health 


and wellness plans, which may include substance use disorder 


treatment and/or behavioral health services; financial assistance, 


including help with benefit programs and entitlements; and job-


readiness, vocational, occupational, and educational training. 



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sidewalk
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Address Record ID 


Approximate 


Distance from 


Project Site 


(feet) Project Description 


1240 Bush 


Street 


2020-


004634PRJ 


580 The project would add five new accessory dwelling units to an existing 


16-unit building. Exposure is non-compliant for three of the proposed 


dwelling units. 


1200 Van 


Ness Avenue 


2015-


012577PRJ 


610 The project would construct a 13-story, 130-foot-tall building with 


259,621 gross square feet of mixed use (retail/commercial/residential) 


space and a parking garage for 368 cars in five below-grade levels. The 


project retail uses could include a grocery store, medical offices and 


clinics on Level 2 through Level 5, and an eight-story residential tower 


with 95 dwelling units (71 one bedrooms and 24 two bedrooms). 


1525 Pine 


Street 


2015-


009955PRJ 


700 The project would demolish the existing one-story commercial 


restaurant and construct a new eight-story mixed-use commercial and 


residential building. The project relies on State Density Bonus 


provisions for an additional six units over the base density of 15 units, 


for a total of 21 residential units.  


921 O’Farrell 


Street 


2018-


014727PRJ 


1,030 The project would demolish the existing two-story commercial 


building and construct a 14-story, 130-foot-tall residential tower with 


ground-floor commercial and common space. 


1501 Van 


Ness Avenue 


2020-


000549PRJ 


1,140 The project would demolish a sales kiosk at an existing Chevron 


station and construct a new, larger sales kiosk; modify the existing 


fueling canopy structural columns; remove four existing underground 


fuel storage tanks and associated piping; and install three new 


underground fuel storage tanks and piping. 


901 Van Ness 


Avenue 


2018-


001547PRJ 


1,420 The project would remodel an existing automobile sales facility. Work 


would include demolition of existing non-original interior partitions 


and existing glazing for new entrance at Olive Street; construction of 


new offices at Historic Showroom and new mezzanine, stairs, landing, 


opening and entry at Olive Street; new vestibule and opening, 


partitions, finishes, and architectural features associated with these 


areas; and exterior restoration of original conditions. 


SOURCE: San Francisco Planning Department, October 2020. 


NOTE:  


The anticipated construction periods of the cumulative projects are not known; therefore, the cumulative analyses assume that construction of the 


cumulative projects could overlap with construction of the proposed project. 


3.B Historical Architectural Resources 


3.B.1 Introduction 


A historical resource is defined in CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(a) as one that is listed in, or determined 


eligible for listing in, the California Register of Historical Resources. This subsection describes historic 


architectural resources on the project site; identifies potential historic architectural resources in the vicinity of 
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the project site; and evaluates potential direct and indirect impacts to those resources that could result from the 


proposed project. 


For the purposes of this EIR, the term historical architectural resource is used to distinguish such resources from 


archeological resources, which may also be considered historical resources under CEQA. The initial study (see 


Appendix B) concluded that with implementation of standard mitigation measures for unanticipated discovery, 


the proposed project would not cause significant adverse impacts to archeological resources pursuant to CEQA 


Guidelines section 15064.5 or human remains. Therefore, further discussion of archeological and other cultural 


resources is not required in this EIR. 


Project impacts on historical resources are analyzed in two steps. The first analysis determines whether a project 


may impact a resource that falls within the definition of historical resource(s) under CEQA. If the project is found 


to impact historical resources, a second analysis then determines whether the project would cause a substantial 


adverse change to the resource. A project that may cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a 


historical resource is one that may have significant effects on the environment (CEQA Guidelines 


Section 21084.1). 


This chapter is based on information provided in the Historical Resource Evaluation prepared by Architectural 


Resources Group (ARG) for 1123 Sutter Street for the proposed project (see Appendix D) and a part I and part II 


historic resource evaluation response prepared by the planning department for 1101–1123 Sutter Street that 


includes a determination regarding the historical resource status of the buildings on the project site and the 


potential project impacts to historic district resources.2, 3, 4 Photographs of the existing buildings are on the 


project site are shown on Figure 2-3, on p. 2-10.  


3.B.2 Regulatory Framework 


This subsection describes the applicable state and local laws and regulations that pertain to the identification 


and regulation of historic architectural resources. There are no federal laws or regulations that apply to this 


project site, because the project is not federally funded and does not require federal permitting.  


However, as described in Chapter 2, Project Description, the project sponsor is seeking Federal Rehabilitation 


Tax Credits for 1101 Sutter Street (see Appendix C) and the project description specifically states that 1101 Sutter 


Street would be rehabilitated in conformance with the Secretary’s Standards.5, 6 As such, modifications to this 


building are being reviewed by the National Park Service for conformance with the Secretary of the Interior’s 


Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring, and 


Reconstructing Historic Buildings.7   


 
2 ARG, 1123 Sutter Street Historic Resource Evaluation, prepared for Martin Building Company, November 4, 2019. 
3 San Francisco Planning Department, Part I Historic Resources Evaluation Response for 1101–1123 Sutter Street, July 2020. 
4 San Francisco Planning Department, Part II Historic Resources Evaluation Response for 1101–1123 Sutter Street, November 2020. 
5 VerPlanck, C., National Park Service Historic Preservation Certification Application Part I – Evaluation of Significance, prepared by VerPlanck Historic 


Preservation Consulting, San Francisco, CA, 2019. Submitted to the California Office of Historic Preservation. 
6 VerPlanck, C., National Park Service Historic Preservation Certification Application Part 2 – Description of Rehabilitation, prepared by VerPlanck Historic 


Preservation Consulting, San Francisco, CA, 2019. Submitted to the California Office of Historic Preservation. 
7 Weeks and Grimmer, The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, 


Restoring & Reconstructing Historic Buildings, U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Technical Preservation Services, Washington, DC, 


1995 (revised by A. Grimmer 2017). 
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A. FEDERAL 


National Register of Historic Places 


While there is no federal nexus for this project, as described above, resources were evaluated in consideration of 


National Register designation criteria. The National Register is the United States’ official list of districts, sites, 


buildings, structures, and objects worthy of preservation. Overseen by the National Park Service, under the U.S. 


Department of the Interior, the National Register was authorized under the National Historic Preservation Act, as 


amended. Its listings encompass all national historic landmarks, as well as historic areas, administered by the 


National Park Service. 


National Register guidelines for the evaluation of historical significance were developed to be flexible and to 


recognize the accomplishments of all who have made significant contributions to the nation’s history and 


heritage. Its criteria are designed to guide state and local governments, federal agencies, and others in 


evaluating potential entries in the National Register. For a property to be listed in, or determined eligible for 


listing in, the National Register, it must be demonstrated to possess integrity and to meet at least one of the 


following criteria: 


The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archeology, engineering, and 
culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity 
of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, and: 


A. That are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad 
patterns of our history; or 


B. That are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or 


C. That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, 
or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that 
represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack 
individual distinction; or 


D. That have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history. 


Integrity is defined in the National Register guidance, “How to Apply the National Register Criteria,” as “the ability 


of a property to convey its significance. To be listed in the National Register of Historic Places, a property must 


not only be shown to be significant under the National Register criteria, but it also must have integrity.”8. The 


National Register criteria recognize seven aspects or qualities that, in various combinations, define integrity. 


These are location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association: 


• Location is the place where the historic property was constructed or the place where the historic event occurred. 


• Setting is the physical environment of a historic property. 


• Design is the combination of elements that create the form, plan, space, structure, and style of a property. 


 
8 National Park Service, How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation, National Park Service, Cultural Resources, available at: 


https://www.nps.gov/subjects/nationalregister/upload/NRB-15_web508.pdf, 1990 (revised 1997).  
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• Materials are the physical elements that were combined or deposited during a particular period of time and 
in a particular pattern or configuration to form a historic property. 


• Workmanship is the physical evidence of the crafts of a particular culture or people during any given period 


in history or prehistory. 


• Feeling is a property’s expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular period of time. 


• Association is the direct link between an important historic event or person and a historic property 


National Register guidance further asserts that properties must be completed at least 50 years ago to be 


considered for eligibility. Properties completed less than 50 years before evaluation must be proven to be 


“exceptionally important” (criteria consideration to be considered for listing). 


B. STATE 


CALIFORNIA OFFICE OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION 


The State of California implements the National Historic Preservation Act through its statewide comprehensive 


cultural resource surveys and preservation programs. The California Office of Historic Preservation is part of the 


California Department of Parks and Recreation and implements the policies of the National Historic Preservation 


Act on a statewide level. The office of historic preservation also maintains the California Historical Resources 


Inventory. The State Historic Preservation Officer is an appointed official who implements historic preservation 


programs in the state’s jurisdiction and is housed at the historic preservation office. 


CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT 


CEQA Guidelines section 15064.5(a), in Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations,9 defines a historical 


resource as: 


1. A resource listed in, or determined to be eligible by the State Historical Resources Commission, for 


listing in the California Register of Historical Resources. 


2. A resource included in a local register of historical resources, as defined in section 5020.1(k) of the Public 


Resources Code or identified as significant in an historical resource survey meeting the requirements 


section 5024.1(g) of the Public Resources Code, shall be presumed to be historically or culturally 


significant. Public agencies must treat any such resource as significant unless the preponderance of 


evidence demonstrates that it is not historically or culturally significant. 


3. Any object, building, structure, site, area, place, record, or manuscript which a lead agency determines 


to be historically significant or significant in the architectural, engineering, scientific, economic, 


agricultural, educational, social, political, military, or cultural annals of California may be considered to 


be an historical resource, provided the lead agency’s determination is supported by substantial 


evidence in light of the whole record. Generally, a resource shall be considered by the lead agency to be 


“historically significant” if the resource meets the criteria for listing on the California Register of 


Historical Resources… 


4. The fact that a resource is not listed in, or determined to be eligible for listing in the California Register of 


Historical Resources, not included in a local register of historical resources (pursuant to 


 
9 14 CCR 15000–15387 and Appendices A–N, Guidelines for Implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act, as amended. 
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section 5020.1(k) of the Public Resources Code), or identified in an historical resources survey (meeting 


the criteria in section 5024.1(g) of the Public Resources Code) does not preclude a lead agency from 


determining that the resource may be an historical resource as defined in Public Resources Code 


sections 5020.1(j) or 5024.1. 


Therefore, under the CEQA Guidelines, even if a resource is not included on any local, state, or national register, 


or identified in a qualifying historical resources survey, a lead agency may still determine that any resource is a 


historical resource for the purposes of CEQA if there is substantial evidence supporting such a determination. A 


lead agency must consider a resource to be historically significant if it finds that the resource meets the criteria 


for listing in the California Register of Historical Resources (California Register). 


CALIFORNIA REGISTER OF HISTORICAL RESOURCES 


The California Register is “an authoritative listing and guide to be used by state and local agencies, private 


groups, and citizens in identifying the existing historical resources of the state and to indicate which resources 


deserve to be protected, to the extent prudent and feasible, from substantial adverse change.”10 The criteria for 


eligibility for listing in the California Register are based on National Register of Historic Places eligibility criteria.11 


Certain resources are determined by the statute to be automatically included in the California Register, including 


California properties formally determined eligible for or listed in the National Register.12 


To be eligible for listing in the California Register as a historical resource, a prehistoric or historic‐period resource 


must be significant at the local or state level under one or more of the following criteria adapted from the CEQA 


Guidelines section 15064.5(a)(3)13: 


• Criterion 1: Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of 
California’s history and cultural heritage; 


• Criterion 2: Is associated with the lives of persons important in our past; 


• Criterion 3: Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of construction, or 


represents the work of an important creative individual, or possesses high artistic values; or 


• Criterion 4: Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history. 


For a resource to be eligible for listing in the California Register, it must also retain enough integrity to be 


recognizable as a historical resource and to convey its significance.14 A resource that does not meet the National 


Register integrity threshold may still be eligible for listing in the California Register. 


SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR THE TREATMENT OF HISTORIC 
PROPERTIES 


Where a project has been determined to conform with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment 


of Historic Properties (Secretary’s Standards), the project’s impact on historical resources would be considered 


mitigated to below a level of significance and therefore not significant, per section 15126.4(b)(1) of the CEQA 


 
10 California Public Resources Code section 5024.1(a). 
11 California Public Resources Code section 5024.1(b). 
12 California Public Resources Code section 5024.1(d). 
13 14 CCR 15000–15387 and Appendices A–N, Guidelines for Implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act, as amended. 
14 Integrity is defined as “the authenticity of an historical resource’s physical identity evidenced by the survival of characteristics that existed during the 


resource’s period of significance.” California Office of Historic Preservation, Technical Assistant Series No. 7, How to Nominate a Resource to the California 


Register of Historic Resources, Sacramento, CA: California Office of State Publishing, September 4, 2001. 
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Guidelines. In most cases, a project that demonstrates conformance with the Secretary’s Standards is 


categorically exempt from CEQA, as described in the CEQA Guidelines section 15126.4(b)(1):  


Where maintenance, repair, stabilization, rehabilitation, restoration, preservation, 
conservation or reconstruction of the historical resource will be conducted in a manner 
consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic 
Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring, and Reconstructing 
Historic Buildings, the project’s impact on the historical resource shall generally be 
considered mitigated below a level of significance and thus is not significant. 


The Secretary’s Standards is a series of concepts focused on maintaining, repairing, and replacing historic 


materials, as well as designing new additions or making alterations. The standards function as common-sense 


historic preservation principles that promote historic preservation best practices. There are four distinct 


approaches that may be applied to the treatment of historical resources: 


• Preservation focuses on the maintenance and repair of existing historic materials and retention of a 


property’s form as it has evolved over time.  


• Rehabilitation acknowledges the need to alter or add to a historic property to meet continuing or changing 
uses while retaining the property’s historic character.  


• Restoration depicts a property at a particular period of time in its history, while removing evidence of other periods.  


• Reconstruction recreates vanished or non-surviving portions of a property for interpretive purposes. 


The choice of treatment depends on a variety of factors, including the property’s historical significance, physical 


condition, proposed use, and intended interpretation. Rehabilitation was determined to be the most 


appropriate treatment option for the proposed project because it allows for a compatible use for the property 


through repair, alterations, and additions while preserving those portions or features that conveys its historical 


and architectural values.  


The CEQA Guidelines provide general design and technical recommendations to assist in applying the 


Secretary’s Standards to a specific property. Together, the Secretary’s Standards and the CEQA Guidelines 


provide a framework that guides important decisions concerning proposed changes to a historic property. 


Standards for Rehabilitation 


1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires minimal change to its 


distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships.  


2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of distinctive materials 


or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize a property will be avoided.  


3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that create a 


false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or elements from other 


historic properties, will not be undertaken.  


4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be retained and preserved.  


5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that 


characterize a property will be preserved.  
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6. Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration 


requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the old in design, color, texture, 


and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features will be substantiated by documentary 


and physical evidence.  


7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means possible. 


Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used.  


8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must be disturbed, 


mitigation measures will be undertaken.  


9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic materials, 


features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property. The new work will be differentiated 


from the old and will be compatible with the historic materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and 


massing to protect the integrity of the property and its environment.  


10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such a manner that, if 


removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment 


would be unimpaired. 


C. LOCAL 


SAN FRANCISCO GENERAL PLAN 


The draft preservation element of the San Francisco General Plan, which contains objectives and policies that 


promote the protection and preservation of historic architectural resources, was published in 2007 but has not 


been formally adopted and is still in progress by the planning department. However, the commitment of the City 


and County of San Francisco (the city) to historic preservation is codified generally in section 101.1 of the San 


Francisco Planning Code, which sets forth eight priority policies, including policy 7, which requires that 


landmarks and historic buildings be preserved, and further states:  


The purpose of the Preservation Element of the San Francisco General Plan is to provide 
background information related to historic preservation and to outline a comprehensive set 
of objectives and policies for the preservation and enhancement of San Francisco’s historic 
resources. Historic resources include buildings, sites, structures, cultural landscapes, 
districts, and objects that are historically and/or archaeologically significant. 


The general plan’s urban design element addresses historic preservation and includes the following objective 


and policies15: 


• Objective 2: Conservation of resources that provide a sense of nature, continuity with the past, and freedom 
from overcrowding. 


– Policy 2.4: Preserve notable landmarks and areas of historic, architectural or aesthetic value, and promote 


the preservation of other buildings and features that provide continuity with past development. 


– Policy 2.5: Use care in remodeling of older buildings, in order to enhance rather than weaken the original 


character of such buildings. 


 
15 San Francisco Planning Department, San Francisco General Plan, available online at https://generalplan.sfplanning.org/, 1945 (as amended). 
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– Policy 2.6: Respect the character of older development nearby in the design of new buildings. 


PLANNING DEPARTMENT CEQA REVIEW PROCEDURES FOR HISTORICAL RESOURCES 


As a certified local government and the lead agency in CEQA determinations,16 the city has instituted guidelines for 


initiating CEQA review of historic resources. The planning department’s CEQA Review Procedures for Historical 


Resources incorporates the state’s CEQA Guidelines into the city’s existing regulatory framework.17 To facilitate the 


review process, the planning department has established the following categories to establish the baseline 


significance of historic properties based on their inclusion in cultural resource surveys and/or historic districts: 


Category A – Historical Resources is divided into two sub-categories: 


• Category A.1 – Resources listed on or formally determined to be eligible for listing in the California Register. 


These properties will be evaluated as historical resources for purposes of CEQA. Only the removal of the 


property’s status as listed in or determined to be eligible for listing in the California Register by the California 
Historic Resources Commission will preclude evaluation of the property as a historical resource under CEQA. 


• Category A.2 – Adopted local registers, and properties that have been determined to appear or may become 
eligible for inclusion in the California Register. These properties will be evaluated as historical resources for 
purposes of CEQA. Only a preponderance of the evidence demonstrating that the resource is not historically 


or culturally significant will preclude evaluation of the property as a historical resource. In the case of 
Category A.2 resources included in an adopted survey or local register, generally the “preponderance of the 


evidence” must consist of evidence that the appropriate decision maker has determined that the resource 
should no longer be included in the adopted survey or register. 


– Where there is substantiated and uncontroverted evidence of an error in professional judgment, of a clear 


mistake, or that the property has been destroyed, this may also be considered a “preponderance of the 


evidence that the property is not a historical resource.” 


• Category B – Properties Requiring Further Consultation and Review. Properties that do not meet the criteria for 
listing in Categories A.1 or A.2, but for which the city has information indicating that further consultation and 


review will be required for evaluation whether a property is a historical resource for the purposes of CEQA. 


• Category C – Properties Determined Not to Be Historical Resources or Properties for which the City Has No 
Information Indicating that the Property is a Historical Resource. Properties that have been affirmatively 


determined not to be historical resources, properties less than 45 years of age, and properties for which the 
City has no information. 


SAN FRANCISCO HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION AND PLANNING CODE,  
ARTICLES 10 AND 11 


The San Francisco Historic Preservation Commission is a seven‐member body that makes recommendations to 


the San Francisco Board of Supervisors on landmark designations, historic district designations, and individual 


resource designations in historic districts. The historic preservation commission reviews and provides comments 


on environmental documents under CEQA for projects affecting historical resources and reviews and comments 


 
16 Certified local government means a local government that has been certified by the National Park Service to carry out the purposes of the National 


Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (16 USC section 470 et seq.) as amended, pursuant to section 101(c) of that act and the regulations adopted under the act 
that are set forth in Part 61 (commencing with section 61.1) of Title 36 of the Code of Federal Regulations. 
17 San Francisco Planning Department, San Francisco Preservation Bulletin No. 16, City and County of San Francisco Planning Department CEQA Review 


Procedures for Historic Resources, March 31, 2008.  
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on any agreements proposed under the National Historic Preservation Act where the city would be a signatory. 


The historic preservation commission also approves certificates of appropriateness for landmarks and 


properties in article 10 historic districts. The city reviews the historical resources designated under articles 10 


and 11 of the planning code when it evaluates project impacts on historical resources. Article 10 describes 


procedures regarding the preservation of sites and areas of special character or special historical, architectural, 


or aesthetic interest or value, such as officially designated city landmarks and buildings included in locally 


designated historic districts. Article 11 of the planning code designated six downtown conservation districts. 


3.B.3 Environmental Setting 


The project site is composed of the eastern half of the block bounded by Larkin and Polk streets on the east and 


west, respectively, and Sutter and Hemlock streets on the north and south, respectively. The project site is 


located in the Downtown/Civic Center neighborhood. The project site includes 1101 and 1123 Sutter Street, 


located on Assessor’s Parcel Number (APN) 0692-001 and 0692-019, respectively.  


The project site is located approximately 0.5 miles north of the Civic Center, which includes the city hall and 


other government buildings, and the performing arts complex, which includes Davies Symphony Hall, the opera 


house, and Herbst Theater. The surrounding area consists primarily of three‐ to six‐story brick-and-concrete 


mixed‐use buildings with commercial uses on the ground floor and apartments or residential hotel rooms on the 


upper floors. A two-story building with a grocery store and restaurants is on the same block, west of the project 


site, and a two-story community youth center is across Hemlock Street to the south of the project site. Buildings 


adjacent to and across the street from the project site range from about 20 to 60 feet in height and some 


buildings on adjacent blocks reach up to about 130 feet in height.  


The buildings in the vicinity of the project site were constructed in the early 1900s, with the exception of the 


adjacent building immediately west of the site (1151 Sutter Street), which is a nine‐unit condominium complex 


with office space on the ground floor that was built in 2009. Many of the buildings to the north, east, and south of 


the project site are contributors to the National Register-listed Lower Nob Hill Apartment Hotel Historic District. 


However, the existing buildings on the project site are not contributors to this district, nor are other buildings on 


the block, west of the project site.  


The historical resources on the project site are summarized in Table 3-2. The existing buildings on the project site 
were examined in several historical studies, including the William Kostura report for 1101 Sutter Street, Historic 
Preservation Certification Application: Part 1 – Evaluation of Significance, prepared by Christopher VerPlanck, 


ARG 2019 report for 1123 Sutter Street and the two historic resource evaluation responses (parts I and II) 


prepared by the planning department.18, 19, 20, 21, 22 The historic resource evaluation prepared by ARG evaluated 
1123 Sutter Street and found the building individually eligible for listing in the California Register under criteria 1, 


2, and 3, but not eligible as a contributor to the adjacent historic district. ARG’s findings received concurrence 
from the planning department in the part I historic resource evaluation response. The planning department 


summarized the historic status of 1101 Sutter Street as part of the part II historic resource evaluation response 
and agreed with previous evaluations that found the building eligible for listing in the California Register under 


 
18 William Kostura, Van Ness Auto Row Support Structures, prepared for San Francisco Department of City Planning, 2010. 
19 VerPlanck, C., National Park Service Historic Preservation Certification Application Part I – Evaluation of Significance, prepared by VerPlanck Historic 


Preservation Consulting, San Francisco, CA, 2019. Submitted to the California Office of Historic Preservation. 
20 ARG, 1123 Sutter Street Historic Resource Evaluation, prepared for Martin Building Company, November 4, 2019.  
21 San Francisco Planning Department, Part I Historic Resources Evaluation Response for 1101–1123 Sutter Street, July 2020. 
22 San Francisco Planning Department, Part II Historic Resources Evaluation Response for 1101–1123 Sutter Street, November 2020.  
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criteria 1 and 3, but not eligible as a contributor to the adjacent historic district. Therefore, both 1101 and 1123 
Sutter Street qualify as individually eligible historical resources under CEQA but are not contributors to the 
adjacent Lower Nob Hill Apartment Hotel historic district, nor are they within the boundaries of this historic 


district.  


A. HISTORICAL ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCES ON THE PROJECT SITE 


This section describes the two historical architectural resources on the project site – 1101 and 1123 Sutter Street 


(Table 3-2). 


Table 3-2 Historic Architectural Resources Eligibility Status (within Project Site) 


Building APN 


Date of 


Construction Uses/Building Characteristics Significance 


1101 Sutter Street  0692-001 1920 Three-story reinforced 


concrete automobile 


repair/garage building 


• NR-eligible  


• CRHR-eligible 


• Historical resource for 
CEQA 


1123 Sutter Street 0692-019 1926 One-story brick building/ 


commercial retail uses 


• CRHR-eligible  


• Historical resource for 
CEQA 


SOURCE: William Kostura 2010; ARG 2019; San Francisco Planning Department 2019. 


NOTES:  


APN = Assessor’s Parcel Number 


NR = National Register of Historic Places 


CRHR = California Register of Historical Resources  


CEQA = California Environmental Quality Act 


1101 SUTTER STREET 


BUILDING DESCRIPTION  


Built in 1920, the building at 1101 Sutter Street on APN 0692-001 is a three-story-over-basement, reinforced-


concrete frame (with brick infill), commercial garage with a flat roof concealed behind a raised parapet, and is 


finished in stucco on the three street-facing façades.23 Constructed as an automobile mechanics trade school, 


the otherwise utilitarian building exhibits a modest amount of Classical Revival ornament. Although all three of 


the street-facing façades are finished in stucco, only the north and east façades, which face Sutter and Larkin 


streets respectively, exhibit ornamentation. The stucco on these two façades is scored to imitate stone masonry 


construction. In contrast, the windowless west façade, which is mostly concealed behind the adjoining building 


at 1123 Sutter Street, is painted brick without any ornament or fenestration. 


The north (primary) façade along Sutter Street contains the main entrance to the building. At street level, the first 


floor consists of two double-width, open-air vehicular bays. Created after 1935, these bays provide access to a 


small surface parking lot in the left bay (formerly a gas station) and a ramp up to the second and third floors in 


the right bay. Visible at the rear of the left bay is a corrugated-metal roll-up door and a pedestrian door protected 


behind a metal security gate. To the right of the pedestrian entrance is a small business office that projects into 


 
23 San Francisco Planning Department, Part I Historic Resources Evaluation Response for 1101–1123 Sutter Street, July 2020. 
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the parking lot area. A narrow band of scored stucco separates the first and second floors on the north façade. 


The second- and third-floor levels are identical, consisting of four rectangular window openings on each floor 


level. Each opening contains a multi-lite wood window divided into three sections by vertical mullions.24, 25 The 


narrow corner sections of each window contain operable pivot sashes divided into six lites each. The wider 


central section of each window is fixed and divided into 15 lites. A horizontal mullion runs along the top of the 


windows, forming a transom. Separating the second- and third-floor levels is a row of recessed spandrels 


ornamented with plaster urns.26 The north façade is capped by a narrow plaster molding, a frieze embellished 


with roundels, a molded sheet-metal cornice, and a raised parapet.27 There is a 1960s-era backlit blade sign that 


reads “PARK” attached to the northeast corner of the building. 


The east façade of the building along Larkin Street is very similar to the north façade except that it is one bay 


longer. In addition, because the terrain slopes downhill toward the south, a portion of the basement is 


daylighted at the southeast end of the building. The first-floor level contains two vehicular entrances, including 


one in the second bay that provides access to the basement and an open-air entrance at the right that provides 


access to the previously described parking lot at the front of the building. The basement entrance contains a 


non-historic metal roll-up door with a hollow-core metal pedestrian door to the right. Above it is a band of 


plywood paneling that encloses an original window. The entrance to the parking lot contains no fenestration. 


The remaining three bays at the first-floor level contain multi-lite wood windows matching those previously 


described on the north façade, except that they are higher. Metal security bars are attached in front of the 


windows in the third and fourth bays. There is also a daylight window illuminating the basement level in the first 


bay. Above the first floor, the second- and third-floor levels are finished and detailed exactly like the north 


façade, including the windows, spandrels, and cornice.  


The south façade of the subject property faces Hemlock Street, a narrow mid-block alley connecting Polk and 


Larkin streets. Similar to the north façade, the south façade is four bays wide and is finished in stucco, but the 


stucco is not scored, aside from a narrow return adjoining Larkin Street. More of the basement level is exposed 


on this façade than along Larkin Street. At the left side of the south façade is a vehicular entrance that provides 


access to the basement. It contains a non-historic, corrugated-metal roll-up door. Daylight windows are located 


in the remaining three bays. The first-floor level contains three large windows. The window in the left bay was 


modified in the early 1990s when the roll-up door was installed, and it now contains a non-historic anodized-


aluminum window. The remaining three bays contain multi-lite wood windows that match those on the north 


and east façades. The second- and third-floor levels are identical, each containing four multi-lite wood windows. 


There is no ornament on the south facade, and it terminates with a blank frieze and raised parapet. 


The west façade of the subject property faces the interior of the block. It is windowless and made of painted 


brick without any ornament. 


BUILDING HISTORY  


The building at 1101 Sutter Street was built in 1920 by architect Samuel S. Heiman and contractor Monson 


Brothers. In spring of 1921, Heald’s Business College’s Engineering and Automobile School moved into the new 


building at 1101 Sutter Street. Heald’s Business College was founded in San Francisco in 1863 by Edward P. Heald 


as a business college and trade school for working-class and lower-middle-class San Franciscans. The college, 


 
24 A lite is a single pane of glass. 
25 A mullion is a bar/element (real or simulated) dividing the panes of glass in a window.  
26 A spandrel refers to the space between the top of the window in one story and the sill of the window in the story above. 
27 A roundel is a circular decorative element, such as a disc or a round panel or window. 
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which offered courses in accounting, typewriting, mercantile law, banking, mechanical drawing, business 


English, and many other subjects, was the first business college in the western United States. The engineering 


and automobile school, which had previously been located at 1220 Post Street, near the heart of Van Ness Auto 


Row, decided to lease the building at 1101 Sutter Street because it was much larger than the school’s previous 


facilities and enrollment was steadily growing. The engineering and automobile school remained at 1101 Sutter 


Street from 1921 until 1935, when it moved to 915 North Point Street.  


In 1935, 1101 Sutter Street’s new tenant commissioned several improvements to the building to convert it into a 


commercial parking garage. In addition to parking, Roy Court’s Sutter-Larkin Garage offered ancillary services 


like lubrication and other light maintenance and repairs, washing and polishing, and sales of gasoline and oil. In 


early 1950, a new lessee named Leonard D. Salzberg took over Sutter-Larkin Garage. Like most other garage 


proprietors, Salzberg accepted hourly, daily, and monthly tenants and he offered a range of services, including 


washing and polishing, gasoline and oil sales, and light repairs.  


In 1962, the building was leased to Halsted & Co., the funeral home located next door at 1123 Sutter Street. In 


April of that year, Halsted & Co. used the building to maintain and park its hearses, as well as to provide parking 


for its clients. Halsted & Co. did not occupy the entire building; Botta's Foreign Car Repair was also a tenant. The 


building also housed a small gas station operated at various times by Atlantic Richfield and Standard Oil Co. In 


1972, Halsted & Co purchased the building, using a portion of the building for its funeral home business and 


leasing the rest to three separate auto service businesses.  


From 1987 to present, the building has continued to function as a parking garage as well as supporting various 


other automotive-related businesses. By 1992, Halsted & Co. had relocated all of its public parking to a surface 


lot next to its mortuary and its hearse storage and maintenance facilities to a garage beneath the parking lot.  


EVALUATION  


The building at 1101 Sutter Street was previously evaluated as part of the Van Ness Automobile Row historic 


resources survey and was given a status code of 3CS, indicating it is individually eligible for listing in the 


California Register. The building was found to be eligible under Criterion 1 for its association with Heald’s 


Business College’s Engineering and Automobile School, an engineering and automobile school with a period of 


significance of 1920–1935. The building was also found to be eligible for its general automobile-related use as a 


school and garage with a period of significance extending to 1961. The building was most recently evaluated for 


National Register eligibility as part of the Federal Rehabilitation Tax Credit application. This application 


determined the building to be eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion C as an excellent and 


well-preserved example of a commercial garage dating to the 1920s.28 


The planning department agrees with the previous evaluations from the Van Ness Automobile Row historic 


resources survey and the National Register eligibility form and finds the building to be individually eligible for 


listing in the California Register under criteria 1 and 3, with a period of significance extending from the building’s 


construction in 1920 up until its last use as a public parking garage in 1961. With regard to the building’s 


potential to contribute to the adjacent Lower Nob Hill Apartment Hotel Historic District, the city concurred with 


ARG’s finding that the odd-numbered side of the block that includes the project site is not representative of the 


adjacent historic district’s high concentration of apartment buildings constructed almost entirely between 1906 


and 1925. The block containing the proposed project site includes an automobile garage (1101 Sutter Street), a 


 
28 San Francisco Planning Department, Part II Historic Resources Evaluation Response for 1101–1123 Sutter Street, November 2020.  
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funeral parlor with a surface parking lot (1123 Sutter Street), and a contemporary apartment building, all 


buildings which cannot be clearly associated with an apartment/hotel district.  


BUILDING INTEGRITY  


The former engineering and automobile school building at 1101 Sutter Street has undergone relatively few 


alterations in its almost a century of existence. The only notable alterations included the opening of the first-


floor bays on Sutter Street in the 1950s to insert a small gas station, the replacement of two original wood 


vehicular doors with overhead roll-up doors in the 1990s, and the installation of metal security bars in front of 


several of the first-floor windows around the same time. Signage on the exterior has been changed periodically 


since 1935, but it is all easily reversible or removable.29 Overall, the building retains sufficient integrity to convey 


its significance as an engineering and automobile school as well as a parking garage. 


CHARACTER-DEFINING FEATURES  


The character-defining features of this building are its height and massing; concrete and brick masonry construction; 


stucco finish scored to resemble stone masonry; molded cement plaster ornament, including spandrel panels and 


urns; sheet metal cornice; grid-like fenestration pattern; and divided-lite industrial sash windows.30 


1123 SUTTER STREET 


BUILDING DESCRIPTION  


The building at 1123 Sutter Street is a one‐story‐over‐basement building with a partial mezzanine.31 The building 


comprises two older circa 1915 commercial structures, both of which are constructed of brick and concrete with 


a combination of steel and heavy timber framing. In 1926 the two structures were combined into one building 


and given a unified Sutter Street façade. The roof of the building is composed of several flat- and gable‐roofed 


sections concealed behind a raised parapet. The interior contains three floor levels, including a basement, which 


contains storage, mechanical rooms, and a casket showroom. The first floor contains a reception area, two 


chapels, three suites of interconnected bereavement rooms, and several toilet rooms. The mezzanine contains 


business offices, embalming/preparation rooms, a break room, and toilet rooms. 1123 Sutter Street has 


undergone relatively few alterations since it was completed in 1926. 


The primary façade of 1123 Sutter Street faces north. It is massed as a horizontal rectangle, seven bays wide, and 


articulated as an enframed window wall with the fenestration recessed back several feet from the sidewalk 


property line. The outer enframing element is flush with the sidewalk and is embellished with a frieze consisting 


of a plaster swag motif and a flattish cornice/fascia embellished with an abstract, almost Art Deco, motif. Clad in 


either terra cotta or cast concrete, the enframing element is bounded along its inner sides by a Greek key 


molding and a repeating pattern of circular medallions. The frieze is supported by eight pairs of Doric columns. 


Entrances are located in the corner and center bays and consist of pairs of glazed, single‐panel wood doors. 


Above the doors are metal clathri screens.32 Non‐historic metal awnings extend out from the entrances above the 


sidewalk. Pairs of custom cast-iron street-light fixtures flank each of the entrances as well. The other four bays 


 
29 VerPlanck, C., National Park Service Historic Preservation Certification Application Part I – Evaluation of Significance, prepared by VerPlanck Historic 


Preservation Consulting, San Francisco, CA, 2019. Submitted to the California Office of Historic Preservation.  
30 San Francisco Planning Department, Part II Historic Resources Evaluation Response for 1101–1123 Sutter Street, November 2020. 
31 ARG, 1123 Sutter Street Historic Resource Evaluation, prepared for Martin Building Company, November 4, 2019.  
32 Clathri refers to lattice-like screening made of wooden or iron bars.  
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contain pairs of wood casement windows and planter boxes at the first-floor level and metal clathri screens at 


the mezzanine level. 


The west façade, which faces the parking lot, is entirely utilitarian. Finished in stucco over brick, the west façade 


is almost entirely concealed behind a heavy growth of vines. The rear section, which is kept free of vines, is 


simply articulated by a louvered vent and a pair of wood casement windows. 


The south façade, which faces Hemlock Street, is clad in exposed brick laid in American common bond. Based 


on the south façade’s fenestration pattern, as well as a visible seam, it is clear that the building was assembled 


from two structures. Entirely utilitarian, the south façade is articulated by an asymmetrical arrangement of door 


and window openings, most of which have been bricked in for security and seismic strengthening. At the lower 


part (basement level), there are three freight bays that have been partially infilled with brick; all are protected 


behind metal security bars. At the first-floor level are several windows that have been enclosed within metal 


flanges with security bars. At the mezzanine level is a pair of large double‐hung wood windows at the far west 


end. Metal exhaust stacks and plumbing vents are attached all across the south façade. 


BUILDING HISTORY  


The original buildings on the current site appear to have been demolished in the 1906 earthquake, followed by 


two buildings constructed circa 1915. In 1925, William A. Halsted of Halsted & Co. acquired the site and engaged 


architect August Nordin to remodel two one‐story (with basement) buildings (1119–1129 Sutter Street) into one 


building with a mezzanine for use as an undertaking establishment. The new mortuary was established at 1123 


Sutter Street by 1926. In 1950, the property was still in use as an undertaking business, and a one‐story private 


garage was added at the rear of the parking area to the west of the building. The garage was constructed of 


fireproof materials, with reinforced-concrete walls and concrete columns. Aside from the construction of the 


one‐story garage (over basement) adjacent to the main building in 1950, 1123 Sutter Street has undergone only 


minor modifications since it was remodeled for use as a mortuary in 1926.33 


EVALUATION  


The building at 1123 Sutter is individually eligible for listing in the California Register under criteria 1, 2, and 3. The 


building is significant under Criterion 1 for its association with Halsted & Co., one of the earliest and most 


prominent funeral establishments in San Francisco. The building is also significant under Criterion 2 for its 


association with William A. Halsted, a prominent representative of the undertaking profession and a foremost 


citizen who occupied a place of honor among San Francisco’s funeral establishments. Finally, the building is 


significant under Criterion 3 as an early 20th century mortuary designed in the Classical Revival style by master 


architect August Nordin. The building has a period of significance of 1926–1930, which reflects the span from when 


it was rehabilitated by August Nordin for use as a mortuary by Halsted & Co. to the death of William A. Halsted, the 


firm’s founder.34 The building was not recommended as a contributor to the adjacent historic district, because the 


historic use of the building and its type is not compatible with the significance of the district.35 


BUILDING INTEGRITY  


The building at 1123 Sutter Street retains all 7 aspects of integrity. 1123 Sutter Street has not been moved and 


retains integrity of location. The building has been minimally altered over time and retains integrity of design, 


 
33 ARG, 1123 Sutter Street Historic Resource Evaluation, prepared for Martin Building Company, November 3, 2019.  
34 San Francisco Planning Department, Part II Historic Resources Evaluation Response for 1101–1123 Sutter Street, November 2020. 
35 ARG, 1123 Sutter Street Historic Resource Evaluation, prepared for Martin Building Company, November 3, 2019. 
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materials, and workmanship. The built environment surrounding 1123 Sutter Street retains a high concentration 


of early 20th century buildings, including nearby contributors to the adjacent historic district; as such, the 


building retains integrity of setting and feeling. Although William A. Halsted passed away in 1930, the funeral 


business continued under his name until 2019 and the property maintains integrity of association. Therefore, the 


building at 1123 Sutter Street retains sufficient integrity to convey its significance as a mortuary establishment 


run by Halsted & Co., its association with William A. Halsted himself, and as an early 20th century mortuary 


designed by master architect August Nordin. 


CHARACTER-DEFINING FEATURES  


The character-defining features of this building include its one-story-with-mezzanine height; simple rectangular 


form and massing; its primary façade (including: seven-bay symmetrical arrangement of two side entrances and 


one center entrance separated by two fenestration bays; recessed fenestration and entryways; custom cast-iron 


street-light fixtures at each entrance along Sutter Street; and pairs of wood casement windows and planter 


boxes); its Classical Revival style on the primary façade (including: eight pairs of Doric columns; plaster ornament 


in swag motif and circular medallions with geometric Greek key molding; and metal clathri screens); and its first-


floor interior spaces (including: reception area including rotunda and main corridor; west and east chapels; and 


three suites of interconnected bereavement rooms).36 


B. HISTORIC ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCES IN THE VICINITY 


Known historic resources in the project vicinity include historic districts as described below. Historic district 


resources identified in an adopted local register of historical resources under CEQA Guidelines 


section 15064.5(a)(2) – as these nearby buildings and historic districts are – are considered historical resources 


under CEQA. 


The project site is located on the south side of Sutter Street between Polk and Larkin streets in the 


Downtown/Civic Center neighborhood. The surrounding neighborhood consists of three- to six-story brick-and-


concrete mixed-use buildings with commercial on the ground floor and apartments or residential hotel rooms 


on the upper floors. To the north and south of the project site is the National Register-listed Lower Nob Hill 


Apartment Hotel Historic District. North of the project site are three contributing multi-unit apartment buildings: 


1114, 1122, and 1136 Sutter Street (Glen Arm Apartments). The entire block south of the project site, which is 


bounded by Hemlock and Post streets (to the north and south) and Polk and Larkin streets (to the west and 


east), is within the boundaries of the historic district.  


HISTORIC DISTRICTS 


As described previously, there is one National Register-listed historic district in the project vicinity – the Lower 


Nob Hill Apartment Hotel Historic District, which is adjacent to the project site. A brief description of this historic 


district is provided as follows. 


The project site is adjacent to the western boundary of the National Register-listed historic district, which is 


characterized by three- to seven-story multi-unit residential buildings, most of which were constructed between 


1906 and 1925. Listed in 1991, the district contains approximately 296 contributing and 35 non-contributing 


properties.37 The district encompasses seven whole blocks and several partial blocks on the south slope of Nob 


 
36 San Francisco Planning Department, Part II Historic Resources Evaluation Response for 1101–1123 Sutter Street, November 2020. 
37 VerPlanck, C., National Park Service Historic Preservation Certification Application Part I – Evaluation of Significance, prepared by VerPlanck Historic 


Preservation Consulting, San Francisco, CA, 2019. Submitted to the California Office of Historic Preservation. 
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Hill within the area roughly bounded by Pine Street to the north, Stockton Street to the east, Geary Street to the 


south, and Polk Street to the west. According to the historic district’s National Register nomination form: 


The Lower Nob Hill Apartment Hotel Historic District is significant under Criterion C as a very 
large, virtually intact, architecturally consistent, densely packed inner-city residential area 
hardly matched anywhere in California . . . It is [also] significant under Criterion A as the 
intense concentration of the dwellings of great numbers of persons, many of them white 
collar workers in the city’s retail and financial centers, which were the largest and most 
important in all of California during most of the period of significance. The context for both 
kinds of significance is multiple unit residential buildings in California, 1870‐1940. 38 


The district’s period of significance is from 1906, when the 1906 Earthquake and subsequent fire obliterated 


much of the area, to 1940, an arbitrary date 50 years prior to the nomination’s submission, so selected because 


the district’s social significance continues into the present. Significant dates within the 1906–1940 period include 


1906, the date of the earthquake and fire, and 1915, the year of the Panama‐Pacific International Exposition in 


San Francisco, for which many of the district’s buildings were constructed.39 


The character‐defining features of the historic district include a Sullivanesque composition with regard to the 


proportion of wall to windows, flat roofs, projecting cornices, and placement of ornamentation;40 Classical 


ornamentation; parapets with heavily molded, galvanized-iron cornices; fire escapes; and slightly projecting bay 


windows. Cladding types include stucco and brick, or a combination thereof, and decorative detailing appears in 


marble, terra cotta, and tile accents.41 


3.B.4 Impacts and Mitigation Measures 


This section describes the impact analysis related to historic architectural resources for the proposed project. It 


describes the significance thresholds and the methods used to determine the impacts of the proposed project 


and evaluates the impacts on historic architectural resources to conclude whether an impact would be 


significant. Measures to mitigate (i.e., avoid, minimize, rectify, reduce, eliminate, or compensate for) significant 


impacts accompany the discussion of each identified significant impact. 


A. SIGNIFICANCE THRESHOLDS 


Thresholds for determining the significance of impacts in this analysis were determined and are consistent with 


the environmental checklist in Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, which has been adopted and modified by the 


planning department. For the purposes of this analysis, the following applicable threshold was used to 


determine whether implementation of the project would result in a significant historic architectural resources 


impact. Implementation of the proposed project would have a significant effect on historic architectural 


resources if the project would: 


 
38 U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, National Register of Historic Places Registration Form for the Lower Nob Hill Apartment Hotel District, 


June 26, 1991. 
39 ARG, 1123 Sutter Street Historic Resource Evaluation, prepared for Martin Building Company, November 4, 2019. 
40 The style was initiated by Louis Sullivan, a prominent turn-of-the-century architect and applies principles of Classical design to the new steel-framed 
skyscrapers arising in the 1890s. The style involves the use of ornament and design to delineate a tall building into three distinct parts – an entry level, a 


mid-section, and a top. 
41 ARG, 1123 Sutter Street Historic Resource Evaluation, prepared for Martin Building Company, November 4, 2019. 
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• Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource as defined in Public Resources 
Code section 21084.1 and CEQA Guidelines section 15064.5, including those resources listed in Article 10 or 
Article 11 of the San Francisco Planning Code,  


CEQA Guidelines section 15064.5(b) establishes the criteria for assessing a significant environmental impact on 


historical resources. It states that a “project with an effect that may cause a substantial adverse change in the 


significance of an historical resource is a project that may have a significant effect on the environment.” The 


CEQA Guidelines section 15064.5(b)(1) defines “substantial adverse change in the significance of an historical 


resource” as a “physical demolition, destruction, relocation, or alteration of the resource or its immediate 


surroundings such that the significance of an historical resource would be materially impaired.” Per CEQA 


Guidelines section 15064.5(b)(2), the significance of a historic architectural resource is considered to be 


“materially impaired” when a project demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner the physical 


characteristics that justify the inclusion of the resource in the California Register, or that justify the inclusion of 


the resource in a local register, or that justify its eligibility for inclusion in the California Register as determined by 


the lead agency for the purposes of CEQA.42 


B. APPROACH TO ANALYSIS 


Once a resource has been identified as significant, it must be determined whether the project would cause a 


“substantial adverse change” that materially impairs the significance of the resource. For historic buildings and 


structures, CEQA Guidelines section 15064.5(b)(3) provides that a project that follows the Secretary of the 


Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, 


Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic Buildings generally shall be considered to have mitigated impacts on a 


historical resource to a level below significance.43 A project that complies with the Secretary’s Standards benefits 


from a regulatory presumption that it would have a less‐than‐significant adverse impact on the environment.  


Projects that do not comply with the Secretary’s Standards may or may not cause a substantial adverse change 


in the significance of a historic resource and would require further analysis by the planning department to 


determine whether the historic resource would be “materially impaired” by the project under CEQA Guidelines 


section 15064.5(b). Material impairment occurs when there is demolition or alteration of the resource’s physical 


characteristics that convey its historical significance and that justify its inclusion in the California Register or 


other applicable listing. Mitigation for effects on historical architectural resources may involve avoidance of the 


resource, revision of a proposed project to minimize the effect, or, where avoidance or minimization is not 


feasible, documentation of the resource, which would not reduce effects on a historical architectural resource to 


a less-than-significant level. 


The analysis below summarizes the findings of the ARG 2019 report and historic resource evaluation responses 


parts I and II prepared by the planning department. 


C. IMPACT EVALUATION 


This section analyzes the proposed project’s impacts to historic architectural resources. 


 
42 14 CCR 15000–15387 and Appendices A–N, Guidelines for Implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act, as amended. 
43 14 CCR 15000–15387 and Appendices A–N, Guidelines for Implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act, as amended. 
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Impact CR-1: The proposed rehabilitation of the existing 1101 Sutter Street building would not cause a 
substantial adverse change to an individual historic architectural resource. (Less than Significant) 


As previously discussed, 1101 Sutter Street is a historical resource eligible for listing in the California Register 


under Criterion 1 for its association with Heald’s Business College’s Engineering and Automobile School, an 


engineering and automobile school with a period of significance of 1920–1935, and under Criterion 3 as an 


excellent and well-preserved example of a commercial garage dating to the 1920s. As noted in the project 


description, the project sponsor proposes to rehabilitate 1101 Sutter Street  in conformance with the Secretary’s 


Standards and is seeking Federal Rehabilitation Tax Credits for the rehabilitation, which is currently under review 


by the National Park Service.44  


The building would be rehabilitated with compatible new uses: it would become a mixed-use residential building with 


approximately 2,187 square feet of ground-floor commercial uses and 21 residential units on the ground, second, and 


third floors. The existing partially below-grade garage would provide 28 vehicle parking spaces and 24 bicycle parking 


spaces.  


Conversion of the existing parking garage building into a residential building would require minimal changes to 


its distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships and the historic character of the property 


would be rehabilitated in conformance with the Secretary’s Standards. Rehabilitation is defined as “the act or 


process of making possible a compatible use for a property through repair, alterations, and additions while 


preserving those portions or features which convey its historical, cultural, or architectural values.”45 The details of 


the proposed rehabilitation were provided to the National Park Service as part of the historic preservation 


certification application to obtain Federal Rehabilitation Tax Credits for 1101 Sutter Street and were reviewed by 


planning department preservation staff.46, 47 The building would be rehabilitated for a compatible new use in a 


manner consistent with the Secretary’s Standards such that distinctive materials, features, and finishes would be 


preserved and deteriorated materials would be repaired rather than replaced. Therefore, the planning 


department determined that rehabilitation of the building at 1101 Sutter Street would be completed in 


accordance with the Secretary’s Standards.48 According to CEQA Guidelines section 15064.5(b)(3), a project that 


follows the Secretary’s Standards shall be considered as mitigated to a less-than-significant impact on the 


historical resource.49 Therefore, the rehabilitation of 1101 Sutter Street would result in a less-than-significant 


impact under CEQA, with no mitigation required. 


Impact CR-2: The proposed demolition of the existing 1123 Sutter Street building would have a 
substantial adverse effect on an individual historic architectural resource. (Significant and 


Unavoidable with Mitigation) 


The proposed project would require the demolition of 1123 Sutter Street. As discussed above, 1123 Sutter Street 


is an individual historical resource eligible for listing in the California Register under criteria 1, 2, and 3. The 


 
44 Weeks and Grimmer, The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, 


Restoring & Reconstructing Historic Buildings, National Park Service, Technical Preservation Services, Washington, DC, 1995 (revised by A. Grimmer 2017). 
45 Weeks and Grimmer, The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring 


& Reconstructing Historic Buildings, p. 75, National Park Service, Technical Preservation Services, Washington, DC, 1995 (revised by A. Grimmer 2017). 
46 VerPlanck, C., National Park Service Historic Preservation Certification Application Part I – Evaluation of Significance, prepared by VerPlanck Historic 


Preservation Consulting, San Francisco, CA, 2019. Submitted to the California Office of Historic Preservation. 
47 VerPlanck, C., National Park Service Historic Preservation Certification Application Part 2 – Description of Rehabilitation, prepared by VerPlanck Historic 
Preservation Consulting, San Francisco, CA, 2019. Submitted to the California Office of Historic Preservation. 
48 San Francisco Planning Department, Part II Historic Resources Evaluation Response for 1101–1123 Sutter Street, November 2020. 
49 14 CCR 15000–15387 and Appendices A–N, Guidelines for Implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act, as amended. 
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building is significant under Criterion 1 for its association with Halsted & Co., one of the earliest and most 


prominent funeral establishments in San Francisco. The building is also significant under Criterion 2 for its 


association with William A. Halsted, a prominent representative of the undertaking profession and a foremost 


citizen who occupied a place of honor among San Francisco’s funeral establishments. Finally, the building is 


significant under Criterion 3 as an early 20th century mortuary designed in the Classical Revival style by master 


architect August Nordin. The building has a period of significance of 1926–1930, which reflects the span from 


when it was rehabilitated by August Nordin for use as a mortuary by Halsted & Co. to the death of Halsted, the 


firm’s founder. Demolition of 1123 Sutter Street would materially impair the significance of the resource and 


would therefore cause a substantial adverse change to the individual historical resource, which is considered a 


significant impact under CEQA. 


Implementation of Mitigation Measures M-CR-2a: Historical Documentation; M-CR-2b: Interpretation; and M-CR-


2c: Historical Architectural Salvage, would lessen the impact of the proposed demolition of the historical 


resource at 1123 Sutter Street.  


Mitigation Measure M-CR-2a: Historical Documentation. Prior to the issuance of demolition 
permits, the project sponsor shall undertake Historic American Building Survey (HABS)-level 
documentation of the subject property, structures, objects, materials, and landscaping. The 


documentation shall be funded by the project sponsor and undertaken by a qualified professional who 


meets the standards for history, architectural history, or architecture (as appropriate), as set forth by the 


Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualification Standards (36 CFR, part 61). The professional 
overseeing the documentation shall meet with San Francisco Planning Department staff for review and 
approval of a coordinated documentation plan before work on any one aspect may commence. The 


documentation shall consist of the following: 


• Measured Drawings: A set of measured drawings that depict the existing size, scale, and 


dimension of the subject property. The planning department preservation staff will accept the 
original architectural drawings or an as-built set of architectural drawings (plan, section, elevation, 
etc.). The planning department preservation staff will assist the consultant in determining the 


appropriate level of measured drawings. 


• HABS-Level Photography: Digital photographs of the interior and the exterior of the subject 
property. Large-format negatives are not required. The scope of the digital photographs shall be 
reviewed by planning department preservation staff for concurrence, and all digital photography 
shall be conducted according to current National Park Service standards. The photography shall be 


undertaken by a qualified professional with demonstrated experience in HABS photography. 


• HABS Historical Report: A written historical narrative and report, per the HABS Historical 


Report Guidelines. 


• Video Recordation of the Historic Resource: Digital video recordation shall be undertaken prior 
to the issuance of demolition or site permits. The project sponsor shall undertake video 


documentation of the affected historic resource and its setting. The video recordation will be 
scoped with and approved by planning department preservation staff prior to issuance of a site 
permit. The documentation shall be conducted and narrated by a qualified professional who meets 
the standards for history, architectural history, or architecture (as appropriate) set forth by the 


Secretary’s qualification standards (36 CFR, part 61). The documentation shall include as much 
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information as possible – using visuals in combination with narration – about the materials, 
construction methods, current condition, historic use, and historic context of the historic resource.  


The professional(s) shall prepare the documentation and the planning department shall monitor its 


preparation. The professional(s) shall submit the completed documentation for review and approval by 
the planning department preservation staff before issuance of building permits. The final approved 
documentation shall be provided to the planning department and offered to repositories including, but 
not limited to: the San Francisco Public Library; the Environmental Design Library at the University of 


California, Berkeley; the California Historical Resources Information System Northwest Information 


Center; San Francisco Architectural Heritage; and the California Historical Society. Further, a softcover 
book shall be produced that includes the content from the historical report, historical photographs, 
HABS photography, and measured drawings. The book shall be made available to the public for 
distribution. 


Mitigation Measure M-CR-2b: Interpretation. The project sponsor shall facilitate the development of 
an interpretive program focused on the history of the project site. The interpretive program should be 


developed and implemented by a qualified professional with demonstrated experience in displaying 
information and graphics to the public in a visually interesting manner, such as a museum or exhibit 


curator. As feasible, coordination with local artists should occur. The primary goal of the program is to 
educate visitors and future residents about the property’s historical themes, associations, and lost 


contributing features within broader historical, social, and physical landscape contexts. These themes 
would include but not be limited to the subject property’s historic significance as Halsted & Co. 


An outline for the interpretative program shall be prepared for review and approval by planning 


department staff. The outline will lay out the various components of the interpretive program that shall 


be developed in consultation with an architectural historian who meets the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Professional Qualification Standards, and approved by planning department staff prior to issuance of a 


site permit or demolition permit. 


The interpretative program may include but not be limited to the installation of permanent on-site 


interpretive displays or development of digital/virtual interpretive products. All interpretative material 
shall be publicly available. For physical interpretation the plan shall include the proposed format and 
accessible location of the interpretive content, as well as high-quality graphics and written narratives. The 


interpretative plan should also explore contributing to digital platforms that are publicly accessible, such 
as the History Pin website or phone applications. Interpretive material could include elements such as 
virtual museums and content, such as oral history, brochures, and websites. 


The detailed content, media and other characteristics of such interpretive program shall be approved by 


Planning Department Preservation staff prior to issuance of a Temporary Certificate of Occupancy. 


Mitigation Measure M-CR-2c: Historical Architectural Salvage. Prior to the issuance of demolition 
permits that would remove character-defining features as part of construction of the proposed project, 


the project sponsor shall consult with planning department preservation staff as to whether any such 
features may be salvaged, in whole or in part, during demolition/alteration. The project sponsor shall 


make a good faith effort to salvage materials of historical interest to be utilized as part of the 
interpretative program. The project sponsor shall prepare a salvage plan for review and approval by 
planning department staff prior to issuance of any site demolition permit. 
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LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION 


Mitigation Measures M-CR-2a, 2b, and 2c would be required in order to document and interpret the significance 


of 1123 Sutter Street for the public. These mitigation measures would create a collection of preservation 


materials that would be available to the public and inform future research. The mitigation would partially 


compensate for impacts associated with the proposed project through comprehensive documentation and 


memorialization of the resource. However, these measures would not be enough to avoid, rectify, reduce, or 


compensate for the loss of the building at 1123 Sutter Street. Because adverse change would still occur, the 


impact would be significant and unavoidable after application of mitigation. 


Impact CR-3: The construction of the proposed new building on the project site would not have a 
substantial adverse effect on individual historical resources or offsite historic districts. (Less than 
Significant) 


The increase in height adjacent to existing historical resources has the potential to bring significant changes to a 


historical resource’s setting, thereby potentially compromising the integrity of the resource. In order to 


determine significant changes to the integrity of a historical resource’s location and context it is important to 


understand the specific setting and context in question. The setting of 1101 Sutter is in the dense urban fabric of 


the Upper Tenderloin neighborhood that features a wide variety in the height and bulk of individual buildings. 


The wide variety of height and bulk of buildings in the subject project’s vicinity would be considered part of the 


character of the neighborhood. As an example of this variation in height are two buildings across the street from 


the subject property at the southeast corner of Sutter and Larkin streets. On the southeast corner of Sutter and 


Larkin streets is the 2-story Portola Apartments at 1048 Sutter Street, while immediately adjacent is The Hotel 


Carlton at 1075 Sutter Street, a 9-story brick-clad Renaissance Revival hotel building.  A 7-story change in height 


from one building to the next is common in this neighborhood and demonstrates the new construction of a 14-


story tower next to the existing 3-story parking garage 1101 Sutter Street would not impact this historic resource’s 


setting because it is located in a neighborhood where disparate heights and bulks from one building to the next 


are common. Additionally, the significance of 1101 Sutter Street is as the Heald’s Engineering Automotive and 


Engineering School and as a commercial garage that has no significant association with the adjacent funeral 


home at 1123 Sutter Street, or the neighboring apartment/hotel buildings that contribute to the Lower Nob Hill 


Apartment Hotel historic district. Therefore, the new construction adjacent to 1101 Sutter Street would not 


interrupt any connection between this building and the surrounding historical resources. 


One historic district is located in the project vicinity – the Lower Nob Hill Apartment Hotel Historic District. The 


existing buildings on the project site are not considered contributors to the district; therefore, the proposed 


project would not directly affect this resource. However, the construction of the proposed new building may 


indirectly affect the district by altering the existing visual setting of these offsite historical resources. The 


following analysis examines the proposed project’s compatibility with and indirect impact to the adjacent 


historic district. 


Although the proposed project is surrounded on three sides by the National Register-listed historic district, the 


size and scale of the new construction would not have indirect impacts on the setting of the district. The historic 


district is characterized almost exclusively by three- to seven-story residential buildings that fill their front lot 


lines and share a single stylistic orientation. The proposed project would be across the street from the historic 


district and would involve rehabilitation of 1101 Sutter Street and construction of a new mixed-use residential 


building (1123 Sutter Street) that would be 14 stories tall (up to 150 feet in height) and with no setbacks. 


Although the new construction would be taller than the contributing buildings within the historic district, the 
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overall massing and scale of the proposed building would be compatible with the dense urban character that 


defines the neighborhood, as discussed above, and the proposed project would not have an indirect impact on 


the district. Therefore, the proposed project would not impact the ability of the historic district to convey its 


historical significance.  


Construction activities on the project site may result in varying degrees of temporary ground vibration, 


depending on the specific construction equipment used and operations involved. For the potential for 


continuous/frequent intermittent vibration to result in damage to structures, Caltrans indicates a threshold of 


0.25 inches per second (in/sec) peak particle velocity (PPV) for “historic and some old buildings”. Project-


generated groundborne noise and vibration levels at nearby sensitive receptors that are historic structures 


(including 1101 Sutter Street) are not predicted to exceed the Caltrans recommended damage criteria of 0.25 


in/sec PPV for the potential to damage “historic and some older buildings”. At these locations, and in other 


surrounding areas where vibration would not be expected to cause cosmetic damage, vibration levels may still 


be perceptible. However, as with any type of construction, perceptible vibration would be anticipated.50 See the 


discussion in the Initial Study under section E6, Noise starting on p. 46.  


Therefore, implementation of the proposed project would not have a substantial adverse change on an offsite 


individual historic architectural resource or historic district. The proposed project would have a less-than-


significant impact on offsite historic architectural resources, and no mitigation measures are required. 


D. CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 


Impact C-CR-1: The proposed project, in combination with other reasonably foreseeable projects, 
would not result in a significant cumulative impact on historic architectural resources. (Less than 


Significant) 


The geographic scope for cumulative impacts to historic architectural resources includes the project site and 


adjacent properties, because construction on properties adjacent to a historic architectural resource may 


sometimes generate vibration that could damage the resource. In some cases, historic architectural resources are 


part of historic districts, so impacts can extend beyond the project site and adjacent properties into the rest of the 


district. Cumulative projects considered in this analysis are presented in the initial study (see Appendix A of this EIR) 


in Table 1, p. 14, and are shown on Figure 1, p. 16, of the initial study and also provided in Table 3-1, above. 


The buildings on the project site are individually-eligible historical resources and do not contribute to any 


historic districts. In addition, there are no immediately adjacent historic resources, and as described in Section 


E.6, Noise, of the initial study (p. 47), construction would not result in vibration impacts to historical resources 


that are located across the street from the project site. Vibration effects are highly localized, and vibration 


attenuates rapidly from the source. Therefore, vibration impacts attributable to vibration generating activities 


generally would be limited to buildings and structures adjacent to the project site.51 


 
50 Dudek. Environmental Noise and Vibration Assessment for the 1101-1123 Sutter Street Project (Case No. 2019-022850ENV), City of San Francisco, California. 
2021. Submitted to the City of San Francisco Planning Department.  
51  Dudek. Environmental Noise and Vibration Assessment for the 1101-1123 Sutter Street Project (Case No. 2019-022850ENV), City of San Francisco, California. 


2021. Submitted to the City of San Francisco Planning Department. 
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While several of the cumulative projects would entail the demolition of existing structures and historical 


resources may be adversely affected, the impacts of the cumulative projects would not combine with the 


impacts of the proposed project related to historic architectural resources to result in a significant cumulative 


impact because the adverse impacts to the historic resources on the project site are limited to the individually-


eligible resource at 1123 Sutter Street. Therefore, the proposed project, in combination with other reasonably 


foreseeable future projects, would not result in a significant cumulative impact to historic architectural resources 


and cumulative impacts would be less than significant.  
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Chapter 4 
Other CEQA Issues 


This chapter addresses the growth‐inducement potential, significant environmental effects that cannot be 


avoided, and significant irreversible changes of the proposed 1101–1123 Sutter Street project (proposed 


project), as well as areas of controversy and issues to be resolved. 


4.A Growth-Inducing Impacts 


This section analyzes the growth‐inducement potential of the proposed project, as required by the California 


Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). CEQA Guidelines section 15126.2(d) requires that an environmental impact 


report (EIR) evaluate the growth-inducing impacts of a project. A project is considered growth inducing if it 


would directly or indirectly foster substantial economic or population growth, or the construction of substantial 


amounts of additional housing units. Examples of projects likely to result in significant adverse growth 


inducement include extensions or expansions of infrastructure systems beyond what is needed to serve project-


specific demand or development of new residential subdivisions in areas that are sparsely developed or 


undeveloped. The environmental effects of project‐induced growth are considered secondary or indirect 


impacts of the project. Growth can result in a variety of indirect environmental impacts, including increased 


demand on community services and public service infrastructure; increased traffic and noise; and degradation of 


air and water quality. 


Assessing the growth‐inducement potential of the proposed project involves determining whether or not 


construction of the project would remove an obstacle to population growth, and therefore directly or indirectly 


support more economic or population growth or residential construction in the surrounding environment, 


beyond that anticipated in planning documents. 


The project site is located on an infill site, surrounded by urban uses; it would not result in the extension of 


infrastructure into undeveloped areas or the construction of a residential project in an area that is undeveloped. 


The proposed project would result in an incremental increase in population in the project area by replacing 


approximately 51,596 square feet of commercial uses on the site with approximately 177,306 gross square feet of 


residential uses (221 new dwelling units) and approximately 8,330 gross square feet of commercial and childcare 


uses. The proposed project is anticipated to have approximately 504 new residents and approximately 31 


employees. As further described in Section E.2, Population and Housing, of the project’s initial study (see 


Appendix A to this EIR), this growth would be consistent with applicable plans and policies for the area, including 


the San Francisco General Plan and the Association of Bay Area Governments’ “Projections 2040” (a statistical 


compendium of demographic, economic, and land use changes in coming decades). 


The proposed project would provide for high-density residential growth supported by existing facilities, and would 


not require expansion of existing infrastructure, public services, community facilities, public services, or public 


utilities. Although this growth might have otherwise occurred at other Bay Area locations, the proposed project 


would focus growth on an underused infill site that is near transit, employment areas, and public amenities. 
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Therefore, implementation of the proposed project, which would result in an incremental increase in population 


consistent with growth already envisioned in regional, local, and area plans, would not have a direct or indirect 


growth‐inducing impact. 


4.B Significant Unavoidable Impacts 


In accordance with section 21067 of CEQA and sections 15126(b) and 15126.2(b) of the CEQA Guidelines, the 


purpose of this section is to identify project‐related environmental impacts that could not be eliminated or 


reduced to a less‐than‐significant level with the implementation of all identified mitigation measures. The 


findings in this chapter are subject to final determination by the San Francisco Planning Commission as part of 


its certification of this EIR. 


As described in Section 3.B, Historic Architectural Resources, of this EIR, under Impact CR-2, the proposed 


project would demolish 1123 Sutter Street, an individual historical resource eligible for listing on the California 


Register of Historical Resources and a CEQA historical resource. Demolition of 1123 Sutter Street would 


materially impair the significance of the resource and would therefore cause a substantial adverse change to the 


individual historical resource, which is considered a significant impact under CEQA. Implementation of 


Mitigation Measures M-CR-2a: Historical Documentation; M-CR-2b: Interpretation; and M-CR-2c: Historical 


Architectural Salvage, pp. 3-21 and 3-22, would lessen the impact of the proposed demolition of the historical 


resource at 1123 Sutter Street. However, even with implementation of these mitigation measures, the impact to 


this historic architectural resource would remain significant and unavoidable. Moreover, there is no feasible 


mitigation measure that could avoid this project‐related historic architectural resource impact. Therefore, the 


impact to the individually eligible historic resource on the project site would remain significant and unavoidable. 


4.C Significant Irreversible Changes 


In accordance with sections 15126.2(c) and 15127 of the CEQA Guidelines, an EIR must identify any significant 


irreversible environmental changes that could result from implementation of the proposed project. Such 


significant irreversible environmental changes may include current or future uses of nonrenewable resources, 


secondary or growth‐inducing impacts that commit future uses of nonrenewable resources, and secondary or 


growth‐inducing impacts that commit future generations to similar uses. According to the CEQA Guidelines, 


irretrievable commitments of resources should be evaluated to ensure that such current consumption is 


justified. In general, such irreversible commitments include the uses of resources, such as energy and materials 


used to construct a proposed project, as well as the energy and natural resources (including water) that would 


be required to sustain a project and its inhabitants or occupants over the usable life of the project. Consumption 


of nonrenewable resources includes increased energy consumption, conversion of agricultural lands, and lost 


access to mining reserves.  


As discussed in Section E.18, Energy Resources, p. 131 of the initial study (see Appendix A), consumption of 


nonrenewable energy would occur during the approximately 30-month construction period and during the 


operational phase of the proposed project. Construction-related energy use would be temporary, and compared to 


projects in other states and the country as a whole, construction projects in California and in the Bay Area use the 


most energy-efficient equipment available to meet state and local goals for criteria air pollutant and greenhouse 


gas emissions reductions. As a result, construction activities would not have a measurable effect on regional energy 


supplies or on peak energy demand and would not result in inefficient or wasteful use of fuel or energy. During 
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operations, compliance with state building code energy conservation standards would ensure that the proposed 


project would not have a measurable effect on regional energy supplies or on peak energy demand. The proposed 


project would also be consistent with the City and County of San Francisco’s greenhouse gas reduction strategy. In 


addition, as discussed in Section E.5, Transportation and Circulation, p. 30 of the initial study, the project site is in a 


transit‐rich area that has relatively low vehicle miles traveled per capita compared to the rest of the Bay Area. 


Therefore, implementation of the proposed project would not lead to a wasteful use of fuel. 


As discussed in “No Impact or Not Applicable Environmental Topics,” p. 11 of the initial study, the project site is 


within an urbanized area in the city that is not zoned for agricultural uses and does not contain any prime 


farmland, unique farmland, farmland of statewide importance, forest land, or land under a Williamson Act 


contract. Therefore, no existing agricultural lands would be converted to non‐agricultural uses. In addition, the 


project site does not contain known mineral resources and does not serve as a mining reserve; therefore, 


development of the proposed project would not result in the loss of access to mining reserves.  


Therefore, the proposed project would not result in a significant impact associated with the consumption of 


nonrenewable resources. No significant environmental damage, such as accidental spills or an explosion of a 


hazardous material, is anticipated with implementation of the proposed project. Compliance with federal, state, 


and local regulations would ensure that construction and operation activities at the project site would not result 


in the release of hazardous materials into the environment and that associated impacts would be less than 


significant (refer to Section E.17, Hazards and Hazardous Materials, pp. 122-123 of the initial study). As such, no 


irreversible changes – such as those that might result from construction of a large‐scale mining project, a 


hydroelectric dam project, or other industrial project – would result from development of the proposed project. 


4.D Areas of Known Controversy and Issues to Be Resolved 


Publication of the notice of preparation of an EIR initiated a 30‐day public review and comment period that 


began on December 17, 2020 and ended on January 22, 2021 (see Appendix B). During the review and comment 


period, a total of three commenters submitted letters to the planning department. The Native American Heritage 


Commission commented on Assembly Bill 52 tribal cultural resources notification and consultation 


requirements. Other commenters on the notice of preparation commented on impacts to the adjacent buildings, 


including construction noise and debris control; access to sunlight and views; and project merits. The planning 


department has considered the comments made by the public in preparation of the initial study and draft EIR for 


the proposed project. There are no known areas of controversy or issues to be resolved.  
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Chapter 5 
Alternatives 


5.A Introduction 


This chapter describes and evaluates the four alternatives to the proposed 1101–1123 Sutter Street project 


(proposed project), including the No Project Alternative, Full Preservation Alternative, Partial Preservation 


Alternative 1, and Partial Preservation Alternative 2; analyzes the impacts to historic architectural resources for 


each alternative; analyzes the impacts to other topics; and describes the environmentally superior alternative. 


Alternatives considered but rejected from further consideration are also described. 


The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines section 15126.6(a) states that an environmental 


impact report (EIR) must describe and evaluate a reasonable range of alternatives to the proposed project that 


would feasibly attain most of the project’s basic objectives and would avoid or substantially lessen any 


significant adverse environmental effects of the project. An EIR need not consider every conceivable alternative 


to the proposed project. Rather, it must consider a reasonable range of potentially feasible alternatives that will 


foster informed decision making and public participation. The EIR must evaluate the comparative merits of the 


alternatives and include sufficient information about each alternative to allow meaningful evaluation, analysis, 


and comparison with the proposed project. 


Specifically, the CEQA Guidelines set forth the following criteria for selecting alternatives1: 


• Identifying Alternatives. The discussion of alternatives shall focus on alternatives to the project or its location 
that are capable of avoiding or substantially lessening any significant effects of the project, even if these 


alternatives would impede to some degree the attainment of the project objectives or would be more costly 
(CEQA Guidelines section 15126.6[b]). 


• Range of Alternatives. The range of potential alternatives shall include those that could feasibly accomplish 


most of the basic objectives of the project and could avoid or substantially lessen one or more of the 


significant effects (CEQA Guidelines section 15126.6[c]). The specific alternative of “No Project” (referred to as 
the No Project Alternative) shall also be evaluated along with its impacts (CEQA Guidelines 
section 15126.6[e][1]). 


• Evaluation of Alternatives. The alternatives should be limited to ones that would avoid or substantially 


lessen any of the significant effects of the project. Of those alternatives, the EIR need examine in detail only 
the ones that the lead agency determines could feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project. 
The range of feasible alternatives shall be selected and discussed so as to foster meaningful public 


participation and informed decision‐making (CEQA Guidelines section 15126.6[f]). An EIR is not required to 


consider alternatives that are infeasible (CEQA Guidelines section 15126.6[a]). 


 
1 14 CCR 15000–15387 and Appendices A–N, Guidelines for Implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act, as amended. The CEQA Guidelines 


are available at: https://govt.westlaw.com/calregs/Browse/Home/California/CaliforniaCodeofRegulations?guid= 
I95DAAA70D48811DEBC02831C6D6C108E&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=Default&contextData=(sc.Default). 


https://govt.westlaw.com/calregs/Browse/Home/California/CaliforniaCodeofRegulations?guid=I95DAAA70D48811DEBC02831C6D6C108E& 


originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=Default&contextData=(sc.Default). 
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As stated above, the intent of the alternatives analysis is to consider designs and development programs that 


could avoid or lessen significant and unavoidable impacts resulting from the proposed project. As identified in 


Section 3.B, Historic Architectural Resources, of this EIR, if implemented, the proposed project would result in a 


significant and unavoidable impact related to the demolition of 1123 Sutter Street, a historic resource under 


CEQA (see Impact CR-2 on p. 3-20). The focus of the alternatives analysis is on the topic of historic architectural 


resources. All other environmental topics were identified as less than significant or less than significant with 


mitigation in the initial study (see Appendix A to this EIR). 


5.B Summary of Project Alternatives 


Several alternatives and variations on the alternatives were considered for analysis in this EIR that would 


substantially reduce or avoid the significant unavoidable impact that was identified in this draft EIR. Many 


alternatives that were rejected were found to be infeasible or failed to meet the project sponsor’s key project 


objectives and are described at the end of this chapter. 


The four alternatives selected for detailed analysis in this EIR, including the No Project Alternative, represent a 


reasonable range of alternatives to the proposed project that would avoid or substantially lessen the significant 


adverse environmental impacts to historic architectural resources. These alternatives are as follows: 


• No Project Alternative 


• Full Preservation Alternative 


• Partial Preservation Alternative 1 


• Partial Preservation Alternative 2 


The project sponsor; the project architects, David Baker Architects; and the historic preservation architects for 


the project, Architectural Resources Group (ARG), developed preservation alternatives for the proposed project 


in consultation with San Francisco Planning Department historic preservation staff. The screening process for 


identifying viable EIR alternatives included consideration of the following criteria: ability to meet the project 


objectives, including maximizing housing on the site; potential ability to substantially lessen or avoid significant 


environmental effects associated with the proposed project; and potential feasibility. 


5.B.1 Alternatives Selection 


A. PROJECT OBJECTIVES 


As stated in Chapter 2, Project Description, the project sponsor’s objectives for the proposed project are to: 


• Develop a well-designed, financially feasible mixed-use project with residential housing units that 
contributes the following services to support the well-being of the community: new retail, restaurant, and 
commercial spaces for the benefit of neighborhood residents and businesses; and a childcare center for the 


benefit of both the project’s and neighborhood’s residents. 


• Increase the supply of housing in the City and County of San Francisco, including affordable housing, in an 


area designated for higher density due to its proximity to downtown and accessibility to local and regional 
transit. Maximize housing on a site that currently has no housing and incorporate onsite affordable units. 
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• Create a more attractive, interesting, and engaging street-level experience for pedestrians, transit users, and 
future residents.  


• Construct a single, cohesive development occupying the project site consisting of high-quality, 


contemporary urban design. 


• Retain historic resources where it is economically and structurally feasible to rehabilitate the building’s 
interior space for new commercial and residential uses. 


During the development and selection process for the project alternatives, all potential alternatives were 


considered for their ability to meet the stated project objectives. 


B. DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVES 


Key issues and considerations in the development of the alternatives included the following: 


• The process consisted of developing a range of schemes that would achieve either full or partial 


preservation of the two historic resources on the project site. The schemes had differing building heights and 
massing for the additions proposed to be constructed above the 1101 and 1123 Sutter Street buildings. 


Various setbacks up to 25 feet from the existing building façades were evaluated for the proposed additions 
above 1101 and 1123 Sutter Street to reduce potential impacts to the historic buildings. In addition, a tower 


with varying heights was proposed to be constructed on the surface parking lot of 1123 Sutter Street. 


• In addition to historic preservation, a primary goal in the development of alternatives was to maximize the 


number of residential units on the site while avoiding potentially significant environmental impacts, 
primarily pertaining to wind and shadow, related to the increased building heights on the site. In order to 


maximize the number of residential units, the development of the alternatives took into account the height 


and bulk restrictions for each parcel.  


Initial alternatives included building towers and additions with maximum heights of up to 150 feet, similar to the 


maximum height of the proposed project. After several initial schemes within this framework, taller alternatives 


were developed that further increased the building heights to 200 feet at the west side of 1123 Sutter Street in 


order to maximize housing. Three preservation alternatives were ultimately identified for presentation to the 


Historic Preservation Commission on February 3, 2021: a full preservation alternative and two partial 


preservation alternatives. The Full Preservation Alternative, Partial Preservation Alternative 1, and Partial 


Preservation Alternative 2B would each include a new 200-foot building on 1123 Sutter Street. However, a wind 


analysis conducted by RWDI for all three alternative schemes concluded that due to this height, wind speeds at 


several entrances along Sutter Street would likely exceed the comfort and hazard criteria, with Partial 


Preservation Alternative 2B creating the most severe wind conditions. RWDI recommended several design 


modifications such as planters, tall guardrails, and wind screens to achieve more favorable wind conditions. The 


intent in developing these alternatives was primarily to preserve the historical architectural resources at the site 


and to minimize impacting these resources to the extent possible while also meeting the objectives of the 


project to provide new residential units. Overall, the proposed alternatives reduced impacts compared to the 


proposed project on historic architectural resources, but would have increased wind impacts due to the 200-foot 


height of the tower designed to provide the required housing units. These alternatives were presented to the 


Historic Preservation Commission and modifications to the proposed alternatives were suggested in order to 


further reduce potential environmental impacts. The design of these alternatives went through a rigorous 


process attempting to balance the objectives of the project along with minimizing impacts to the historical 
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architectural resources. Unfortunately, there was no design option available that accomplished all the project 


goals and did not create an increase in potential wind impacts as compared to the project.   


C. HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION REVIEW AND COMMENT 


Consistent both with Historic Preservation Commission resolution 0746 regarding evaluation of preservation 


alternatives in the EIR process and with planning department policy, the commission had the opportunity to 


provide early feedback on the draft alternatives. On February 3, 2021, planning department staff and the project 


sponsor presented the three draft preservation alternatives to the commission.2 The commission generally 


found that the alternatives represented a reasonable range of alternatives for the EIR analysis, that with some 


revisions would meet objectives of avoiding or reducing the significant adverse effects of the proposed project 


on historic architectural resources. Some members of the Historic Preservation Commission found that Partial 


Preservation Alternative 2B was less successful in responding to the character-defining height and massing of 


the two historic resources on site. The Historic Preservation Commission encouraged modifications to the 


alternatives that would retain additional portions of the 1123 Sutter Street Mortuary building, including some of 


its interior spaces and existing openings to provide an active streetscape, and suggested modifying the additions 


to 1123 Sutter Street to reflect the architectural character of the building in all of the preservation alternatives. 


The commission also remarked on the unique architectural quality of the mortuary at 1123 Sutter Street. 


In response to commission comments, exterior and interior modifications were made to the Full Preservation 


Alternative and Partial Preservation Alternative 1, and a new Partial Preservation Alternative 2 was developed to 


incorporate the retained elements of the façade and some interior spaces of 1123 Sutter Street, replacing the 


previous Partial Preservation Alternative 2B. The addition would display a fenestration pattern and would be 


clad in materials that respond to the character-defining features of 1123 Sutter Street. In addition, this revised 


alternative would avoid the significant wind impacts from the 200-foot-high tower on the western portion of the 


site by reducing the height of the tower to 150 feet, similar to the proposed project. With the building height 


limited to 150 feet, wind speeds for this alternative would be slightly more severe than the original design, but 


according to the RWDI wind analysis would remain appropriate for the intended use and would comply with the 


City’s wind hazard criterion.  


Along with the new Partial Preservation Alternative 2, this chapter analyzes the Full Preservation Alternative and 


Partial Preservation Alternative 1 originally presented to the commission with minor modifications to the 


building exterior and interior.  


Table 5-1 provides a comparison of the alternative features and impact summary. The following discussion of 


historic resources impacts of the project alternatives is based on an analysis prepared by ARG that is included in 


Appendix D of this EIR.3 Table 5-2 provides a comparison of each alternative’s ability to meet project objectives. 


Table 5-3 shows which character-defining features of 1101 and 1123 Sutter Street would be retained for each 


project alternative. Table 5-4 includes a comparison of historic architectural resources and wind impacts for each 


project alternative. 


 
2 San Francisco Historic Preservation Commission, Memo From the Historic Preservation Commission Re Meeting Notes from Review and Comment at the 
February 3, 2021 HPC Hearing for Preservation Alternatives for 1011-1123 Sutter Street, March 12, 2021.  
3 ARG (Architectural Resources Group), 1101–1123 Sutter Street Preservation Alternatives Memorandum, May 4, 2021. This document is included in the EIR as 


Appendix D.  
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Table 5-1 Comparison of Alternatives for CEQA Analysis 


 Proposed Project 


No Project Alternative 


(Existing Conditions) 


Full 


Preservation 


Alternative 


Partial 


Preservation 


Alternative 1 


Partial 


Preservation 


Alternative 2 


DESCRIPTION 


BUILDING HEIGHT/STORIES 


1101 Sutter Street No change 


from existing 


45 feeta 


Three stories plus 


partially below-


grade garage 


Same as 


project  


85 feet 


7 stories 


(existing 


building plus 4 


additional 


levels, set back 


20 feet along 


Sutter and 


Larkin streets)  


Same as 


project 


1123 Sutter Street, east 


side of parcel 


150 feeta  


14 stories  


25 feeta  


1 story with partial 


mezzanine plus 


partially below-


grade garage 


45 feet 


3 stories 


(existing 


building plus 


2-level 


addition, set 


back 25 feet 


along Sutter 


and Hemlock 


streets) 


65 feet  


5 stories 


(existing 


building plus 4-


level addition, 


set back 25 feet 


along Sutter 


Street)  


150 feet 


14 stories 


(existing 


building plus 


12 level 


addition, no 


setback) 


1123 Sutter Street, west 


side of parcel  


0 feet 


(surface parking 


lot) 


200 feet/ 


18 stories 


200 feet/ 


18 stories 


150 feet/ 


14 stories 


RESIDENTIAL UNITS 


Number of Units 221 0 115 151 214 


GROSS SQUARE FEET BY USE 


Residential 177,306 0 110,736 133,227 168,153 


Common Amenities for 


Residents 


12,201 0 3,378 3,378 3,378 


Commercial 4,575 51,596 Same as 


project 


Same as 


project 


Same as 


project 


Childcare 3,755 0 Same as 


project 


Same as 


project 


Same as 


project 


Open Space 11,637 0 1,607 2,903 1,607 


Garage/Vehicular and 


Bicycle Parking 


15,125 Included in 


commercial 


Same as 


project 


Same as 


project 


Same as 


project 


SOURCE: David Baker Associates 2021. 


NOTE:  
a Height above Sutter Street grade 
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Table 5-2 Comparison of Alternatives Ability to Meet Project Sponsor’s Objectives 


Objective/Alternative 


Proposed 


Project No Project Full Preservation 


Partial Preservation 


Alternative 1 


Partial Preservation 


Alternative 2 


Develop a well-designed, 


financially feasible mixed-


use project with 


residential housing units 


that contributes the 


following services to 


support the well-being of 


the community: new 


retail, restaurant, and 


commercial spaces for the 


benefit of neighborhood 


residents and businesses; 


and a child care center for 


the benefit of both the 


project’s and 


neighborhood’s residents. 


Meets Does not 


meet 


Partially meets. 


Would 


contribute 


services to the 


well-being of 


the community. 


However, there 


would be a 48% 


reduction in 


unit count from 


the proposed 


project 


Partially meets. 


Would contribute 


services to the 


well-being of the 


community. 


However, there 


would be a 32% 


reduction in unit 


count from the 


proposed project 


Partially meets. Would 


contribute services to 


the well-being of the 


community. However, 


there would be a 3% 


reduction in unit count 


from the proposed 


project 


Increase the city’s supply 


of housing, including 


affordable housing, in an 


area designated for higher 


density due to its 


proximity to downtown 


and accessibility to local 


and regional transit. 


Maximize housing on a 


site that currently has no 


housing and incorporate 


on-site affordable units. 


Meets  Does not 


meet 


Partially meets 


– 106 fewer 


units than 


proposed 


project 


Partially meets - 


70 fewer units 


than proposed 


project 


Partially meets - 7 


fewer units than 


proposed project 


Create a more attractive, 


interesting and engaging 


street-level experience for 


pedestrians, transit users, 


and future residents.  


Meets Does not 


meet 


Meets Meets  Meets 


Construct a single, 


cohesive development 


occupying the project site 


consisting of high-quality, 


contemporary urban 


design. 


Meets Does not 


meet 


Meets Meets Meets 
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Objective/Alternative 


Proposed 


Project No Project Full Preservation 


Partial Preservation 


Alternative 1 


Partial Preservation 


Alternative 2 


Retain historic resources 


where it is economically 


and structurally feasible 


to rehabilitate the 


building’s interior space 


for new commercial and 


residential uses.  


Partially 


Meets (fully 


preserves 


1101 Sutter 


and  


demolishes 


1123 


Sutter) 


Does not 


meet 


Meets (fully 


preserves 1101 


Sutter and 


retains the 


majority of 


character-


defining 


features and 


some interior 


spaces at 1123 


Sutter) 


Partially meets 


(retains façade-


related character-


defining features 


at both 1101 and 


1123 Sutter and 


some interior 


spaces at 1123 


Sutter, but 4-


story additions at 


both buildings 


only partially 


retain height- and 


massing-related 


character-


defining features) 


Partially meets (fully 


preserves 1101 Sutter 


and retains façade-


related character-


defining features and 


some interior spaces at 


1123 Sutter, but 12-


story addition on top 


of 1123 Sutter does not 


retain height- and 


massing-related 


character-defining 


features) 


SOURCE: ARG 2021. 


Table 5-3 Comparison of Alternatives Retention of Character-Defining Features 


Character-Defining Feature 


Full Preservation 


Alternative 


Partial 


Preservation 


Alternative 1 


Partial 


Preservation 


Alternative 2 


Ra PRb NRc R PR NR R PR NR 


1101 Sutter Street: 


Three-story height and massing x    x  x   


Concrete and brick masonry construction x   x   x   


Stucco finish scored to resemble stone masonry x   x   x   


Molded cement plaster ornament, with spandrel panels & urns x   x   x   


Sheet metal cornice x   x   x   


Grid-like fenestration pattern x   x   x   


Divided-lite “industrial” wood sash windows x   x   x   


1123 Sutter Street:   


One-story-with-mezzanine height  x   x    x 


Simple rectangular form and massing  x   x    x 


Primary façade element: seven bay symmetrical arrangement; 


two side entrances and one center entrance separated by two 


fenestration bays 


x   x   x   


Primary façade element: recessed fenestration and entryways x   x   x   


Primary façade element: custom, cast iron street light fixtures at 


each entrance along Sutter Street 


x   x   x   
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Character-Defining Feature 


Full Preservation 


Alternative 


Partial 


Preservation 


Alternative 1 


Partial 


Preservation 


Alternative 2 


Ra PRb NRc R PR NR R PR NR 


Primary façade element: pairs of wood casement windows and 


plantar boxes 


x   x   x   


Classical Revival style element: eight pairs of Doric columns x   x   x   


Classical Revival style element: Plaster ornament in swag motif 


and circular medallions with geometric Greek key molding 


x   x   x   


Metal clathri screens x   x   x   


First floor interior element: reception area including rotunda 


and main corridor 


 x   x   x  


First floor interior element: west and east chapels   x   x   x 


First floor interior element: three suites of interconnected 


bereavement rooms 


 x   x   x  


SOURCE: ARG 2021. 


NOTES: 
a Retained 
b Partially Retained 
c Not Retained 


Table 5-4 Comparison of Alternatives Historic Architectural Resources and Wind Impacts 


Impact Proposed Project No Project Full Preservation 


Partial 
Preservation 


Alternative 1 


Partial 
Preservation 


Alternative 2 


HISTORIC ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCES  


Impact CR-1: 1101 Sutter 


Street  


LTS NI LTS SUM LTS 


Impact CR-2: 1123 Sutter 


Street 


SUM NI LTS SUMa SUMa 


Impact CR-3: Offsite 


Resources 


LTS NI LTS LTS LTS 


Impact C-CR-1: Cumulative LTS NI LTS LTS LTS 


WINDc 


Impact WI‐1: Wind Hazards LTS NI SUM SUM LTSb 


Impact C-WI-1: Cumulative LTS NI LTS LTS LTSb 


SOURCE:  ARG 2021. 


NOTES: 
a Significant and unavoidable impact with implementation of feasible mitigation but with less severity than the proposed project () 
b Less-than-significant impact with implementation of feasible mitigation with an increase in severity than the proposed project () 
c Evaluated in the initial study (see Appendix A). 


LTS = less-than-significant impact, no mitigation required 


NI = no impact 
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SUM = significant and unavoidable impact with implementation of feasible mitigation 


N/A = not applicable 


5.C No Project Alternative 


5.C.1 Description 


CEQA Guidelines section 15126.6(e)(3)(B) describes the “No Project” Alternative as the circumstance under which 


the proposed project does not proceed. Consideration of the No Project Alternative is required under 


section 15126(f) of the CEQA Guidelines. The purpose of describing and analyzing a No Project Alternative is to 


allow decision makers to compare the impacts of approving the proposed project with the impacts of not 


approving the proposed project, per CEQA Guidelines section 15126.6(e)(1). 


Under the No Project Alternative, no changes would be made to the existing historic structures on the project 


site. The historic character-defining features of the parking garage at 1101 Sutter Street and the funeral home at 


1123 Sutter Street would be retained; no modifications, repairs, or restoration activities would be conducted. No 


residential or childcare uses would be constructed on the site. 


5.C.2 Impacts 


The No Project Alternative would continue existing conditions on the project site. Under this alternative, the two 


existing buildings, both historic architectural resources, would not be rehabilitated or demolished. Therefore, the 


No Project Alternative would avoid the project’s significant unavoidable impact to historic architectural 


resources (Impact CR-2: NI; reduced).  


5.C.3 Achievement of Project Objectives 


The No Project Alternative would not achieve any of the project sponsor’s objectives listed in Section 2.E, Project 


Sponsor’s Objectives, of this EIR. 


5.D Full Preservation Alternative 


5.D.1 Description 


Under the Full Preservation Alternative, 1101 Sutter Street would be retained and rehabilitated, similar to the 


proposed project; 1123 Sutter Street would be retained, a two-level addition would be constructed above the 


existing building, and the interior would be redeveloped; and an 18-story, 200-foot-tall residential tower would 


be constructed on the parking lot at the west side of the project site (on the existing surface parking lot; see 


Figure 5-1, Full Preservation Alternative). 
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FIGURE 5-1SOURCE: David Baker Architects 2021
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The overall size of the alternative would be smaller than the proposed project, with 115 dwelling units 


(approximately 110,736 gross square feet of residential uses), less amenity and open space, and the same 


amount of commercial, childcare, and garage uses as the proposed project. 


Details about the buildings would be as follows: 


• 1101 Sutter Street would remain as described for the proposed project at the exterior. The project proposes 


to rehabilitate the existing building with no additions or major changes to the building’s design.  


• 1123 Sutter Street would remain as in current conditions at the exterior, modified by the construction of a 
two-story addition. The addition would be set back 25 feet from both the north façade at Sutter Street and 
the south façade at Hemlock Street, with a maximum height of 45 feet, and its architectural design details, 


material palette, and fenestration pattern would generally reflect the color palate and pattern of fenestration 


of the primary façade of the existing historic building at 1123 Sutter Street. Interior demolition and new 


construction for adaptive reuse would partially retain and rehabilitate interior spaces including the 
lobby/waiting room and rotunda/main entry to a sufficient degree to provide a transition between the 


portion of the building that would be retained and new spaces behind. The west and east chapels, which are 
also interior character-defining features, would not be retained. 


• The new residential tower on the existing surface parking lot would have architectural design details, 


material palette, and fenestration patterns that would be the same as or similar to those of the proposed 
project but would be 18 stories (200 feet in height) as opposed to the proposed project which would be 14 


stories (150 feet in height). 


The Full Preservation Alternative would minimally alter the façades, height, and massing of the existing buildings 


at the project site by locating the majority of new construction at the existing surface parking lot. 


5.D.2 Impacts 


Similar to the proposed project, 1101 Sutter Street would be retained and rehabilitated. Unlike the proposed 


project, the Full Preservation Alternative includes the retention of 1123 Sutter Street. In addition, the proposed 


new 200-foot-tall building on the existing surface parking lot would be similar in design to the proposed project.  


Similar to the proposed project, the rehabilitation of 1101 Sutter Street in accordance with the Secretary of the 


Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties would allow for the retention and reuse of the 


building and avoid any substantial adverse change to this individual historic architectural resource. The Full 


Preservation Alternative would retain all the character-defining features of 1101 Sutter Street. It would maintain the 


three street-facing façades of 1101 Sutter Street at Sutter, Larkin, and Hemlock streets. As such, all the character-


defining features associated with fenestration, cladding, and façade details would be fully retained. The Full 


Preservation Alternative would fully retain the height and massing of 1101 Sutter Street. 1101 Sutter Street does not 


have any interior character-defining features; therefore, changes to the interior of the building would not affect the 


resource. Impacts under this alternative would be less than significant (Impact CR-1: LTS; similar). 


The Full Preservation Alternative would retain many of the character-defining features of 1123 Sutter Street. The 


Full Preservation Alternative would maintain the primary (north) and rear (south) façades of 1123 Sutter Street. 


As such, all the character-defining features associated with fenestration, cladding, and façade details would be 


fully retained. The Full Preservation Alternative would include constructing a rectangular-plan addition atop 


1123 Sutter Street that would be set back 25 feet from the north façade at Sutter Street and the south façade at 
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Hemlock Street, and as such would partially retain the character-defining features of that building relating to 


height and massing. The interior demolition and new construction for adaptive reuse would partially retain and 


rehabilitate interior spaces, and as such would partially retain the interior character-defining features of the 


building.  


Overall, the new two-level addition to 1123 Sutter Street would not have significant adverse impacts on the 


historic resource’s ability to convey its historic significance. Therefore, unlike the proposed project, the Full 


Preservation Alternative would not have a significant adverse impact to 1123 Sutter Street, and Project Mitigation 


Measures M-CR-2a: Historical Documentation; M-CR-2b: Interpretation; and M-CR-2c: Historical Architectural 


Salvage, identified for the proposed project, would not be applicable. Impacts under this alternative would be 


less than significant (Impact CR-2: LTS; reduced). 


Similar to the proposed project, the Full Preservation Alternative would not materially alter offsite historic 


resources and would not have substantial adverse effects on the adjacent Lower Nob Hill Apartment Hotel 


Historic District. Impacts under this alternative would be less than significant (Impact CR-3: LS; similar). Also similar 


to the cumulative conditions under the proposed project, the Full Preservation Alternative, in combination with 


other cumulative projects, would not result in significant cumulative impacts. Therefore, potential cumulative 


impacts would be less than significant (Impact C-CR-1: LTS; similar). 


However, unlike the proposed project, the proposed 200-foot-tower under this alternative has the potential to 


create significant wind impacts due to its location on the site and the substantially lower height of surrounding 


buildings. With the west tower height increased by 50 feet compared to the proposed project, wind conditions 


along adjacent sidewalks would be expected to be more severe than for the proposed project.4 The highest wind 


speeds are predicted downwind (east) of the project site, near the intersections of Sutter and Larkin streets, and 


further east along Sutter and Post streets. Therefore, the Full Preservation Alternative would be anticipated to 


cause an exceedance of the wind hazard criterion at public pedestrian areas near the project site and impacts 


could be significant. RWDI recommended several design modifications such as planters, tall guardrails, and wind 


screens to achieve more favorable wind conditions. However, these strategies would have to be tailored to fit the 


design intent of the building and would require further assessment of their impact on wind conditions. As such, 


while mitigation measures could be developed to reduce this impact, it is not known if this impact could be 


reduced to less-than-significant level and this analysis conservatively identifies this impact as significant and 


unavoidable, with implementation of mitigation (Impact WI-1: SUM; increased). Cumulative impacts would likely 


remain less than significant, similar to the proposed project, due to the already densely built surrounding 


environment and intervening buildings between the alternative and cumulative projects (Impact C-WI-1: LTS; 


similar).  


Overall, the Full Preservation Alternative would have reduced impacts compared to the proposed project on 


historic architectural resources because it would retain 1123 Sutter Street and avoid the project’s significant 


unavoidable impacts to the resource, but it would have increased wind impacts due to the 200-foot height of the 


tower (significant and unavoidable).  


 
4 Rowan William Davies & Irwin Inc., 1101–1123 Sutter Street, Alternatives Screening-Level Wind Analysis, January 21, 2021. 
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5.D.3 Achievement of Project Objectives 


The Full Preservation Alternative would fully meet three of the project objectives listed in Section 2.E, Project 


Sponsor’s Objectives, and would partially achieve two of the objectives, as described below. Overall, it would 


meet or partially meet the project objectives. 


The Full Preservation Alternative would fully meet objectives 3, 4, and 5. Objective 3 is to create a more attractive, 


interesting, and engaging street-level experience and objective 4 is to construct a single, cohesive development 


occupying the project site consisting of high-quality, contemporary urban design. The Full Preservation 


Alternative would achieve both these objectives through the building design and articulation at the first floor, 


retention of both existing historic resources on the site, and their incorporation into the overall project design. 


Objective 5 is to retain historic resources where it is economically and structurally feasible to rehabilitate the 


building’s interior space for new commercial and residential uses. The Full Preservation Alternative would meet 


this objective by fully preserving 1101 Sutter Street and retaining the majority of character-defining features and 


some interior spaces at 1123 Sutter Street to the extent that is economically and structurally feasible. 


The Full Preservation Alternative would partially meet objectives 1 and 2. Objective 1 is for a well-designed, 


financially feasible mixed-use project with residential housing units that contributes services to support the well-


being of the community. While the Full Preservation Alternative would contribute services to the well-being of 


the community, it would have a 48 percent reduction in unit count compared to the proposed project. Objective 


2 is to increase the City and County of San Francisco’s supply of housing, including affordable housing, and 


maximize housing on the site. The Full Preservation Alternative partially meets this objective, as it would provide 


106 fewer units than the proposed project. Therefore, overall, the Full Preservation Alternative would meet or 


partially meet the project objectives as compared to the proposed project. 


5.E Partial Preservation Alternative 1 


5.E.1 Description 


Under the Partial Preservation Alternative 1, both 1101 Sutter Street and 1123 Sutter Street would be retained, 


with a four-story addition above each building, and an 18-story, 200-foot-tall residential tower would be 


constructed on the parking lot at the west side of the project site (on the existing surface parking lot); see Figure 


5-2, Partial Preservation Alternative 1. 


The overall size of this alternative would be smaller than the proposed project but larger than the Full 


Preservation Alternative, with 151 dwelling units (approximately 133,227 gross square feet of residential uses), 


less amenity and open space, and the same amount of commercial, childcare, and garage uses as the proposed 


project.  


Details about the buildings would be as follows: 


• 1101 Sutter Street would remain as described for the proposed project at the exterior but would have a four-
story addition that would be set back 20 feet from both Sutter and Larkin streets, with a height of up to 85 


feet. The architectural design details, material palette, and fenestration pattern of the addition would 
generally reflect the color palate and pattern of fenestration of the primary façade of the existing historic 
building at 1123 Sutter Street. This alternative would maintain the three street-facing facades of 1101 Sutter 
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Street at Sutter, Larkin, and Hemlock streets, and as such, all of the character-defining features associated 
with fenestration, cladding, and façade details would be fully retained.  


• 1123 Sutter Street would remain as in the existing conditions at the exterior but would be modified with the 


construction of a four-story addition. The addition would be set back 25 feet from the north façade at Sutter 
Street and would have a maximum height of 65 feet. The architectural design details, material palette, and 
fenestration pattern of the addition would generally reflect the color palate and pattern of fenestration of the 
primary façade of the existing historic building at 1123 Sutter Street. This alternative would maintain the 


primary (north) and rear (south) facades of 1123 Sutter Street, and as such, all of the character-defining 
features associated with fenestration, cladding, and façade details would be fully retained. Interior 
demolition and new construction for adaptive reuse would partially retain and rehabilitate interior spaces 
including the lobby/waiting room and rotunda/main entry to a sufficient degree to provide a transition 
between the portion of the building that would be retained and new spaces behind. The west and east 


chapels, which are also interior character-defining features, would not be retained. 


• The new tower on the existing surface parking lot would have architectural design details, material palette, and 
fenestration patterns that would be the same as or similar to those of the proposed project but would be 18 
stories (200 feet in height) as opposed to the proposed project which would be 14 stories (150 feet in height). 


The Partial Preservation Alternative 1 would retain character-defining features associated with fenestration, 


cladding, and façade details but would alter the height and massing of both existing buildings with vertical 


additions, while in-filling the former at-grade parking lot.  
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FIGURE 5-2SOURCE: David Baker Architects 2021
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5.E.2 Impacts 


Unlike the proposed project, the Partial Preservation Alternative 1 would include constructing a four-story addition 


on 1101 Sutter, although it would still retain the exterior of the building. While this alternative would also retain the 


exterior of 1123 Sutter Street – unlike the proposed project, which would demolish the structure – it would also 


construct a four-story addition on this building. In addition, the proposed new 200-foot-tall building on the existing 


surface parking lot would be similar in design to the proposed project but would have an increased height.  


The Partial Preservation Alternative 1 would retain most of the character-defining features of 1101 Sutter Street. It 


would maintain the three street-facing façades of 1101 Sutter Street at Sutter, Larkin, and Hemlock streets, and 


as such, all the character-defining features associated with fenestration, cladding, and façade details would be 


fully retained. Unlike the proposed project, the Partial Preservation Alternative 1 would include constructing a 


rectangular-plan four-story addition atop 1101 Sutter Street, which would be set back 20 feet from the north 


façade at Sutter Street and the east façade at Larkin Street, and as such would only partially retain the building’s 


character-defining features relating to height and massing. Due to the four-story addition atop the existing three-


story building, the building’s height and massing would be modified. This would be a substantial adverse 


change to the individual historical resource, which is considered a significant impact. Even with implementation 


of mitigation measures similar to those identified for the proposed project under Impact CR-2 (described below), 


this impact would remain significant and unavoidable (Impact CR-1: SUM; increased).  


The Partial Preservation Alternative 1 would retain many of the character-defining features of 1123 Sutter Street. 


The Partial Preservation Alternative 1 would maintain the primary (north) and rear (south) façades of 1123 Sutter 


Street, and as such, all the character-defining features associated with fenestration, cladding, and façade details 


would be fully retained. The Partial Preservation Alternative 1 would include constructing a rectangular-plan 


four-story addition atop 1123 Sutter Street that would be set back 25 feet from the north façade at Sutter Street, 


and as such would partially retain the character-defining features of both buildings relating to height and 


massing. At 1123 Sutter Street, interior demolition and new construction for adaptive reuse would partially retain 


and rehabilitate interior spaces including the lobby/waiting room and rotunda/main entry to a sufficient degree 


to provide a transition between the portion of the building that would be retained and new spaces behind. 


Despite the retention of the exterior of the building, the new four-level addition to 1123 Sutter Street would have 


significant adverse impacts on the historic resource’s ability to convey its historic significance. While this impact 


would be reduced compared to the proposed project, the Partial Preservation Alternative 1 would still result in a 


significant adverse impact to 1123 Sutter Street, and Project Mitigation Measures M-CR-2a: Historical 


Documentation; M-CR-2b: Interpretation; and M-CR-2c: Historical Architectural Salvage, identified for the 


proposed project, would be applicable. Even with implementation of these mitigation measures, this impact 


would remain significant and unavoidable (Impact CR-2: SUM; somewhat reduced). 


Similar to the proposed project, the Partial Preservation Alternative 1 would not materially alter offsite historic 


resources and would not have substantial adverse effects on the adjacent Lower Nob Hill Apartment Hotel 


Historic District. Impacts under this alternative would be less than significant (Impact CR-3: LTS; similar). Also 


similar to the cumulative conditions under the proposed project, the Partial Preservation Alternative 1, in 


combination with other cumulative projects, would not result in significant cumulative impacts. Therefore, 


potential cumulative impacts would be less than significant (Impact C-CR-1: LTS; similar). 


However, unlike the proposed project, the proposed 200-foot-high tower has the potential to create significant 


wind impacts due to its location on the site and the substantially lower height of surrounding buildings. Under the 
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Partial Preservation Alternative 1, with the west tower height increased by 50 feet compared to the proposed 


project, wind conditions along adjacent sidewalks would be expected to be more severe than for the proposed 


project.5 The highest wind speeds are predicted downwind (east) of the project site, near the intersections of Sutter 


and Larkin streets, and farther east along Sutter and Post streets. Therefore, the Partial Preservation Alternative 1 


would be anticipated to cause an exceedance of the wind hazard criterion at public pedestrian areas near the 


project site, and impacts could be significant. While mitigation measures could be developed to reduce this impact, 


it is not known whether this impact could be reduced to a less-than-significant level; therefore, this analysis 


conservatively identifies this impact as significant and unavoidable with implementation of feasible mitigation 


(Impact WI-1: SUM; increased). Cumulative impacts would likely remain less than significant, similar to the 


proposed project, due to the already densely built-up surrounding environment and the intervening buildings 


between the alternative project site and nearby cumulative projects (Impact C-WI-1: LS; similar).  


Overall, while the Partial Preservation Alternative 1 would retain the exterior of both historic resources on the site 


in contrast with the proposed project that would only retain 1101 Sutter Street, it would have increased impacts 


(new significant unavoidable impacts) associated with 1101 Sutter Street, and somewhat reduced impacts, 


although still significant and unavoidable, associated with 1123 Sutter Street, compared to the proposed project. 


Although Partial Preservation Alternative 1 would have increased impacts on 1101 Sutter Street in comparison 


with the proposed project, this alternative sought to balance impacts to historic resources across the larger site 


by retaining portions of both 1101 and 1123 Sutter Street. The Partial Preservation Alternative 1 would have 


increased significant and unavoidable wind impacts due to the 200-foot height of the tower.  


5.E.3 Achievement of Project Objectives 


The Partial Preservation Alternative 1 would fully meet two of the project objectives listed in Section 2.E, Project 


Sponsor’s Objectives, and would only partially achieve three of the objectives, as described below. Overall, it 


would meet or partially meet the project objectives. 


The Partial Preservation Alternative 1 would fully meet objectives 3 and 4. Objective 3 is to create a more 


attractive, interesting, and engaging street-level experience and objective 4 is to construct a single, cohesive 


development occupying the project site consisting of high-quality, contemporary urban design. The Partial 


Preservation Alternative 1 would achieve both these objectives through the building design and articulation at 


the first floor, the retention of the exterior of the historic resources on the site, and their incorporation into the 


overall project design.  


The Partial Preservation Alternative 1 would partially meet objectives 1, 2, and 5. Objective 1 is for a well-


designed, financially feasible mixed-use project with residential housing units that contributes services to 


support the well-being of the community. While the Partial Preservation Alternative 1 would contribute services 


to the well-being of the community, it would have a 32 percent reduction in unit count (reduction of 70 units). 


Objective 2 is to increase the city’s supply of housing, including affordable housing, and to maximize housing on 


the site. As noted above, this alternative would provide 70 fewer units than the proposed project; therefore, it 


only partially meets this objective. Objective 5 is to retain historic resources where it is economically and 


structurally feasible to rehabilitate the building’s interior space for new commercial and residential uses. The 


Partial Preservation Alternative 1 partially meets this objective, as it retains many of the character-defining 


features at both 1101 and 1123 Sutter Street; however, the four-story additions on both buildings would only 


partially retain height- and massing-related character-defining features, and at 1123 Sutter Street, interior 


 
5 Rowan William Davies & Irwin Inc., 1101–1123 Sutter Street, Alternatives Screening-Level Wind Analysis, January 21, 2021. 
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demolition and new construction for adaptive reuse would partially retain and rehabilitate interior spaces 


including the lobby/waiting room and rotunda/main entry, resulting in significant and unavoidable impacts to 


both resources. Therefore, overall, the Partial Preservation Alternative 1 would have partial (moderate) 


achievement of the project objectives compared to the proposed project. 


5.F Partial Preservation Alternative 2 


5.F.1 Description 


Under Partial Preservation Alternative 2, a 14-story, 150-foot-tall tower at the site of the at-grade parking lot at 


the western edge of the project site would be constructed, with architectural design details and a material palate 


and fenestration pattern the same or similar to those of the proposed project; 1101 Sutter Street would have the 


same building exterior with no additions or major changes to the building’s design; 1123 Sutter Street would 


have the primary (north) façade and some interior features retained but would be modified with construction of 


a 12-story vertical addition.  


Details about the buildings are as follows: 


• 1101 Sutter Street would remain as described for the proposed project, including the building exterior, with 
no additions or major changes to the building’s design. All of the character-defining features associated with 


fenestration, cladding, and façade details would be fully retained. The height and massing of 1101 Sutter 
Street would also be fully retained. 


• 1123 Sutter Street would maintain the primary (north) façade, but would include the construction of a 12-


story addition up to a 150-feet height. A three-story, shallowly recessed horizontal hyphen consisting of 
mostly glass would separate the existing facade from the new tower above, which would not include a 


setback. The architectural design details, material palette, and fenestration pattern of the addition would 
generally reflect the color palate and pattern of fenestration of the primary façade of the existing historic 


building at 1123 Sutter Street. All the character-defining features associated with fenestration, cladding, and 
façade details would be fully retained, however, height and massing at 1123 Sutter Street would not be 
retained. Some interior character-defining features of the building, including the lobby/waiting room and 


rotunda/main entry, would be partially retained and rehabilitated to a sufficient degree to provide a 
transition between the portion of the building that would be retained and the new spaces. The west and east 


chapels, which are also interior character-defining features, would not be retained. 


• The new tower on the existing surface parking lot would have architectural design details, material palette, and 


fenestration patterns that would be the same as or similar to those of the proposed project. 


The Partial Preservation Alternative 2 would minimally alter the façades of the existing buildings at the project 


site, and would alter the height and massing of 1123 Sutter Street with a vertical addition, while in-filling the 


former at-grade parking lot (See Figure 5-3, Partial Preservation Alternative 2). This alternative would also retain 


some interior character-defining features of the existing building at 1123 Sutter Street.  
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5.F.2 Impacts 


Similar to the proposed project, 1101 Sutter Street would be retained and rehabilitated. Unlike the proposed 


project, the Partial Preservation Alternative 2 would retain some exterior and interior character-defining features 


of 1123 Sutter Street along with the construction of a 12-story addition to the existing building. The Partial 


Preservaiton Alternative 2 would also see the construction of a 14-story 150-foot-tall building on the existing 


surface parking lot that would be similar in design to the proposed project.  


The Partial Preservation Alternative 2 would maintain the three street-facing facades of 1101 Sutter Street at 


Sutter, Larkin, and Hemlock streets. As such, all of the character-defining features associated with fenestration, 


cladding, and façade details would be fully retained. The Partial Preservation 2 Alternative would retain the 


height and massing of 1101 Sutter Street. 1101 Sutter Street does not have any interior character-defining 


features; therefore, changes to the interior of the building would not affect the resource. Impacts under this 


alternative would be less than significant (Impact CR 1: LTS; similar). 


The Partial Preservation Alternative 2 would construct a 12-story vertical addition at 1123 Sutter Street, 


comprising a three-story, shallowly recessed horizontal connecting feature or ‘hyphen’ between the existing 


building and the remaining volumn of the addition. This hyphen would be located above the historic building 


consisting mostly of glass, and a nine-story volume above the hyphen with no setback. The Partial Preservation 


Alternative 2 would maintain the primary (north) facade of 1123 Sutter Street, and as such, all of the character-


defining features associated with fenestration, cladding, and façade details would be fully retained. Additionally, 


this alternative would retain some interior character-defining features of the building, including the 


lobby/waiting room and rotunda/main entry. Despite the retention of the exterior façade and some interior 


features of the building, the new 12-story addition to 1123 Sutter Street would not retain the character-defining 


features of height and massing of 1123 Sutter Street and would have significant adverse impacts on the ability of 


the building to convey its historic significance. Although the Partial Preservation Alternative 2 would lessen the 


impact on 1123 Sutter Street in comparison with the proposed project which proposes full demolition, it would 


still result in a significant adverse impact to 1123 Sutter Street , and Project Mitigation Measures M CR 2a: 


Historical Documentation; M CR 2b: Interpretation; and M CR 2c: Historical Architectural Salvage, identified for 


the proposed project, would be applicable. Even with implementation of these mitigation measures, this impact 


would remain significant and unavoidable (Impact CR 2: SUM; somewhat reduced). 


Similar to the proposed project, the Partial Preservation Alternative 2 would not materially alter offsite historic 


resources (buildings) and would not have substantial adverse effects on the adjacent Lower Nob Hill Apartment 


Hotel Historic District. Impacts under this alternative would be less than significant (Impact CR-3: LTS; similar). Also 


similar to the cumulative conditions under the proposed project, the Partial Preservation Alternative 2, in 


combination with other cumulative projects, would not result in significant cumulative impacts. Therefore, 


potential cumulative impacts would be less than significant (Impact C-CR-1: LTS; similar). 


The Partial Preservation Alternative 2 proposes a new 14-story 150-foot-tower at the site of the at-grade parking 


lot, along with a 12-story addition to the existing building at 1123 Sutter Street that would also reach 150 feet. 


With the same building heights as the proposed project, wind conditions along adjacent sidewalks would be 


expected to be similar to the proposed project. The wind analysis conducted by RWDI states that wind activity 


would be slightly more severe at building entrances, sideways, walkways, and above-grade terraces, but these 


slightly increased conditions would not exceed the wind hazard criterion. Therefore, the Partial Preservation 


Alternative 2 would not be anticipated to cause an exceedance of the wind hazard criterion at public pedestrian 


areas near the project site and impacts would be less than significant (Impact WI-1: LTS; increased). Cumulative 
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impacts would likely remain less than significant, similar to the proposed project, due to the building heights 


and already densely built surrounding environment and intervening buildings between the alternative and 


cumulative projects (Impact C-WI-1: LTS; increased). 


5.F.3 Achievement of Project Objectives 


The Partial Preservation Alternative 2 would fully meet two of the project objectives listed in Section 2.E, Project 


Sponsor’s Objectives, and would only partially achieve three of the objectives, as described below. Overall, it 


would meet or partially meet the project objectives. 


The Partial Preservation Alternative 2 would fully meet objectives 3 and 4. Objective 3 is to create a more 


attractive, interesting, and engaging street-level experience and objective 4 is to construct a single, cohesive 


development occupying the project site consisting of high-quality, contemporary urban design. The Partial 


Preservation Alternative 2 would achieve both these objectives through the building design and articulation at 


the first floor, retention of both existing historic resources on the site, and their incorporation into the overall 


project design. 


The Partial Preservation Alternative 2 would partially meet objectives 1, 2, and 5. Objective 1 is for a well-


designed, financially feasible mixed-use project with residential housing units that contributes services to 


support the well-being of the community. Since this alternative would result in a 3 percent reduction in unit 


count compared to the proposed project, it would not achieve this objective to the same extent as the proposed 


project. Objective 2 is to increase the City and County of San Francisco’s supply of housing, including affordable 


housing, and maximize housing on the site. The Partial Preservation Alternative 2 would meet the objective of 


increasing housing supply; however, it would provide 7 fewer units than the proposed project. This alternative 


would still be subject to Section 415 of the San Francisco Planning Code which governs the provision of 


affordable housing (or an in-lieu fee). Objective 5 is to retain historic resources where it is economically and 


structurally feasible to rehabilitate the building’s interior space for new commercial and residential uses. The 


Partial Preservation Alternative 2 partially meets this objective, similar to the determination for the proposed 


project. This alternative would fully retain all character-defining features at 1101 Sutter Street, similar to the 


proposed project; and, at 1123 Sutter Street, would fully retain the character-defining features that relate to 


fenestration, cladding, and façade details, unlike the proposed project. However, this alternative would only 


partially retain some character-defining interior spaces; and would not retain character-defining features that 


relate to building height and massing in regard to propose changes at 1123 Sutter Street, but would retain more 


character-defining features than the proposed project. Therefore, overall, the Partial Preservation Alternative 2 


would meet or partially meet the project objectives. 


5.G Environmentally Superior Alternative 


CEQA Guidelines section 15126.6(e)(2) requires identification of an environmentally superior alternative if the proposed 


project has significant impacts that cannot be mitigated to a less-than-significant level. The environmentally superior 


alternative is the alternative that best avoids or lessens any significant effects of the proposed project, even if the 


alternative would impede to some degree the attainment of some of the project objectives.  


The No Project Alternative is considered the overall environmentally superior alternative because the significant 


impacts associated with implementation of the proposed project would not occur with the No Project Alternative. 


However, the No Project Alternative would not meet any of the project sponsor’s objectives. If the No Project 
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Alternative is environmentally superior, CEQA requires selection of the “environmentally superior alternative other 


than the no project alternative” from among the proposed project and the other alternatives evaluated.  


The environmentally superior alternative would be the Full Preservation Alternative. This alternative would reduce 


Impact CR-2 by proposing only a two-level addition to 1123 Sutter Street which would not substantially impact the 


historic resource’s ability to convey its historic significance. However, this alternative could create a new significant 


and unavoidable wind hazard impact (Impact WI-1) due to a new 200-foot, 18-story building on the west side of the 


1123 Sutter Street parcel. Therefore, this alternative would eliminate one significant impact while resulting in a 


different significant impact not associated with the proposed project. 


5.H Alternatives Considered but Rejected 


Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines section 15126.6(c), an EIR should “identify any alternatives that were considered by 


the lead agency but rejected as infeasible during the scoping process and briefly explain the reasons underlying 


the lead agency’s determination.” As described above, the screening process for identifying viable EIR 


alternatives included consideration of the following criteria: ability to meet the project objectives, including 


maximizing housing on the site; potential ability to substantially lessen or avoid significant environmental effects 


associated with the proposed project; and potential feasibility. 


As described in Section 5.A, Introduction, pp. 5-2 through 5-5, various heights for additions above 1101 and 1123 


Sutter Street as well as various setbacks from the existing building façades were evaluated to reduce potential 


impacts to the historic buildings. Alternatives considered but rejected are shown in Figure 5-4. A tower with 


varying heights was evaluated for the surface parking lot of 1123 Sutter Street. Building heights for the 


alternatives considered but rejected were as follows: on the 1101 Sutter Street parcel, the schemes prepared had 


heights ranging from 55 feet (one-story addition) to 190 feet (15-story addition); on the 1123 Sutter Street 


building, the schemes had heights ranging from 35 feet (one-story addition) to 65 feet (four-story addition); and 


on the surface parking lot on 1123 Sutter Street, the schemes had heights ranging from 150 feet (14-story tower) 


to 200 feet (19-story tower). Previous alternatives considered were deemed infeasible due to various reasons: 


some rejected alternatives featured reduced setbacks that did not sufficiently preserve the character-defining 


features of the historic buildings, others would have required cost structural renovations for smaller additions 


that would only net a few additional residential units and did not meet project objectives, while others created 


potentially significant shadow impacts caused by the construction of taller additions on the 1101 Sutter Street 


site. Regarding shadow impacts, it was determined that alternatives involving a 190-foot tower at 1101 Sutter 


would cast a shadow onto the Redding Elementary School athletic field and playground. As discussed above, 


the Partial Preservation Alternative 2B was also rejected by the Historic Preservation Commission as they felt it 


did not sufficiently respond to the character-defining height and massing of the historic resources on the site 


and wanted to see an alternative that preserved some of the interior spaces at 1123 Sutter Street.  
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Subject: 1101-1123 Sutter Street Draft EIR - Notice of Availability
 
NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY OF AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
 
To whom it may concern,
 
A draft environmental impact report (EIR) has been prepared by the San Francisco Planning
Department in connection with the 1101-1123 Sutter Street project, see Notice of Availability
(attached). The EIR is available for public review and comment on the City’s Planning Department’s
Negative Declarations and EIRs web page (http://www.sf-planning.org/sfceqadocs).
 
The public comment period for this draft EIR is from August 18, 2021 to October 5, 2021. Written
comments should be sent to David Young, San Francisco Planning Department, 49 South Van Ness
Avenue, Suite 1400, San Francisco, CA 94103 or emailed to CPC.1101-1123SutterEIR@sfgov.org.
Written comments will be accepted until 5:00 p.m. on October 5, 2021.
 
If you have questions concerning the environmental review of this project, please email CPC.1101-
1123SutterEIR@sfgov.org or call (628) 652-7494.
 
Thank you,
Christine Kronenberg
 
Christine Kronenberg, AICP
Principal

1102 R Street, Sacramento, CA 95811
O: 916-438-5314   C: 916-508-6455
www.dudek.com
 
 

https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//www.sf-planning.org/sfceqadocs&g=YjlhZmU4Y2Y2OTM3MTlmYw==&h=NGJlODNmOTEyZTI5NTk0NWIwMWM1NTUxMGM3YmNmOTFiNjdjYmI1MGE5NWQ1MDc2MjJiMTJlNTQzODY1OGRhZg==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvOjZmYzUzZDlmOTQ4YTQwYmNhNDdhOGFkYTZhNjRiZDg3OnYx
mailto:CPC.1101-1123SutterEIR@sfgov.org
mailto:CPC.1101-1123SutterEIR@sfgov.org
mailto:CPC.1101-1123SutterEIR@sfgov.org
https://avanan.url-protection.com/v1/url?o=http%3A//www.dudek.com&g=M2RiZGRhMjVlNjhlNGNiNw==&h=NDYwNmIyM2ZiMjVmZjA0NmUxZTdhMzc3YzM1M2Y2NWNhMmQyMTVmYjk2OWY5ODhkMGUxMjIyMGM5MGQ4ODkxZQ==&p=YXAzOnNmZHQyOmF2YW5hbjpvOjZmYzUzZDlmOTQ4YTQwYmNhNDdhOGFkYTZhNjRiZDg3OnYx


From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED AND CITY ADMINISTRATOR CARMEN CHU APPOINT

CARLA SHORT AS INTERIM DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS
Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 9:57:11 AM
Attachments: 08.19.2021 Interim Public Works Director.pdf

 
 
Jonas P Ionin
Director of Commission Affairs
San Francisco Planning
49 South Van Ness Avenue, Suite 1400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 628.652.7589 | www.sfplanning.org
San Francisco Property Information Map
 
 

From: "Press Office, Mayor (MYR)" <mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org>
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 8:41 AM
To: "Press Office, Mayor (MYR)" <mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org>
Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED AND CITY ADMINISTRATOR
CARMEN CHU APPOINT CARLA SHORT AS INTERIM DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Thursday, August 19, 2021
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
MAYOR LONDON BREED AND CITY ADMINISTRATOR
CARMEN CHU APPOINT CARLA SHORT AS INTERIM

DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS
City Administrator Chu will begin the search for a long-term replacement for the role while

Short serves as Interim Director
 
San Francisco, CA — Mayor London N. Breed and City Administrator Carmen Chu today
announced the appointment of Carla Short as the Interim Director of Public Works. Short
currently serves as Superintendent of the department’s Bureau of Urban Forestry. She will
replace former Director Alaric Degrafinried, who has accepted a new position with the Bay
Area Rapid Transit Agency (BART).
 
Short began her career with Public Works in 2004 as the City’s Urban Forester and stepped
into the bureau’s top position in 2015. She filled in as the department’s Deputy Director for
Operations for eight months starting in fall 2019 and also served as Deputy Chief of the
Bureau of Street-use and Mapping. During her tenure, she led the development and
implementation of StreetTreeSF, a voter approved initiative that transferred maintenance
responsibility of San Francisco’s 124,000-plus street trees to Public Works and created a
sustainable funding stream to pay for the program. Short holds a Master of Environmental
Management from Yale University.
 

mailto:jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
mailto:Josephine.Feliciano@sfgov.org
http://www.sfplanning.org/
https://sfplanninggis.org/pim/
mailto:mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Thursday, August 19, 2021 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org 


 


*** PRESS RELEASE *** 


MAYOR LONDON BREED AND CITY ADMINISTRATOR 


CARMEN CHU APPOINT CARLA SHORT AS INTERIM 


DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS 
City Administrator Chu will begin the search for a long-term replacement for the role while 


Short serves as Interim Director 


 


San Francisco, CA — Mayor London N. Breed and City Administrator Carmen Chu today 


announced the appointment of Carla Short as the Interim Director of Public Works. Short 


currently serves as Superintendent of the department’s Bureau of Urban Forestry. She will 


replace former Director Alaric Degrafinried, who has accepted a new position with the Bay Area 


Rapid Transit Agency (BART). 


 


Short began her career with Public Works in 2004 as the City’s Urban Forester and stepped into 


the bureau’s top position in 2015. She filled in as the department’s Deputy Director for 


Operations for eight months starting in fall 2019 and also served as Deputy Chief of the Bureau 


of Street-use and Mapping. During her tenure, she led the development and implementation of 


StreetTreeSF, a voter approved initiative that transferred maintenance responsibility of San 


Francisco’s 124,000-plus street trees to Public Works and created a sustainable funding stream to 


pay for the program. Short holds a Master of Environmental Management from Yale University. 


  


Short will lead Public Works while the City conducts a nationwide search for a permanent 


director. Degrafinried’s last day will be Friday, August 20, at which point Short will be taking 


over as Interim Director. 


 


“I’m proud to appoint Carla Short to serve as Interim Director of Public Works to continue the 


good work the department has done throughout the pandemic as we search for a long-term 


replacement for the role,” said Mayor Breed. “She has a demonstrated track record as a 


successful leader, and I know that her commitment to this city and passion for her work will 


serve the department well during her time as Interim Director.”  


 


"Carla understands how central Public Works is to how we experience the City. The team at 


Public Works maintains our roadways, tends to our urban tree canopy, cleans our streets, builds 


and maintains our public buildings, and works side by side our community partners to beautify 


our neighborhoods,” said City Administrator Carmen Chu. "I want to thank Carla for stepping up 


to lead the department during this interim period. She’s dedicated more than 16 years of her life 


to Public Works. She understands how the organization works and, above all, she is committed 


to the long-term success of the department.” 


 



mailto:mayorspressoffice@sfgov.org
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“I am extremely honored to serve as Interim Director and want to thank Mayor Breed and City 


Administrator Chu for the opportunity to lead the department during this transition. I see 


firsthand the hard work that Public Works employees demonstrate every day to serve the people 


of San Francisco, partner with our diverse communities and improve our neighborhoods,” Short 


said. “Public Works has been through a lot over the past year and a half, and we stepped up to 


the challenges to get the work done. That would not have been possible without Alaric’s steady 


hand and the dedication shown by the incredible Public Works team.” 


 


San Francisco Public Works has a far-reaching portfolio with a $360 million annual operating 


budget, an active capital portfolio that exceeds $3 billion and a workforce of 1,600-plus 


employees. The department operates around the clock, touching every neighborhood in San 


Francisco. The staff designs and manages construction of civic buildings and streets; cleans and 


greens the right of way; maintains civic buildings; manages multi-million-dollar bond programs; 


trains people for jobs; keeps the right of way free of hazards; paves the roads; repairs bridges and 


public stairways; expands accessibility; and works at the forefront addressing some of San 


Francisco’s biggest challenges, including homelessness.  


 


### 


 


 



https://www.sfpublicworks.org/





Short will lead Public Works while the City conducts a nationwide search for a permanent
director. Degrafinried’s last day will be Friday, August 20, at which point Short will be taking
over as Interim Director.
 
“I’m proud to appoint Carla Short to serve as Interim Director of Public Works to continue the
good work the department has done throughout the pandemic as we search for a long-term
replacement for the role,” said Mayor Breed. “She has a demonstrated track record as a
successful leader, and I know that her commitment to this city and passion for her work will
serve the department well during her time as Interim Director.”
 
"Carla understands how central Public Works is to how we experience the City. The team at
Public Works maintains our roadways, tends to our urban tree canopy, cleans our streets,
builds and maintains our public buildings, and works side by side our community partners to
beautify our neighborhoods,” said City Administrator Carmen Chu. "I want to thank Carla for
stepping up to lead the department during this interim period. She’s dedicated more than 16
years of her life to Public Works. She understands how the organization works and, above all,
she is committed to the long-term success of the department.”
 
“I am extremely honored to serve as Interim Director and want to thank Mayor Breed and City
Administrator Chu for the opportunity to lead the department during this transition. I see
firsthand the hard work that Public Works employees demonstrate every day to serve the
people of San Francisco, partner with our diverse communities and improve our
neighborhoods,” Short said. “Public Works has been through a lot over the past year and a
half, and we stepped up to the challenges to get the work done. That would not have been
possible without Alaric’s steady hand and the dedication shown by the incredible Public
Works team.”
 
San Francisco Public Works has a far-reaching portfolio with a $360 million annual operating
budget, an active capital portfolio that exceeds $3 billion and a workforce of 1,600-plus
employees. The department operates around the clock, touching every neighborhood in San
Francisco. The staff designs and manages construction of civic buildings and streets; cleans
and greens the right of way; maintains civic buildings; manages multi-million-dollar bond
programs; trains people for jobs; keeps the right of way free of hazards; paves the roads;
repairs bridges and public stairways; expands accessibility; and works at the forefront
addressing some of San Francisco’s biggest challenges, including homelessness. 
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From: CPC-Commissions Secretary
To: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: Golden Gate Valley Branch SFPL Landmark Designation Report
Date: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:44:13 PM

 
 
 
Commission Affairs
San Francisco Planning
49 South Van Ness Avenue, Suite 1400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 628.652.7600 | www.sfplanning.org
San Francisco Property Information Map

 
Expanded in-person services at the Permit Center at 49 South Van Ness Avenue are
available. Most other San Francisco Planning functions are being conducted remotely. Our
staff are available by e-mail, and the Planning and Historic Preservation Commissions are
convening remotely. The public is encouraged to participate. Find more information on our
services here. 
 

From: Bishop, Melanie (CPC) <melanie.bishop@sfgov.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:50 PM
To: Bridget Maley <bridget@architecture-history.com>; Boudreaux, Marcelle (CPC)
<marcelle.boudreaux@sfgov.org>
Cc: Gordon-Jonckheer, Elizabeth (CPC) <elizabeth.gordon-jonckheer@sfgov.org>; Sucre, Richard
(CPC) <richard.sucre@sfgov.org>; Hillis, Rich (CPC) <rich.hillis@sfgov.org>; Watty, Elizabeth (CPC)
<elizabeth.watty@sfgov.org>; CPC-Commissions Secretary <commissions.secretary@sfgov.org>;
Stefani, Catherine (BOS) <catherine.stefani@sfgov.org>; Black, Kate (CPC) <kate.black@sfgov.org>;
Foley, Chris (CPC) <chris.foley@sfgov.org>; So, Lydia (CPC) <lydia.so@sfgov.org>; Herzstein, Daniel
(BOS) <daniel.herzstein@sfgov.org>; Matsuda, Diane (CPC) <diane.matsuda@sfgov.org>; Pearlman,
Jonathan (CPC) <jonathan.pearlman@sfgov.org>; Johns, Richard (CPC)
<richard.se.johns@sfgov.org>; Ionin, Jonas (CPC) <jonas.ionin@sfgov.org>
Subject: RE: Golden Gate Valley Branch SFPL Landmark Designation Report
 
Hi Bridget,
 
I’m reaching out to give you a status update on the Golden Gate Valley Library Landmark
Designation. We’ve been in touch with Library staff and they let us know they had capacity to review
the landmark designation report earlier this month. The report is currently with them for review and
we have scheduled this item for the following hearing dates:
 

September 15th: Initiation of Landmark Designation

October 6th: Recommendation on Landmark Designation
 
The Library expressed that they would like to be involved in some capacity, so we are working with
them on their schedule. I will keep you posted if timing changes at all and please let me know if you
have any questions or concerns. Thank you again for your diligence on this!
 

mailto:commissions.secretary@sfgov.org
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http://www.sfplanning.org/
https://sfplanninggis.org/pim/
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https://sfplanning.org/covid-19


Best,

Melanie
 
 
Melanie Bishop, Assistant Preservation Planner
Citywide Cultural Resource Survey & Landmarks | Current Planning
San Francisco Planning
49 South Van Ness Avenue, Suite 1400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 628.652.7440 | www.sfplanning.org
San Francisco Property Information Map

 
Due to COVID-19, San Francisco Planning is operating remotely, and the City’s Permit
Center is open on a limited basis. Our staff are available by e-mail, and the Planning and
Historic Preservation Commissions are convening remotely. The public is encouraged to
participate. Find more information on our services here. 
 
 
 
 

From: Bridget Maley <bridget@architecture-history.com> 
Sent: Thursday, December 17, 2020 12:34 PM
To: Boudreaux, Marcelle (CPC) <marcelle.boudreaux@sfgov.org>
Cc: Hyland, Aaron (CPC) <aaron.hyland@sfgov.org>; Gordon-Jonckheer, Elizabeth (CPC)
<elizabeth.gordon-jonckheer@sfgov.org>; Sucre, Richard (CPC) <richard.sucre@sfgov.org>; Hillis,
Rich (CPC) <rich.hillis@sfgov.org>; Watty, Elizabeth (CPC) <elizabeth.watty@sfgov.org>; CPC-
Commissions Secretary <commissions.secretary@sfgov.org>; Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
<catherine.stefani@sfgov.org>; Black, Kate (CPC) <kate.black@sfgov.org>; Foley, Chris (CPC)
<chris.foley@sfgov.org>; So, Lydia (CPC) <lydia.so@sfgov.org>; Herzstein, Daniel (BOS)
<daniel.herzstein@sfgov.org>; Bishop, Melanie (CPC) <melanie.bishop@sfgov.org>; Matsuda, Diane
(CPC) <diane.matsuda@sfgov.org>; Pearlman, Jonathan (CPC) <jonathan.pearlman@sfgov.org>;
Johns, Richard (CPC) <richard.se.johns@sfgov.org>; Ionin, Jonas (CPC) <jonas.ionin@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Golden Gate Valley Branch SFPL Landmark Designation Report
 
Thanks Marcelle - I appreciate your quick follow up. It does seem to me that this should be a "slam
dunk." The Library agreed to the landmarking of all the Carnegie Libraries many years ago, but this
one was overlooked when the rehabilitation was completed. I can't imagine this would even require
a representative from the Library to attend the hearing. There are already six other Carnegie
Libraries landmarked and this application mirror's those designation reports. I would hope that this
could be scheduled for one of the January LPC hearings.
Thanks,
Bridget
 
On Thu, Dec 17, 2020 at 11:46 AM Boudreaux, Marcelle (CPC) <marcelle.boudreaux@sfgov.org>
wrote:

Hi Bridget-
Thank you for your diligence on this. Planning staff does intend to schedule this for a hearing at
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

HPC. Per normal practice, the Planning Department engages with the property owner to educate
and obtain position on Landmarking. After conversations with the SF Public Library a few months
ago, it was indicated that the Library was occupied with operational logistics during the Covid-19
pandemic, and they respectfully asked to wait until 2021. This is flagged for Department follow up.
 
The Department will provide an update at the next HPC hearing.
 
Thank you,
Marcelle
 
 
Marcelle W. Boudreaux, AICP, Principal Planner
Survey & Designations/Current Planning
San Francisco Planning
PLEASE NOTE MY NEW ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER AS OF AUGUST 17:
49 South Van Ness Avenue, Suite 1400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 628.652.7375 | www.sfplanning.org
San Francisco Property Information Map

 
 
Due to COVID-19, San Francisco Planning is not providing any in-person
services, but we are operating remotely. Our staff are available by e-mail,
and the Planning and Historic Preservation Commissions are convening
remotely. The public is encouraged to participate. Find more information on
our services here. 
 

From: Bridget Maley <bridget@architecture-history.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 12:46 PM
To: Hyland, Aaron (CPC) <aaron.hyland@sfgov.org>
Cc: CPC-Commissions Secretary <commissions.secretary@sfgov.org>; Stefani, Catherine (BOS)
<catherine.stefani@sfgov.org>; Black, Kate (CPC) <kate.black@sfgov.org>; Foley, Chris (CPC)
<chris.foley@sfgov.org>; So, Lydia (CPC) <lydia.so@sfgov.org>; Herzstein, Daniel (BOS)
<daniel.herzstein@sfgov.org>; Bishop, Melanie (CPC) <melanie.bishop@sfgov.org>; Matsuda,
Diane (CPC) <diane.matsuda@sfgov.org>; Pearlman, Jonathan (CPC)
<jonathan.pearlman@sfgov.org>; Johns, Richard (CPC) <richard.se.johns@sfgov.org>; Ionin, Jonas
(CPC) <jonas.ionin@sfgov.org>; Boudreaux, Marcelle (CPC) <marcelle.boudreaux@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Golden Gate Valley Branch SFPL Landmark Designation Report
 

 

President Hyland - Thank you for your time today at the HPC hearing and for taking my general
public comment regarding the Golden Gate Valley Library. I am forwarding my original email from
July 22, 2020 with the Designation Report attached for the Golden Gate Valley Library. I hope that
we can move this landmark designation forward as soon as possible without any further delay. 
Best,
Bridget
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On Wed, Jul 22, 2020 at 12:03 PM Bridget Maley <bridget@architecture-history.com> wrote:

All - Per my last communication to the Landmarks Preservation Commission on April 13, 2020
regarding this matter, attached for your review is the Landmark Designation Report for the
Golden Gate Valley Library. A cover letter explaining the landmarking process after the Library
Renovation Program was complete is included in the attached PDF of the entire designation
report. Please feel free to contact me should you have questions.
Sincerely,
Bridget Maley
 
--
bridget maley
architecture + history, llc
415 . 760 . 4318
san francisco, ca
 
www.architecture-history.com
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san francisco, ca
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